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ABSTRACT 

Creep failure of welds in high-temperature power plant steam piping systems is 

known to be a potential cause of plant failure. Creep behaviour of plain pipes 

with circumferential wdds and cross-weld specimens have received fairly 

extensive attention. However, research into the creep behaviour of welded 

thick-walled branched steam pipes has received less attention. Consequently, 

this thesis addresses improving the understanding of the creep behaviour for 

this type of geometry. Numerical and analytical methods are used to assess the 

creep behaviour of typical power plant branched pipe geometries. 

The effects of various geometric and material parameters on the creep stress 

and creep life behaviour of the connections are studied. In particular, the effect 

of the differing creep properties associated with the various material regions of 

the weld are investigated. The importance of incorporation of weld properties 

in creep life assessments is thus assessed. 

Finite element steady-state and continuum damage mechanics creep analyses 

have been used to identify the relative creep strength of typical connections 

compared to plain pipes. The work identifies typical creep rupture locations 

within branched pipe welds and the associated damage accumulation at and 

around these positions. 

Various creep life assessment methods/procedures are used in practise~ these 

are mainly the British Standard codes, British Energy's R5 procedure, steady

state creep approaches and continuum damage mechanics approaches. The 

relative accuracy and conservatism of these distinct approaches are addressed 

for the application to typical branched pipes. 

The general fonnulation of steady-state creep stress is applied to the parametric 

study of weld materials in a typical multi-material welded branched pipe. An 

approximate interpolation technique for power-law creep is implemented to 

reduce the number of analyses needed to span a wide range of material 

paran1eters. The n1ethod is used to estimate the creep stresses and lives at 

several critical regions within the various material zones of the we ld. The 

advantages of the technique are related to the small number of analyses 

required and the simple and compact way of presenting the results for weld 

design and life assessment purposes. 
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Nomenclature 

ENGLISH SYMBOLS 

cross-sectional area of bars in multi-bar structures 
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k stress redistribution factor 
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Pi internal pressure 
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R Boltzmann constant 
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r,rj,rm branch pipe outer, inner and mean radii, respecti\'ely 

main pipe outer, inner and mean radii. respectively 

s branch pipe spacing 

deviatoric stress 

I branch pipe wall thickness or creep time 

If' tCD ' t f,mdh 
failure life, creep damage life and failure life based on 

the mean diameter elastic hoop stress of the main pipe. 

respectively 

t r(SS) , I r(CDM)' I r(R5) 
steady-state, CDM and R5 rupture life, respectively 

I * r 
assessment time 

T main pipe wall thickness or temperature 

w Branch pipe weld width on the inside bore 

11'0 plain pipe butt weld width 

U, U nom 
deformation rate and nominal deformation rate 

v, VI' V Fl.' V deformation, 
T ' 

initial elastic or elastic-plastic 

V s.\" V.\'R 
deformation, the elastic deformation, total deformation. 

steady-state deformation and redistribution dcfonnation. 

respectively 
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GREEK SYMBOLS 

a multi-axial material constant or stress scaling factor 

reference scaling factor 

f3 branched pipe internal weld angle 

COM material constants 

Kronkerdelta 

strain, strain tensor and creep strain, respectively 

constant in Norton's creep power law 

creep strain rate and creep strain rate tensor, respectively 

r system loading factor 

Branch ligament efficiency 

stress concentration factor 

plain pipe butt weld angle 

.{} branched pipe external weld angle 

(j', (j' i;' (j'1' (j' nom 
stress, stress components, principal stress components and 

nominal stress, respectively 

mean axial end load 

maximum elastic stress 

equivalent stress and nomlalised equivalent stress. 

respectively 

maximum principal stress and nonnaliscd maxImum 

principal stress. respectively 



R 
0" ret' 0" ref 

p 
O"r 'O"r 'O"r 'O"r( ... ;.\,) 

O"mdh 

OJ,OJ 

ABBREVIATIONS 

BS 

CDM 

CMVorCrMoV 

CEGB 

FE 

PWHT 

SS 

Type IV 

WM 

reference stress and rupture reference stress, respectively 

rupture stress, nonnalised rupture stress. peak rupture stress 

and steady-state rupture stress. respectively 

design operating stress 

mean diameter hoop stress 

Shear stress and shear stress component respectively 

damage and damage rate, respectively 

constants in creep constitutive equations 

British Standard 

continuum damage mechanics 

denotes typical CrMo V power plant steels. e.g. 

1;2Cr1;2MoYt V 

Central Electricity Generating Board 

finite element 

heat-affected zone, branch pipe and mam pIpe HAZ. 

respectively 

parent material, branch pIpe and 
. . 

mam pIpe parent 

material, respectively 

post weld heat treatment 

steady-state creep 

Type IV HAZ heat-affected weld zone 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

Many technological advances of the nineteenth and twentieth century have led 

to a dependency on the use of power. The use of power is diverse, whether irs 

electricity for televisions, natural gas for central heating or crude oil for 

powering anything from lawnmowers to fighter jets, the developed world 

cannot exist without it. The importance of the role of power stations within the 

developed world can never be underestimated; they are and probably will be at 

the forefront of modem civilisation for many years to come. The dependency 

on power stations to create electricity to help run industry, services, domestic 

appliances and society as a whole is tremendous. With this dependency come 

large requirements for the reliable operation of the plant to constantly supply 

power but also to maximise its profitability as an industry, while at the same 

time keeping a safe operating environment. The reliable and safe operation of 

power plant is mainly dependent on the understanding of the power generation 

process. One area of this understanding is how component failure within the 

plant occurs, whether failure occurs by human misuse or by nomlal operating 

conditions. It is this latter topic that is of importance within this thesis. l Jnder 

no fllla 1 operating conditions, failure within the plant can endanger human Ii Il'. 

as well as being economically expensive due to the replacement of bilcd 

equipnlent and loss of eanlings due to shutdown. Failures can occur in many 



areas of the plant, for instance the steam generation equipment can fail by 

corrosion, thermal fatigue or creep. The causes of such failure are often 

complex and are not yet fully understood: therefore it is of interest to power 

companies to increase plant safety and profitability by gaining knowledge of 

all potential failure areas. 

Common failure mechanisms of plant components under normal operating 

conditions include thermal fatigue and creep, which generally limit the life of 

the plant to around 15 to 25 years [1]. As of May 2002, around 50% of 

operational fossil-fuelled power stations within the UK with an installed 

capacity of over 100MW are twenty years old or more and can produce just 

over 43% of the country's installed electricity capacity [2]. The extent of the 

number of ageing fossil-fuelled power plants is not just confined to the UK, as 

similar situations in many other countries exist. Many nuclear-fuelled power 

stations in the UK are also nearing the end of their design lives. with more than 

50% of such plants, responsible for the production of around 10% of the UK' s 

electricity, are over twenty years old. Obviously, the plants are very close to or 

have overrun their design lives and have carried on in operation due to the 

power companies deciding via risk assessment techniques and extensi \'e 

research programmes that the plants are still safe and reliable for extended use. 

However. over the last decade or so the appearance of substantial cracking in 

many plant steam-piping components has been reported and understanding of 

this particular problem is required to extend the life of plants still further. while 

maintaining safety and improving future design. Gaining kno\\ ledge or the 



cracking has been mainly directed towards understanding the problems caused 

by high-temperature creep. 

1.2 Creep of power plant pipelines 

1.2.1 General 

Fossil and nuclear power plants generate electricity using several integral steps, 

as described using the example of a coal-fired power plant diagram shown in 

Figure 1.1. Put simply, coal is burnt to heat water until it has turned to steam. 

The boiler typically contains hundreds of kilometres of tubing, which carries 

and heats the water to produce steam. A photograph of a typical boiler room is 

shown in Figure 1.2 and a typical layout of a boiler with reheater is shown in 

Figure 1.3. The water is heated around the boiler walls until it has turned to 

relatively low temperature steam. The steam is then transferred from the 

tubing on the boiler walls to the superheater, where it is heated further to 

produce very high temperature and high pressure steam, typically around 

550°C and 17MPa, respectively. The superheater contains very thick pipework 

to heat the steam due to the extreme temperatures and pressures involved in the 

process. The steam then enters the high-pressure turbine to release its heat and 

pressure energy by rotating large turbine blades, which in tum rotates an A C 

generator to produce electricity, the steam then leaves the high-pressure turbine 

at typically less than 0.001 MPa pressure. The steam can then typically he 

reheated 111 a reheat boiler and used with intennediate and low-pressure 

turbines to generate additional electricity and improve the po\\er plant 

eflicicl1cy. 



The high temperatures and pressures exerted on constituti\'e parts of the boiler. 

superheater and turbine stages of power plant reduce the life of the~l' 

components and often control plant failure and plant life. The failure 

mechanism that often controls these components is high temperature creep. 

The steam pipelines within the superheater section is considered the area of 

greatest risk from creep failure within the plant. 

Creep is defined as the time-dependent deformation of a material held under a 

constant stress, which is below the yield stress of the material [6]. Creep can 

occur within a wide range of materials at a wide range of temperatures, but 

generally for metallic creep within engineering metals and alloys, creep is 

considered important at temperatures above 0.4 times the n1elting temperature 

of the metal [7]. After a sustained period of time the metal can creep no longer 

and consequently will fail by creep rupture. 

The steam piping section contains many different types of geometry, such as 

plain pipes, pipe bends and branched pipes. We1ds are commonly used to 

connect these together and are known to be a common site of pipeline failure 

due to creep [8,9]. The weld contains relatively weak heat-affected zones 

produced by the welding process. Figure 1.4 shows a typical example of the 

failure of a power plant plain pipe section by creep nlpture of the \\eld. 

However, due to a lack of understanding about the creep of welds present 

design codes and life assessment procedures generally only consider the 

4 



weakening effect of welds in power plant piping in a simplified way. e.g. In 

terms of a basic strength reduction factor. 

The weakening effect of the weld's material inhomogeneity can be exacerbated 

by the stress concentration effects of different geometry types, such as welded 

branched pipe connections. 

1.2.2 Understanding of creep in steam plant applications 

The understanding of high temperature metallic creep in power plant 

applications has continuously been improved since the problem first surfaced 

and much knowledge has been gained. Understanding of how the geometry, 

materials and loading affect the creep and failure behaviour of typical 

components, such as plain pipes, pipe bends, turbines blades have been used to 

improve plant design and lifing codes. Mathematical models have been created 

to model creep to investigate such effects and these have been used extensively 

over the last decade or so in computer modelling packages such as finite 

element software to improve knowledge on creep. However, the creep and 

creep failure of components is a complex and difficult problem to funy 

understand in a number of ways. Firstly, the study of the creep failure of plant 

components is very difficult experimentally since under in-situ loadings and 

temperatures failure typically requires a time-scale of decades. Experimental 

testing has been carried out on typical components but the temperatures or 

loadings had to be increased compared to in-situ conditions to achic\ c 

relatively short failure times~ the failure lin~s wcre then c:\tmpolated 

backwards to estimate failur,e lives for in-situ conditions. Such results arc 
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generally used cautiously due to the extrapolation procedure. Secondly. whi Ie 

such experimental tests can be carried out for isolated geon1etry. material and 

loading circumstances, it is certainly prohibitive to encompass the wide range 

of geometry, loading and material combinations used within power plants. 

Thus, the effects of the interaction of all three are still unclear for many 

situations. Thirdly and lastly, materials testing of tensile test pieces are 

commonly used to obtain material creep properties for mathematical lllodeBing 

to extrapolate creep failure lives of components. However. the material 

properties are idealised since tensile creep tests generally use uni-axialloading. 

whereas, in reality, power plant components experience complex multi-axial 

stress-states. 'tv1ulti-axial properties have been produced for multi-axial 

modelling, giving improved life and creep predictions, [e.g. 10]. These are just 

some of the complications involved in understanding creep behaviour and 

failure of high-temperature plant components. Nevertheless, the problems 

associated with the first and second points described can be reduced by the use 

of computer software, such as finite element analyses, where by the geometry. 

materials and loading effects of components can be varied more easily and 

cheaply than equivalent experimental tests. However, the accuracy of 

computational modelling is dependent on the third point described, i.e. the 

requirement for accurate and representative mathematical models and material 

properties. 
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1.3 Branched pipes 

1.3.1 General 

Branched pipe connections (also known as tees or cylinder-cylinder 

intersections) are commonly used within power plant systems to transfer steam 

by either combining or splitting the flow. Branched pipes are used to collect 

steam in the superheater and reheater sections of plant and can be found along 

main pipe sections, or headers or other pressure vessel equipment. Figure 1.5 

shows a typical superheater header with three parallel layers of small branches 

and a larger branch on the end cap. The vast majority of branched pipes used 

within power plant applications are constructed by welding of the adjoining 

pipes. Although some forged branched pipe connections are used, they are not 

considered within the present work as they are relatively rare. 

Welded branched pipes are generally considered to be weaker than plain pipe 

sections in terms of creep strength for two main reasons: (i) the presence of the 

weld produces an inherent weakness due to material inhomogeneity in the heat

affected zones which are generally weaker than the base material of the pipes, 

thus producing a material mismatch and a common area of creep failure, and 

(ii) the inherent geometric stress concentrations associated with sllch 

connections, e.g. discontinuities at weld toes and necks, and high stresses at 

inner crotch corners. 

However, quantitative knowledge of the weakening etTect of such connections 

was relatively poor when many plants were designed and conslnlctcd in the 
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1960s and 1970s. Design codes lacked incorporation of accurate creep 

behaviour of branched pipes and the weakening effect of the weld. Design 

codes such as BS 5500 [11] and BS 1113 [12] consider work which is based on 

1960s and 1970s studies on the elastic strength and basic materials creep 

strength of branched pipes. Creep life assessment procedures. such as the R5 

[13] are commonly based on the reference stress technique which can be 

applied to complex components, such as branched pipes, to give more accurate 

creep lives. However, these lifing procedures can generally only be applied to 

homogeneous components, so that there is no incorporation of the weakening 

effect of the weld. The main reason for this lack of understanding about the 

creep of welded branched pipes compared to other components, such as plain 

pipes, is the complexity of the component, such as the geometry. the number of 

variables, which includes the diameters of branch and main pipe, thicknesses of 

branch and main pipe, weld size and angle and so on, and variation of material 

properties due to the weld. 

1.3.2 Connection types and geometry 

There are many different types of branched pipes in service. As explained 

earlier, the critical branched pipes that are affected by creep are situated in 

superheater and reheater sections of plant. where the temperatures and 

pressures of steam are typically around 550°C and 17MPa. respectivd). 

Thick-walled branched pipes are n1ainly used to collect steam from small 

tubing pipes found in these sections via the use of inlet and outlet header tanks. 

Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6 show typical examples of a superheater and a 

reheater header used in plant, respectively. There are t\\O main types of 
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connections used within headers and used in the majority of plants. The first 

are rows of small branches positioned along the length of the header used to 

combine heated steam from furnace tubing in the header. The second type are 

larger branches, these are used mainly for transporting the collected steam from 

the header to the turbine section of the plant, as shown in the reheater header of 

Figure 1.6. The sizes val)' for these two types of connections with header 

size, for UK fossil-fuelled plants, the smaller branch pipes are typically less 

than 100mm outer diameter and around lOmm to 20mm wall thickness. 

compared to the headers outer diameters of around 300mm to 500mm and wall 

thicknesses of around 60mm. The larger branch pipes nonnally have 

dimensions of around a third of the header outer diameter and wall thickness 

Hence, the work presented in this thesis will generally only consider branch 

sizes within these ranges of sizes. 

There are generally two types of welded branched pipes in use, dependent on 

the way the connections are made, namely "set-in' or "set-on' connections. 

"Set-in' connections have the branch pipe set into the main pipe and welded 

from the outside surface. 'Set-on' connections have the branch pipe set on the 

top of the main pipe and welded from the outside surface. Both branch weld 

types are shown in Figure 1.7. 'Set-on' branch connections are more common 

in power plant since they are easier to construct and repair if cracking occurs in 

the weld region. The present work therefore focuses on 'set-on' connections. 

A common approach used to strengthen branched pIpeS and increase their 

creep perfornlance is to use reinforcement hy increasing either the branch pipe 
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thickness, the main pipe thickness or both. A diagram displaying branched 

pipe strengthening is shown in Figure 1.8. 

Figure 1.9 shows the geometric notation used to describe simple \\clded 

branched pipes. The basic dimensions used for the component are as follows: 

1. Main pipe outside diameter D 

2. Main pipe mean diameter Dm 

3. Main pipe inside diameter D/ 

4. Branch pipe outside diameter d 

5. Branch pipe mean diameter dm 

6. Branch pipe inside diameter di 

7. Main pipe wall thickness T 

8. Branch pipe wall thickness f 

The maIn non-dimensional parameter ratios used to define a particular 

connection geometry are: diD, DIT, dlf and fiT. 

1.3.3 Creep failure 

In-situ and branched pipe test components have indicated that creep failure 

around the weld region can occur before other remote regions such as the 

header or plain pipe sections [16]. Such failure can occur in different positions 

depending on materials, loading and geometry. The most common creep 

failure locations found within typical high temperature coal-fired branchcd 

pipes are displayed in Figure 1.10 [19,20]. Fai lure within the \veld itsel f is 

cornmon. Cracks on the outsidc of the weld surfacc at the weld foot and \\ eld 

toe are shO\\TI in Figures 1. lOa and 1. lOb. Creep crack growth on the inside 
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bore of the connection is also common, especially within the heat-affected zone 

of the weld (Figure 1.1 Oc) and near the inner crotch comer of the base metal 

(Figure 1.10d). 

1.4 Motivation, objectives and scope of thesis 

Extensive research on material creep behaviour and the creep of simple 

components such as welded plain steam pipes has been carried out previously 

[19-26] and substantial understanding has been gained about the effects of 

materials, geometry and loading. Including knowledge of the variation of 

stress, strain and displacement distributions and their effect on failure life and 

position within welded components has helped to improve plant safety and 

validate life extension. However, experience within the power industry has 

shown that although failure within welds of branched connections are common 

and more premature than in welded plain pipes [17.18,27], there is still a lack 

of knowledge on the creep behaviour of such components. There is therefore a 

requirement for improved understanding of the creep behaviour of branched 

pipes. The effect of stress distributions on this creep behaviour is an important 

aspect of improving understanding. The inherent complexity of these 

components and their associated weld regions leads to experimental testing 

being very time-consuming and expensive, closed-form analytical solutions not 

existing and realistic numerical investigations using such tools as finite element 

(FE) analysis being time consuming. Although creep analyses of branched 

pipes using FE is intensive, the method is still drastically cheaper and less time 

consuming than experimental testing. Standard FE packages. e.g. Abaqus [28 I. 

c0l1l111only utilise popular mathematical creep models such as stead\'-state 
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power laws, e.g. Norton's law, and corresponding material creep properties 

obtained from experimental creep testing. e.g. uni-axial tests [29.30]. FE 

packages typically allow user programming of more complex and accurate 

mathematical models, such as the continuum damage mechanics (CDNI) 

approach [31,32,33]. 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate multi-material creep within welded 

branched pipes across a range of material properties, geometries and 

connection types. This will provide insight into the strength reduction and 

failure behaviour effects caused by the weld and branch, which will in turn 

permit assessment of present design and lifing methods with respect to such 

failure. The work is entirely computational in nature, including FE analyses, 

both steady-state and CDM, and the application of design and creep life codes. 

Chapter Two of this thesis reviews the current literature on the creep of welds, 

describing details of the mechanical and metallurgical characteristics of welds, 

the failure behaviour and performance of welds and the methods currently used 

in the study of the creep of welds. In the latter sections, a more detailed review 

of the creep of welded branched pipes and welded plain pipes is presented, in 

relation to experimental, analytical and numerical studies carried out. 

Chapter Three assesses the steady-state creep stress distribution behaviour and 

failure lives for typical UK fossil-fuelled isolated \velded branched pipes usin~ 

a steady-state rupture approach [3334]. Firstly, the efTect of varying geometric 
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parameters on the steady-state stress variation In the connection and peak 

stresses within homogeneous branch connections are investigated. 

Chapter Four assesses the effect of the presence of inhomogeneous weld 

material properties on the steady-state stress distributions and failure behaviour 

of typical welded branched pipe configurations. Comparisons are made with 

homogeneous failure lives and positions to evaluate the importance of the weld 

and its role in life prediction. 

Chapter Five provides assessment and validation of the application of a general 

formulation approach for steady-state stress prediction in a multi-material 

component using FE analyses as proposed by Tang [35] to a typical three

material isolated welded branched pipe. The method is used to conduct a 

steady-state creep parametric analysis of the multi-material behaviour of the 

stresses in the weld, allowing for the stress predictions to be assessed in a 

compact and easy manageable way using a relatively small number of FE 

calculations. The method is combined with a simple approximate rule based 

on the linear behaviour of creep stresses with the inverse of the materials creep 

exponent values, n, from Norton's power law to reduce the number of required 

FE calculations still further. The accuracy of the stress predictions produced 

from the general formulation approach combined with the lin approxinlation. 

are assessed by comparison with FE steady-state solutions for typical in-situ 

materials. A detailed study of the stress variation with parent materiaL heat

afTected zones and weld metal material properties is presented at scverdl 

positions of interest around the weld region. The results are uscd to 
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demonstrate the accuracy and effectiveness of the combined gen\?ral 

formulation approach and modified Calladine approximation method [36] for 

branched pipe weld assessment and design purposes, as well as to investigate 

weld behaviour on stress distributions. 

In Chapter Six a comparison of steady-state rupture and continuum damage 

mechanics (CDM) failure predictions for realistic three-material isolated 

welded branched pipes is presented. Comparing the failure lives and positions 

of the two approaches for two different weldment material property sets 

assesses the effect of ignoring the tertiary creep stage in steady-state 

assessments. The COM results provide a means of assessing the accuracy of 

the less computationally intensive FE steady-state rupture predictions. 

Chapter Seven provides a wide-ranging comparison of three popular creep life 

assessment techniques for the purpose of addressing the relative accuracy of 

each. The steady-state rupture approach, British Energy's R5 rupture reference 

stress approach and the COM approach are assessed for a wide range of single 

and multi-material components. The components considered range from 

relatively simple idealised structures, e.g. a beam in bending, to more realistic 

applications, e.g. a multi-material welded branched connection. The aim is to 

provide an assessment and guidance on the use of the R5 approach for both 

single and lTIulti-nlaterial components. 

14 



Chapter Eight presents a general discussion and the main conclusions that can 

be drawn from the work presented in the thesis. Finally_ Chapter Nine 

identifies future work required, based on the findings of the present study. 
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1. Coal Stockpile, 2. Boiler Bunker and coalfeeder, 3. Pulverisers, 4. Boiler, 5. Superheater, 

6. Turbine, 7. Generator, 8. Generator transformer, 9. Cooling towers, 10. Condenser, 

II . Electrostatic Precipitators, 12. Chimney, 13. High concentration slurry disposal 

Figure 1.1. Diagram of the basic processes within a coal-fired power plant 

(Energex pIc [3]). 



Figure 1.2. Furnace wall tubing in a boiler section of a fossil-fuelled power 

plant (PowerGen pIc. [4 D. 
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I .Intervane burners, 2. Furnace, 3. Waterwall tubes, -I. Boiler drum, 5. Platen superheater, 6. 
Final superheater, ~. Reheater, 8. Economiser. 

Figure 1.3. Set-up of a boiler with reheat section (CEGB [5]). 
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Figure 1.4. Cracks found in the heat-affected zone of a weld from a main steam 

plain pipe (PowerGen pIc. [4]). 

Figure 1.5. Superheater header (Nippon Steel Corp. [14]). 
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Figure 1.6. Reheat header (PowerGen pIc. [4 D. 
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Set-in 

Set-on 

Figure 1.7. Main welded connection types of branched pipe (Lynch [15]). 
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Figure 1_9_ Geometric notation of welded branched pipes_ 

Figure 1_ lOa. Circumferential creep cracks at the weld foot on the outside 

surface of the weld of a branched pipe (Sys [17]). 
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Figure 1.10b. Gross circumferential and transverse creep cracks on the outside 

surface of the weld ofa branched pipe (Day et al [18]). 
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Figure 1.10c. Parallel creep cracks within the weld at the inside bore of a 

branched pipe (Sys [17]). 

Figure 1. lOd. View of a through-thickness creep crack near the inside crotch 

corner of the weld at the inside bore of a branched pipe (Sys (17)). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Creep is defined as the time-dependent deformation of a material at an applied 

stress less than the yield strength. At high temperatures, creep can produce 

significant continuous viscoplastic strains within metallic components that 

eventually lead to failure. The extent of creep and the time to failure depend 

on the material, the operating temperature, the applied stress history and the 

geometry of the component. 

2.2 Microstructural and mechanical behaviour under creep in 

metals 

Although some metals such as lead, copper and mild steel can creep at room 

temperatures, the phenomenon is normally associated with high temperatures, 

typically greater than 400/0 of the absolute melting temperature of a metal [37]. 

On a microstructural level. there are two dominant creep mechanisms namely 

dislocation creep and diffusional creep [37]. Diffusion occurs when vacancies 

exist in the metal crystal lattice. An atom can move into a neighbouring 

vacancy when it has enough thennal (activation) energy- Dislocation creep is 

related to dislocations within the crystal lattice of the metal overcoming the 

natural stiffness of the crystal lattice structure or other obstacles such as 
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precipitates to move through the lattice, giving rise to ·slip'. Both mechanisms 

produce creep deformation and dislocations also join together to produce 

damage and form cracks. 

Mechanisms of metallic creep on the macroscopIC level start with the 

accumulation of creep strain with time at a given stress and temperature. Creep 

generally consists of three distinct stages, as shown in Figure 2.1 [38]. The 

immediate effect of an applied load will introduce initial elastic strain. 

Thereafter, a region of increasing creep strain at a decreasing creep strain rate 

occurs, known as the primary creep stage. Following this stage, is a region of 

constant creep strain rate, called the secondary creep stage or steady-state 

creep stage. The third and final stage consists of a region of progressively 

increasing strain rate, known as the tertiary creep stage, where the creep strain 

rate increases rapidly. After some time, the material fails by creep fracture or 

rupture [37,38]. The three main stages are described below in more detail: 

Primary creep is a period of work-hardening in which the creep rate 

decreases with time. As a result, the material becomes harder to deform 

as the internal stress increases with the dislocation density. 

Secondary creep (steady-state creep) is a period of balance between 

work-hardening and thermal softening. The latter is a recovery process 

activated by the energy from the dislocation structure. This results in a 

region of constant creep rate and the material becomes neither harder 

nor softer. This stage is normally used as the basis of enginceril1~ 
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design and life assessment for creep, as it is commonly the dominant 

region over the design life of components. 

Tertiary creep results from necking, cracking and metallurgical 

instability. It is characterised by an increasing creep strain rate 

culminating in fracture. 

Differences in the creep response of a material may anse when one stage 

dominates under a particular stress or temperature combination [39], the basic 

shape of the creep curve remains unaltered. For instance, the CrMo V alloys 

used for fossil-fuelled power plant steam piping systems, which usually 

experience stresses lower than lOOMPa and temperatures around 550°C, 

generally have short primary creep stages, long secondary creep stages and 

short tertiary creep stages. Typical creep behaviour for a ~Cr~Mo~V alloy is 

shown in Figure 2.2 [26] for an accelerated temperature of 640°C. Note that as 

the stress is decreased the secondary creep rate reduces, while the failure life 

Increases. Each curve shows a negligible primary creep stage. while the 

secondary creep stage dominates the creep curve and the tertiary creep stage is 

substantial for all three stress levels, but reducing in prominence for lower 

stresses. The secondary creep stage dominates each creep curve by 

constituting around 70% of the materials creep life. As the graph shows for 

this material. at this acclerated temperature, for higher stresses the tertiary 

creep stage becomes more prominent. Likewise, if creep tests were performed 

at three different temperatures and at a constant stress level similar behaviour 

would be found. 
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2.3 Mathematical modelling of creep 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Many simplified creep constitutive relations have been proposed to describe 

the nature of the three different regions of the creep curve. As described 

earlier, cr,eep strain, Be, is dependent on three main parameters: stress, time, 

and temperature, denoted a, t and T, respectively. A generalised creep strain 

law can therefore be shown in the form of 

(2.1 ) 

where J;(a), 1 2 (t) and 13(T) can be separated to give distinct relationships 

for each of the three parameters on creep strain. Previous work has suggested 

many forms for J; (a), 12 (t) and 11 (T) [38,39], as follows: 

F or the stress dependence, J; (a) : 

J; (a) =:: Aa n 

J; (a) =:: C sinh(~a) 

11 (a) = E exp(lf/a) 

J; (a) =:: C[sinh(~a)r 

Norton [40] 

McVetty [41] 

Dom [42] 

Garofalo [43] 

where A, C, E, ~, If/, ~, e and n are material constants. Suggestions for the 

time dependence, 12 (t) : 

f~ (I) =:: ht K 

.I~ (I) = E(l-e- q1 )+Gt 

29 

Bailey [44] 

McVetty [41] 



f (I) = ~ ell, 
2 ~" Graham and \Va 11 es [-+ 5] 

where E, G, ('" b, g, i, and q are constants, which could depend on 

temperature. Suggestions for the temperature dependence, f, (T) : 

13(T) =texp(-Mi / RT) Dorn [42] 

where 1 is time, !lli is the activation energy, R is the Boltzmann constant and 

T is the absolute temperature. 

2.3.2 Steady-state creep modelling 

One of the simplest and most commonly used creep law relating creep strain to 

applied stress is Norton's power law [40] 

.(' A n /; = a (2.2) 

where A and n are material creep properties, determined from creep test data. n 

is generally called the creep exponent or creep index value. This relationship 

describes the variation of minimum creep strain rate with applied constant 

stress for the secondary (steady-state) creep stage for uniaxial stress behaviour. 

12 (I) is assumed to equal unity. Temperature dependence is not explicitly 

defined in this law: the equation is used for constant temperature conditions. 

However, the effect of different temperatures can be captured through the 

material constants A and n. For power plant applications, temperature and load 

remain practically constant for prolonged periods of time and the steady-state 

creep stage dominates the creep curve of the material, so that the use of 

Norton's law is valid for such analyses [3839]. 
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Since true uniaxial states of stress are rare it is important to treat creep as a 

multiaxial problem. The application of plasticity yield criteria to creep 

behaviour for multi-axial stress states is widely accepted and modified versions 

of uniaxial creep constitutive equations have been derived and used 

successfully [38,39]. For steady-state creep, a commonly used law [46] 

relating multi axial stress and creep strain rate is the multiaxial generalisation of 

the Norton law, as follows: 

· c 3 An-Is 
£ iJ = - (J eq ij 

2 
(2.3) 

where i~ is the creep strain rate tensor, Sij is the deviatoric stress, defined as: 

(2.4) 

where ~j is the Kronecker delta which is equal to 1 when i = j and 0 when i *- j. 

The multiaxial creep stress state can be treated using the concept of equivalent 

stress, (J eq , defined similar to that of the theory of plasticity [47-49] as: 

where (J x , (J y , (J;: are the Cartesian normal stress components acting in the x. J' 

and z planes, respectively, and r xy' r yz' r;x are the shear stress components. 

Similarly, an equivalent creep strain can be derived. 

Stress redistribution and strain accumulation are important phenomena 

associated with creep over time following initial elastic response [38,39.46]. 

An example of this behaviour is ShO\\11 in Figure 2.3 [391. which represents a 

typical time history of deflection and stress at a position of interest for a 

..., 1 
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constant load. The redistribution of stress due to the time-dependent 

relationship between strain and stress and the spatial distributions of stress and 

strain within a component are shown. For all but the simplest components 

[35,39], numerical techniques such as finite element (FE) analysis are required 

to quantify the redistributed, steady-state stresses. For multi-material, welded 

branched pipe components this is specifically true: hence, the present work is 

based on FE modelling. In addition, for such multi-material components as 

welded pipes, with significant differences in creep properties between weld 

zones, the detennination of stress-redistribution and resulting steady-state 

stresses is a complex process, e.g. [23,35]. 

An important relationship in steady-state creep of homogeneous components, 

first proposed by Calladine [36], is the approximately linear relationship 

between maximum steady-state creep stress in a component and inverse of 

Norton creep exponent, n. Calladine showed that the maximum stress for six 

components, as shown in Figure 2.4, under different stress states, an 

approximately linear variation with lin, as shown in Figure 2.5, where m=lln. 

Calladine proposed that the relationship held generally for any component 

experiencing power-law creep. The maximum steady-state stress in any 

component can thus be found for any arbitrary value of Norton creep exponent 

by interpolating between any two known stress values corresponding to two 

different n values, say n=l and n=lO. The relationship has been incorporated 

into creep life asseSSOlent procedures that use a maximum steady-state creep 

stress to predict a rupture life, e.g. British Energy's R5 procedure [13]. which 

is based on the reference stress method [39.50]. 



2.3.3 Continuum damage mechanics modelling 

Continuum damage mechanics (CDM) applied to creep problems can model 

primary, secondary and tertiary creep in the form of damage accumulation 

[39]. It is based on a time-dependent accumulation of creep damage within the 

material at high temperature leading to failure or rupture. The interest here is 

in damage accumulation during the tertiary creep stage. Other types of damage 

at high temperature relate to corrosion, spalling, fatigue etc [37,38]. On a 

macroscopic scale, damage due to creep generally represents the growth of 

internal voids in and around the grains of a metallic structure at high 

temperature, due to nucleating cracks and cavities, examples of which are 

shown in Figure 2.6 [51]. Creep damage localisation has been observed in 

both engineering practice and laboratory simulation [37,51]. Put simply. 

growth of voids in a material will lead to an effective loss in material cross

section. As a result, the stress acting over this cross-section for a constant 

applied load and temperature will increase with time as damage increases. 

Penny and Mariott [39] recommend the model proposed initially by Kachanov 

[31] and the later modifications to this by Rabotnov [52] as the most robust of 

models for creep damage growth. The finalised versions of the Kachanov and 

Rabotnov models are based on a power law which incorporates a damage 

parameter. denoted by OJ. As damage accumulates with time, the strain rate at 

a point in the material also increases with time, resulting in continuolls stress 

redistribution. A COM law for multiaxial creep strain rate, i C
• [53] is as 

follows 
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• c _ 3 A'[ a eq ]n. Slj m E -- -( 
lj 2 ,I-(() a eq 

(2.6 ) 

where A', n' and m are material creep properties detennined from 

experimental creep data, S ij is the deviatoric stress and a eq is the equivalent 

stress of Equation 2.5. When creep initiates in the un-damaged material at time 

equal to zero, the damage level is zero, (() =0. As creep time increases, the 

damage and strain rate at a position will increase, and (() tends to unity and the 

strain rate to infinity. The condition OJ = 1 corresponds to material failure. A 

second equation is coupled with Equation 2.6 to represent the evolution of 

damage with time [52,53], as follows 

. Marx m 
(()= t 

(l + ¢)(1- (())~ 
(2.7) 

where dJ is the damage rate and M, ¢ and X are material constants, which can 

be detennined from experimental creep rupture data. The creep rupture stress 

[10], a
r

, is based on the tri-axial creep behaviour of a materiaL and is 

calculated using the equivalent stress, a eq , and maximum principal stress, 0'1' 

as follows 

(2.8) 

where a is a material constant, which ranges from 0, for cases where at'1j 

dominates to I, for cases where 0'1 is dominant. 

COM analyses will produce a creep rupture life for a component when the 

material across its section has reached (() = 1, i.e. failure, but only at the cost of 

extensive computational time, sincc modelling of damage cvolution requires 



very small time increments due to the compatibility of strain and stress-

redistribution. An alternative approach is to use the steady-state stress with the 

integrated form of Equation 2.7 with respect to time, giving 

l+m . 
t -

[ ]

' /(I+m) 

f - M(ar)X (2.9) 

to predict a lower bound failure time. Where lower bound denotes that the 

failure life will be more conservative than the equivalent failure time based on 

the CDM prediction using Equations 2.6 and 2.7. 

To predict rupture lives using the material rupture properties and the rupture 

stress based on steady-state creep stresses, as shown in previous studies, e.g. 

[23,34]. This latter approach has been shown to give reasonably conservative 

estimates for the failure times of power plant weldments compared to the 

alternative damage mechanics approach. Damage analysis has its limitations 

because often the material constants required (i.e. A' , n' , M, m, ¢, X) may not 

be widely available and tend to be difficult to attain. Additionally, standard FE 

packages such as Abaqus [28] and Ansys [54] do not offer "in-built" CDM 

material constitutive equations, such as Equations 2.6 to 2.8, in their software 

and sub-routines must be written to model CDM. However, CDM life 

predictions can be used to benchmark simpler methods, such as lives estimated 

using steady-state creep stresses [34]. 
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2.3.4 The reference stress method 

2.3.4.1 General 

The idea of the reference stress method (RSM) was first proposed by 

Soderberg [55] and later additions made were by MacKenzie [56]. Sim [50] 

and others. The method is widely used for analysis and design of engineering 

components under creep conditions [39~58-60]. The method has been used to 

estimate creep deformation, creep stresses and rupture lives of components 

[39,58-60]. The approach predicts relatively accurate results and because of its 

simplified nature compared to other approaches it is therefore commonly used. 

The R5 creep life assessment method for power plant components is based on 

the use of reference stresses. 

On initial loading of a component, instantaneous generalised deflection vector, 

Vi is obtained at a position of interest. This vector is a function of the 

component dimensions and the elastic or elastic-plastic behaviour of the 

material. A second, steady-state creep deformation occurs, which is time-

dU.'>..,; 
dependent, namely, U ss. This deformation increases at a steady rate, 

dt 

A third deformation is due to creep during the stress redistribution phase. U SR • 

These three sources of deformation are shown in Figure 2.7 to characterise the 

general component behaviour [39]. Thus, the total deformation, U T' at the 

position will be accumulated as 

- - dV .. ,,s -
V T = V, + dl I + V SR 

(2.10) 
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dUss 
For some simple components, can be obtained. e.g. [61]. in the general 

dl 

fonn of 

dUss n 
dt = ~(n)f2(dim)Aanom (2.11 ) 

where ~ (n) is a function of Norton stress exponent, n, f2 (dim) is a function of 

component dimensions and a nom is a convenient nominal stress dependent on 

the loading of the component. 

Mackenzie [56] proposed the use of a scaling factor, a, in Equation 2.11 for 

the purpose of simplifying the solution for finding the displacement rate using 

a reference stress for the component, a ref , so that Equation 2.11 becomes 

dU ss = ~(n) f (d· )A( .)n 
2 1m aO"nom 

dt an 
(2.12) 

};(n) . 
When a = a ref (a constant reference factor), so that the function n IS 

a 

independent of n and dU ss in Equation 2.12 becomes simplified, so that 
dt 

dU ss = DA(O" ref r 
dt 

(2.13) 

where D is a reference multiplier, equal to f. (n) f2 (dim) and A(aref r is the 
an 

steady-state creep strain rate at the reference stress, a ref' which is thus equal to 

arefO"nom· 
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For a component with an analytical solution in the fonn of Equation 2.12. the 

value of a ref can be obtained by using trial and error with Equation 2.12 for 

two values of n until a value of a is found for which 1; (n) is independent of 
all 

n. The a value thus found is taken as the a if value the a if and D values re , re 

can then also be determined. 

For components without analytical solutions, which cover the vast majority of 

structures, numerical methods have been suggested. Sim [50] proposed a 

method based on approximate solutions using limit loads. This method 

consists of plotting 10g[ ~u ss I d;, l for a range of a values against n to find 
A aanom 

dUss / dt . 
a ref , the value for which is independent of n, as shown in FIgure 

A{aanom r 
2.8. The y-axis intercept gives the log of the reference multiplier parameter, 

D. 

Sim [50] used the similarities between (i) the time-independent (static) elastic 

and time-dependent creep n=l solutions and the (ii) time-independent elastic-

perfect-plastic (EPP) and time-dependent creep n=oo stress distributions to give 

an approximate method for detennining the reference stress and displacement 

rate, as follows: 

(2.14 ) 

and 
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u EL 
D-:::::::, I 

(cr ref I £) 
(2.15) 

where P is the applied operating load, PL is the limit load of the component. 

cry and E are yield stress and Young's modulus, respectively. and U/ H is the 

initial elastic deflection of the component. 

2.3.4.2 R5 reference stress approach 

The most common use of the R5 lifing technique [13] is for homogeneous 

(single) material defect-free components under steady-load. The R5 approach 

however is based on a modified version of Equation 2.14, which leads to more 

accurate predictions of failure lives [60,62-64], as described below. 

Equation 2.14 generally provides a low,er bound on the actual reference stress 

for rupture assessment purposes [60]. However, comparison of experimental 

and rupture calculations for numerous structures made from creep ductile 

materials (defined as rupture by gross creep deformation) indicate that 

Equation 2.14 provides accurate predictions of life for materials with similar 

shape rupture and deformation surfaces [62]. An extensive evaluation of 

predicted rupture lives and experimental data for components in various stress

states led to the generation of the R5 approach [13], which is summarised 

below. 

It has been shown [64] that the estimated time for a structure to fail by the 

spread of creep rupture damage, t cn' is less than the estimated time to rupture 

obtained from uniaxial stress rupture data at the reference stress, I r (cr rt'/ ), of 

Equation 2.14, i.e. 

(2.16 ) 
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R5 argues that the difference between I CD and I r «(T rd) is due to stress 

concentration effects in the component [62,63]. A stress concentration factor. 

A , is thus defined as 

A = (Tel,max 

(Tref 
(2.17) 

where (T el,max is the maximum value of the elastically calculated equivalent 

stress in the component. The equivalent stress is used to account for both uni

axial and multi-axial states of stress within components. Calladine [36] 

deduced that the maximum steady-state stress in a component varies 

approximately linearly with the inverse of Norton creep exponent value. n. 

The maximum steady-state stress at n = 00 is the reference stress and at n = 1 is 

the maximum elastic stress. This relationship gives rise to a rupture reference 

stress, (T ~f ' used within the R5 approach defined as 

(2.18) 

The rupture reference stress therefore augments the reference stress to account 

for the effect of stress concentrations within a component. 

Volume 7 of R5 states that Equation 2.18 should be used for creep brittle 

materials (defined as rupture by negligible creep deformation), where overall 

creep rupture of a component may be assumed to occur when local rupture at 

the stress concentration occurs, i.e.lcD ~ tr«(T:ef ). However, it is argued that 

for creep ductile materials (R5 states ductile materials with n values less than 

7) significant time is taken for damage to spread before fracture occurs after 

damage initiation, so that Equation 2.18 is overly conservative. R5 thus 

defines an improved empirical estimate of the rupture reference stress. () ~f • as 

follows: 

(2.19) 

The component failure life, t f' is then calculated using a life equation based on 

the reference rupture stress, such as 
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(2.20) 

where M and X are material rupture properties, obtained from uniaxial rupture 

test data. 

Under creep and constant loading conditions, stresses in weldments redistribute 

across the different material zones of a weld due to mis-match in creep 

properties and the requirement for strain compatibility within the component. 

This primarily occurs due to parallel loading to the weld direction. e.g a 

pressurised butt-welded straight pipe [13]. Volume 7 of the R5 procedure 

describes two approximate procedures for predicting the creep life of welded 

components. The first procedure considers the stress redistribution for each 

constituent zone by modifying the homogeneous reference stress (Equation 

2.14) by multiplying with a zone-specific stress redistribution factors, k, and 

then calculating the life using the usual procedure as for a homogeneous 

component, as detailed above. The k factors are based on the stress 

redistribution of parent material, weld metal, coarse HAZ and Type IV HAZ 

material behaviour of straight welded pipes made of either ~Cr~Mol!tV parent 

material with a 21ltCrMo weld metal or with both 21f.tCrMo parent and weld 

metals. The approach firstly requires the knowledge whether the weld will fail 

by hoop stress dominance or by axial stress dominance. Under the latter, the 

axial stress would be significantly larger than the hoop stress and would 

therefore control the weld failure. Since the HAZ and Type IV zones are very 

thin, the amount of stress redistribution in the axial direction (transverse to the 

weld) of a straight pipe weld would be very small, since redistribution is 

limited to the nlaterial local to the weld zones interfaces. For this later case of 
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transverse loading (transverse to the weld fusion line) dominance. the R5 

allocates the k values for all weld zones as unity. i.e. no stress redistribution 

within all zones. Under hoop stress controL the reverse is true and all zones 

have a significant size in the radial direction and stress redistribution would 

occur by weaker materials off-loading to stronger zones. In this case. k factors 

with non-zero values are defined. For example, a ~Cr~Mo~V:2~CrMo 

weldment has k values of 1, 0.7, 1 for the PM, WMand Type IV HAZ regions. 

The second R5 multi-material method calculates reference stresses for each 

weld zone using a mis-match limit load, which uses a separate rupture strength 

stresses for each weld zone, dependent on the zones creep rupture strength. 

The method is described in more detail later in Chapter 7, where it is eval uated. 

The physical basis for use of the reference stress method with multi-material 

components is less clear. Fundamental work by Yehia [65] applied the 

reference stress method successfully to simple multi-material components to 

predict reference stresses and displacements for materials with different Norton 

A constants. However, the study did not apply different Norton exponents, n, 

values in relation to each material, therefore its application to realistic multi

material components, which often have materials with different n values. is 

somewhat limited. Other published literature on the physical basis and the 

successful application of the RSM to multi-material components has not been 

found. A simplified method proposed by the Volume seven of the R5 

procedure [13] for predicting reference stresses in multi-Inaterial components 

is discussed in the next section. 



2.4 Creep of welds 

2.4.1 Introduction 

Welds are of utmost importance in power plants and other installations. often 

operating at high temperatur,e under constant loading. Components used for 

high temperature plant are mainly complex and large in nature, because of this. 

connection of smaller components by welding is common practise. since 

forging or casting is generally much more expensive. Hence, welded joints are 

a frequent occurrence in every stage of plant operation. The high temperature 

performance of power-generation components and plant is generally limited by 

the creep life of the weldments, so that safe and reliable performance of all 

welded components is essential for effective plant operation. However. the 

creep behaviour of welded plant components is complex. due to the effects of 

material inhomogeneity of the weld, component geometry and loading. 

Welds are complex in structure with different creep property zones produced 

by the welding process and are often weaker than that of the parent material of 

the component. The difference in creep strength between these different weld 

zones, known as weld mis-match, as well as the individual strengths of the 

zones, control the strength of the weld. The effect of welds on the creep failure 

lives of different power-plant components, such as straight pipe sections, pipe 

bends, end caps. branched pipes etc., is still not fully understood. Conversely. 

the effects of geometry, loading, creep properties and mathematical models on 

weld design and life assessment are still needy areas of research. 



Distinct problems relating to the creep of welded components. i.e. the distinct 

creep strength of each weldment material and the combined effect on creep 

stress and strain distributions and failure behaviour. This has lead to extensin.? 

research on this topic, including subjects such as the simulation of weldment 

perfonnance, e.g. [10,26,34,53,66]. residual life assessment, e.g. [34.58,60.67]. 

improving weld design methods, e.g. [35,64], the effects of weld repair. e.g. 

[9,33,68] and others. The main approaches employed in creep of welds studies 

are based on experimental, analytical and numerical methods. 

The majority of research has concentrated on two main areas. Firstly. the creep 

of uniaxial cross-weld test specimens used to provide indications of real 

component behaviour and for the generation of material properties [39]. 

Secondly, the creep behaviour of straight pipe steam sections with 

circumferential weldments has been extensively studied using experimental 

and numerical techniques to understand material mis-match behaviour and 

attain creep life predictions of the components, e.g. [33,34,69]. However. the 

creep of other important welded components, such as welded branched steam 

pipes, has had less attention. This is due to welded straight pipe sections being 

the most common welded component in power plant and also having relatively 

simple geometries. By comparison, welded branched pipes are less comn10n 

than straight pipes and have relatively complex geometries. 

Previous work relevant to the creep of welds and welded branched pipes is now 

descrihed. Firstly. general work on the creep of welds is reviewed in this 

section and in Section 2.5; focusing on metallurgical and mechanical features 
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of weldments, weld perfonnance and failure and previous studies and 

methodologies used to investigate creep of welds. Secondly. a re\'iew of the 

literature relating to branched steam pipes is presented in Section 2.6. 

2.4.2 Metallurgical and mechanical behaviour 

The welding process involves the deposition of very hot weld metal (WM). 

called a weld bead, onto the cooler parent material (PM) of the components to 

be connected together. For large welded regions, many weld beads will be laid 

to complete the weldment. The PM adjacent to the weld bead is subjected to 

numerous heating and cooling cycles as each weld bead is laid down. 

producing a different structured material compared to the PM away from the 

weld. This region is known as the heat-affected zone (HAZ) and its 

microstructure is dependent on the welding temperature magnitude and time at 

this temperature, number of heating cycles, the cooling rate, the material and 

the metallurgical state. Figure 2.9 displays the different material zones, each 

with varying grain size, in (a) a deposited single weld bead and (b) multiple 

weld beads, due to a single weld heating cycle and multiple heating cycles, 

respectively [70]. The number of material zones related to the single weld 

bead is five; weld metal (WM), parent material (PM) and three different heat

affected zones (HAZ)(Coarse, fine and intercritical grained). The multiple 

bead welds have an additional three heat affected weld metal zones produced 

from the heat-treating process from the deposition of an adjacent weld bead. 

these are known as the coarse columnar. recrystallised coarse and fine zones. 

Hence. a weldment is inherently inhomogeneous in structure and shows a 

structured distribution of \'arying metallurgical structures. Each of these 



different microstructural zones has its own stress, strain and rupture behayiour. 

The extent of which is dependent on the particular parent materiaL weld metal 

and welding conditions used for the component. A typical example of the use 

of multiple weld beads to produce a weldment along main steam pipe sections 

for a fossil-fuelled power plant butt weld is shown by a cross-section of its 

macrostructure in Figure 2.10 [4]. 

Differences in thermal properties, e.g. expansion coefficient, of the various 

microstructural zones of the weld induce residual stresses across the weld 

during the welding process. This can be unfavourable to weld performance if 

the weld is left untreated in high stress and high temperature conditions, such 

as power plant piping. Hence, post weld heat treatment (PWHT) is commonly 

applied to the weld region to relieve, i.e. reduce, the residual stress state, to 

decrease the general stress levels and also to temper the weld microstructure. 

Since the microstructure varies significantly across the weld, the mechanical 

properties of these distinct regions also change significantly. The ultimate 

tensile stress (UTS), the yield stress and the ductility all vary substantially after 

the welding process is complete [71]. The values of these properties often vary 

at different locations within the weld, the PM, WM and HAZ are all affected 

for typical engineering steel alloys [71]. These zones also commonly have 

significantly different creep properties, for instance minimum creep strain rate, 

rupture strength. For example, generally for low carbon steels the intercritical 

HAZ region is the weakest in tenns of creep and rupture strength and has a 

higher ductility conlpared to the PM. The WM strength and ductility can yary 
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compared to the PM depending on material choice. e.g. [30,72.73]. 

Additionally, creep crack growth rates within the different regions of the 

weldment can vary significantly; it may be very high in the WM region. 

producing a brittle mode of failure, while in regions such as the P~ L crack 

growth is generally slow and controlled by a ductile failure mode. 

To effectively study creep failure of welds it is important that all of these 

metallurgical and mechanical characteristics of weld behaviour are considered. 

2.4.3 Creep performance and failure of welds 

Low alloy steels are often used for power plant piping sections, since they offer 

good creep performance at reasonable cost [71]. The alloys are based on 

chromium and molybdenum mixtures and sometimes including usage of 

vanadium to increase the creep strength of the alloy still further. For instance, 

power plants in the UK often use ~Cr~Mo1;4 V steels for high-temperature 

pIpIng. Power generation plants contain tens of thousands of welded 

components within boiler, superheater, reheater and turbine sections, which are 

usually designed for 100,000 to 200,000 hours of operation without failure [1]. 

Creep failures of weldments have been experienced in plant [74,75] and are 

becoming more frequent for ageing power stations due to nearing or passing 

the end of their design creep lives. The high temperature and pressure of the 

steanl, plus additional axial end loads acting on the pipes are the prinlaf)! 

causes of these failures. 
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The formation of weld cracks is the primary failure mode for power plant 

piping under normal operating conditions. Crack initiation can be attributed to 

numerous cases, including poor welding practices, inadequate post weld heat 

treatment (PWHT), ill-designed levels of material mis-match and the 

accumulation of creep damage. Worldwide adoption of a classification for 

weld cracking in power plant piping has been established [74,76]. Four nlain 

types of crack are described. The classification of the locations and 

orientations of weld cracking is shown in Figure 2. lIas illustrated by Schuller 

et al [76]. Crack Types I, II and III are all related to inadequate welding 

procedur,es, e.g. inadequate PWHT. These occur relatively early in plant 

service and can be repaired by local welding or rewelding of the whole 

weldment. Cracking Types I and II are found to initiate in the WM fronl the 

interaction of residual stresses produced from welding with the low-ductility of 

WM regions, thus producing circumferential 'reheat' and transverse WM 

cracks in the WM (Type I) and through WM, HAZ and PM (Type II) regions. 

The cause of Type III cracking is similar to that of Type I and II, i.e. poor 

PWHT through the interaction of residual stresses and brittle material regions 

and can be detected and repaired after PWHT. However, Type III cracks are 

located circumferentially in coarse grain regions of the HAZ. 

Type IV and Type IlIa cracks are medium and long-tenn service crack growth 

controlled by creep damage accumulation due to high temperatures and 

loadings. The Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB), adopted an 

additional \'aridy of the Type III crack. denoted Type IlIa [74]. This 

circumferential crack yaricty is found in the fine-grained region of the IIA/. 
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instead of the coarse grained region for Type III cracks (see Figures ~.9 and 

2.11). Type IV cracks are located in the intercritical region of the HAZ on the 

PM boundary and grow circumferentially around the weldment. Both Type 

IlIa and Type IV cracks occur as a result of the interaction of system stresses. 

predominately axial and/or bending stresses, with the relatively high ductility 

of the regions in the HAZ. Creep cavitation followed by macroscopic crack 

growth is the known failure mechanism involved with these types of cracks 

[74,77]. 

Creep failure of power plant piping made of ferritic steel alloys are most often 

controlled by Type IV cracking in the weld, compared to Type IlIa. Recent 

experimental studies on full-scale butt-welded main pipes and test specimens 

have generally concluded that the creep failure of welds using CrMo V 

materials, e.g. [21,74,77-80], and the newer power plant materials using higher 

content levels of chromium, e.g. P91, [79,80] is controlled by Type IV 

cracking. An example of this fact is shown in Figure 2.12. which displays the 

cumulative CrMoV butt-weld repairs made to the UK's Innogy pIc. (formerly 

National Power pIc.) plant piping due to Type IlIa and IV cracking [74]. 

Around 850/0 of these repairs are related to Type IV cracking, compared to 15% 

for Type IlIa. 

The introduction of a weld in a structure usually results in a decrease in creep 

rupture life. compared to a homogeneous structure made of the same parent 

material. The extent of the decrease in life is dependent on the perfonnance of 

the nletallurgical and mechanical features of the weld. Weld creep failure 
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location does not always occur in the weaker material, since stress and strain 

redistribution also controls the weldment strength [71]. 

2.4'.4 Experimental methodologies and studies of weldments 

A number of test methods are used for experimental creep testing of welds. 

These include; cross weld tests, welded tube tests, model pipe weld tests and 

full-scale component testing. They differ in complexity and this in the 

accuracy with which they can model a real welded component. Since. under 

normal operating temperatures and loads of say 568°C and 16.55MPa internal 

pressure [81], respectively, steam pipes creep lives are expected to be around 

20 to 25 years, experimental creep testing must take significantly shorter times. 

Hence, testing is generally carried out under accelerated stress or temperature 

conditions and the data is extrapolated to the other stress or temperature levels. 

Two popular experimental creep testing techniques are now described, namely~ 

cross weld creep testing and full-scale component creep testing. 

The expense and difficulties of experimental testing full-scale welded 

components has lead to the wide use of simpler experimental techniques. such 

as uniaxial cross weld rupture tests. This test uses welded specimens. which 

normally are machined parallel across the weld or sometimes at an oblique 

angle across the weld. An example of the geometry of a cross weld specimen 

is shown in Figure 2. I 3 for two different cross weld angles [35]. The weld is 

positioned at the centre of a uniaxial creep specimen and is loaded at constant 

stress and constant temperature conditions. The tests are relativcly easy to 

perfonn. providing a certain leycl of understanding about rupture and creep 
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behaviour of the weld, and have been used to obtain the material constants in 

creep constitutive equations [30,72.81,82], e.g. Equations 2.2. 2.6 and 2.7. to 

aid in the study of creep behaviour of in-situ welded components. 

Additionally, they are used simply to determine the weakening effect of the 

weld. This is normally achieved by producing failure life data over a range of 

stresses and temperatures and comparing to homogeneous PM or WM uniaxial 

creep test life data for the same range of stresses and temperatures e.g. [80. 83]. 

Attempts by Etienne and Heerings [83] to define life reduction factors for in

situ weldments from cross-weld test data have been made. Hyde and Tang [84] 

reviewed the current status of cross-weld creep test data and showed that cross 

weld specimen life can be estimated from understanding of the constitutive 

laws of the different weld zones. Additionally, the work [84] recommended 

that the failure mode of the test specimen should be identical to that of the 

component under assessment, for instance Type IV cracking in a 

circumferential straight steam pipe weld with additional axial loading or 

bending. However, due to the uniaxial nature of this test method the direct 

application of such test data to in-situ components with multi-axial loading 

must be accompanied by a certain amount of caution. 

Full-scale component creep testing is a more realistic test method for welded 

components. Such tests are generally carried out for the purpose of validating 

design codes, remaining life rules and numerical analysis predictions. These 

tests are complex, require purpose built facilities and are expensive. so that 

only a limited number of tests have been carried out. The components arc 

commonly tested under in-service conditions replicating pressurised steam 
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temperatures and loadings, e.g. internal pressure and, commonly_ additional 

axial or bending loads. The creep behaviour of the weld and component are 

tested, monitoring strain accumulation, crack growth data and other important 

information. 

Previous full-scale steam plant component testing has been carried out by the 

CEGB, reported by Coleman et al [21,85], and Williams [86]. Coleman et al 

[21,85] described a number of CEGB testing programmes to ensure of the 

integrity of welded pipework components. Non-defective (un-cracked) and 

defective (cracked) welded components from fossil-fuelled plant were tested. 

The main bulk of the work compared the experimental stress, strain and failure 

behaviour of two full-size thick-walled Y2CrY2Mov,.V butt-welded pressure 

vessels with uniaxial creep test predictions using four different weld metal 

materials, each constituting two weldments for each vessel at a temperature of 

565°C and an accelerated pressure of 455 bar. The four types of weld metals 

considered, namely mild steel, Y2CrY2MoYtV, 1 CrMo and 2CrMo were typical 

of those used in UK power plant. The geometry of one of the vessels is shown 

in Figure 2.14, displaying the weldment detail and strain and crack monitoring 

positions [21]. It was found that the uniaxial life predictions based on uniaxial 

creep properties and the mean diameter elastic hoop stress, were overly 

conservative relative to the measured test lives. The experimental mild steel 

pipe weld failed at around 24,000 hours compared to a uniaxial life prediction 

of 100 hours. The 1 CrMo and 2CrMo weldments developed axial creep 

cracking in the weld metal at around 30,000 hours and still hadn't failed after 

45,000 hours compared to the uniaxial mean diameter hoop stress life 
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prediction of 3,000 hours and 34,000 hours, respectively. The Y2CrY2Mo l:lV 

weld metal didn't failed either, nor initiated significant damage after 45.000 

hours, the uniaxial data estimated the creep failure life of the weld to be 6.000 

hours. The conservatism of the predicted creep life based on uniaxial data and 

the mean diameter elastic hoop stress highlighted the inadequacy of this form 

of life prediction and the importance of the inclusion of stress redistribution. 

multi-axial stress states and material mis-match behaviour in creep design and 

life assessment methods. Additionally, several experimental contingency creep 

tests were carried out on ex-service fossil-fuelled pressure vessels with creep 

cracks already present in the components at normal operating temperature and 

pressure of 565°C and 159bar and at a downrated condition of 540°C and 

159bar, respectively. The residual stresses present in the weld, including the 

HAZ, of a new weld on one of the vessels were examined at various times over 

the test period using a hole drilling technique. The main findings were that the 

residual axial stresses present in the weld decayed from 130MPa to -15MPa 

after 16,000 hours of testing and that no creep crack growth or initiation was 

observed in the vessel, leading to the conclusion that continued operation of 

similar power plant components was supported. even with crack defects 

present. 

2.5 Numerical analysis ofw·elded pipes 

2.5. t General 

Due to the complexities of welded pipes, exact analytical creep solutions arc 

not typically available. Hence numerical methods are commonly used for 
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specific material, geometry and loading combinations. Finite element (FE) 

modelling is the most commonly used approach. in conjunction with 

mathematical creep models, such as the ones described in Section 2.3. Before 

accurate modelling can be performed, the material properties for each material 

zone within the weld must be determined. 

CDM constitutive equations have been presented in many forms for use with 

modelling of damage accumulation in welds within straight pipe sections. The 

generation of CDM constitutive laws by Hayhurst and co workers for FE 

modelling [In,53,67,69,87] are the most widely used, the simplest of \\"hich 

uses a one state variable as shown in Equations 2.6 and 2.7 [10,53]. This set of 

coupled CDM equations have been applied extensively and successfully to 

typical CrMo V welds of straight pipe sections, e.g. [20.26,34,88], as shown 

for example in Figure 2.15 [89]. Damage levels, OJ. greater than 0.55 has 

accumulated in the WM and HAZ regions along the HAZIWM boundary. 

peaking at the outside surface (right hand side), which agrees with full-scale 

CEGB creep tests reported by Coleman et al [85]. 

As mentioned earlier. the so-called steady-state creep rupture approach [23,34] 

and the reference stress approach are less time consuming than the COM 

approach and require less material data, although they are less accurate since 

the tertiary creep stages is ignored. Nonetheless, they have been commonly 

used for creep assessments of weldments in straight pipe sections of power 

plant [c.g. 26.18,66.24,90-9-l]. 
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For example, a popular steady-state creep law is Norton's law, shown as 

Equation 2.4 in Section 2.3.2, which is often included in creep modelling using 

standard FE packages, e.g. [28,54]. An effective FE-based steady-state life 

prediction technique which only requires four material properties for each weld 

zone technique using Norton law and the integrated damage law, Equations 2.4 

and 2.9, respectively, has been shown by Hyde and co-workers [26,30,33,34] 

to be conservative compared to CDM predictions for a variety of typical 

CrMo V weldment materials, for aged, as-new and repaired, different straight 

pipe geometries. The predicted creep life is based on the use of a peak steady

state rupture stress [10], O'r' as defined in Equation 2.8, for each material weld 

zone, using the distinct creep rupture properties for each zone and Equation 

2.9. The component failure life and initiation position is then taken as the 

lowest life over all weld zones and positions of peak rupture stress, O'r' The 

component life predictions were generally found to be 40% conservative for 

welded pipes relative to corresponding CDM predictions [33]. This 

conservatism is attributed to CDM predictions including stress reduction at the 

failure position of the pipe weld during the tertiary creep stage of stress 

redistribution. 

One of the first FE weld studies was conducted by Walters and Cockcroft [95] 

in 1972 modelling two material zones, the PM and the WM. Later studies have 

also included the HAZ, e.g. Coleman et al [85], Hall and Hayhurst [20] and 

Sun [23]. More recent work uses four-material CDM models by Perrin and 

Hayhurst [69] to improve understanding on Type IV cracking by including 

coarse-grain and Type IV HAZ regions. A typical example of the pipe and 
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weld geometry and FE three-material mesh used for a typical Y2CrY2Mo~V 

parent material and 21i4CrMo weld metal thick-walled straight pipe weldment 

with closed end pressurised conditions used for such studies is shown in Figure 

2.16 [33]. The Norton creep properties A and n, and A' and n' of Equations 

2.4 and 2.6, respectively, and for the PM and WM are obtained from 

homogeneous uniaxial creep tests carried out at various levels of stress, which 

provides the minimum creep strain rate, Be for each stress level, e.g. [23,51]. 

Plotting the log of the Be values against the log of the various stress range 

values provides the n value, which is the gradient of the line and the A value 

which is the inverse-log of the Be -intercept. Similarly the M and X of 

Equations 2.7 and 2.9 are obtained by plotting the log of the rupture life, t
r

, for 

each test carried out at a different stress against the log of the stress value. The 

gradient of the straight line is the X value of the material and the inverse-log 

of the tr -intercept of the line is the M value. The damage parameters, from 

Equations 2.6 and 2.7, m and ¢ are found for each material by curve fitting of 

the primary and tertiary creep stages from ce and time plots, respectively. The 

creep rupture multiaxiality parameter, a, from Equation 2.8 is determined 

from either notched or waisted cross-weld creep specimen tests for the HAZ 

material or homogeneous specimens for the PM and WM and FE COM 

calculations [96,97]. It is very difficult to determine the creep and rupture 

properties (A, n, M, X, m and ¢) for the different HAZ regions, due to their 

small size (typically about 1.5mm in width) [71,82]. Some specialised 

techniques have been developed to determine these properties such as the 

inlpression creep test technique of Hyde el af [96]. which also makes use of the 
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reference-stress method. The material properties for the steady-state law of 

Equations 2.4 are obtained by indenting a small HAZ test piece under high 

temperature and using the creep deformation-time record for several pressures 

in conjunction with the RSM to find uniaxial-stress and uniaxial creep strain 

rate and therefore constants A and n. The damage constants of Equations 2.6 

and 2.7, i.e. M, X, m and ¢ are obtained in a similar manner as described 

above for the PM and WM but a trial and error process of comparing 

experimental failure times at different stresses for cross-weld creep tests of 

notched and waisted specimens with the results of FE damage modelling using 

estimated constants is used [96,97]. 

To simplify the modelling of the differences in creep strength and the stress 

distribution within the different zones of weldments during creep, the R5 

procedure [13,98] suggests that a factor k is used to modify the are! of 

Equation 2.14 for each zone. The material zones which defonn relatively 

slowly in creep, such as the coarse-grained HAZ, pick up stress from zones 

which deform faster, whereas as the intercritical HAZ, Type IV HAZ zones 

relatively to the PM offload stress. The k factors for a straight pipe weld are; 

k= 1 for the PM, Type IV HAZ and refined HAZ, 0.7 for the WM, and 1.4 for 

the Coarse HAZ and around 1.3 for the mixed HAZ [98]. The modified are! 

for each zone are then used to predict a a:e! using Equations 2.18 or 2.19 for 

each zone and then a failure life for each zone using a rupture life equation 

based on each materials rupture properties, such as Equation 2.9. However, the 

values of these k factors have only been described for straight pipe welds. 

under hoop-stress controL and not other types of components [13]. This is due 
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to the simple understanding of the stress distribution and redistribution 

behaviour of each weld zone in the hoop and axial directions of the pipe 

[85,99]. For more complex components, such as welded branched pipes, the 

effects of geometry on the stress redistribution behaviour of each weld zone are 

less well understood. Another method of assessing the relative creep strength 

and stress-redistribution within the weldment zones is described in the R5 [13]. 

this updates the (j y value, from Equation 2.14, for each zone, using each 

materials rupture strength. A limit analysis of the welded component using the 

numerous (j y values for each zone is then carried out and a resulting (j ref 

value is calculated using the limit load and material (j y value for each zone 

type. The resulting (j~f and tr are then calculated in the nonnal way, as for 

homogeneous components, but each zone has its on predicted failure life using 

its own rupture properties. The smallest life from all zone life predictions is 

then taken as the component failure life. However, there are no publications 

assessing the accuracy of this particular multi-material R5 method. 

2.5.2 Effect of material mis-match on stress 

An important aspect of material mi-match relates the stress redistribution 

effects between the different weld-related material regions, i.e. PM, WM and 

HAZ. For a straight pipe stress redistribution gives lower stresses in weaker 

material zones and higher stresses in stronger zones. Parametric studies on 

varying strengths of weld materials and its effect on stress distributions across 

the weld have been presented previously, e.g. [85,99,100]. Coleman el af [85 J 

studied a V -welded thick-walled pressurised main steam pipe, modelling the 
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PM, HAZ and WM. The Norton constant A for the WM zone was varied. 

keeping the Norton exponents constant for all zones and all equal to 4. 

AWM / ApM values of 1, 5, 14, 1688 were studied, representing typical weld 

mismatch behaviour for Y2Cr1/2MoV4V, 2V4CrlMo, lCrYzMo and mild steel 

WM, respectively, welded to a YzCrYzMoV4V PM; while ApM / A HAZ was kept 

constant at a value of 4. For all the AWM / ApM values, the hoop stress was 

significantly larger than the axial stress at all material positions considered. 

For all ~ / ApM weld situations the maximum hoop and equivalent stresses 

were in the HAZ and these stresses increased slightly with increasing 

~ / A pM . The peak axial stress was predicted in the HAZ for AWM / ApM < 

800 and in the remote PM regions for AWM / ApM > 800. Examples of these 

. results are shown in Figure 2.17. Similar observations were reported by Law 

and Payten [99] and Browne et al [101]. Law and Payten [99] concluded that 

for creep-hard weldments (e.g. AWM / ApM < 1) the highest stresses were found 

in the WM. For creep-soft weldments (e.g. ~ / ApM > 1) the highest stresses 

occur in the HAZ near the PM boundary on the outer surface. 

To fully understand the effect of material mis-match with respect to creep 

behaviour the weld zones Norton exponent, n, also needs to be varied. Initial 

work on this aspect has been carried out by Tu et al [66]. More recent work 

has been carried out by Hyde and co-workers [35,100,102], who proposed a 

general fonnulation procedure for parametric multi-material analyses for 

steady-state creep conditions. 
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The general formulation is obtained by an induction process, from anal) 1ical 

solutions for stress and deformation of some simple two and three-material 

structures, e.g. loaded two and three bar structures, two and three material 

beams in pure bending and two and three-material thin and thick cylinders 

under internal pressure [102]. Thus, for a component of p materials obeying 

power law creep of the form E / Eo = (a / an om r , and for an arbitrary position of 

interest, e.g. material 2, for example, the stress, ai' is given by the following 

equation: 

(2.21 ) 

and the deformation rate, Ui , as follows 

(2.22) 

wI1'~r'~ c c c c and n n2 , n3 •.••• np ' are material constants for ..., ~ v 0 I' <- () 2' Go 0 3 , ••. , <- op I ' 

the material zones 1 to p. and (Jnom and unom are a conveniently defined 
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nominal str,ess and a displacement rate dependent on the load level. 

respectively. 1;, I2' .J;, , ... , Ip and g], g2' g3 , ... , g p are unknown functions 

dependent on the Norton exponents ni and the non-dimensional functions of 

dimensions, dim. The stress or displacement rate can be any component, e.g. 

equivalent stress, maximum principal stress or radial displacement rate. For a 

given G"nom' the &01' &02' &03 , ... , Bop constants are obtained from the material 

constants, AI' such that &Oi = ~G"nomnl. Knowing the 1;, 1;, h , ... , Ip and g], 

g2' g3 , ... , g p values for a particular set/combination of np n2, ~ , ... , np 

values allows the G"i and ui values to be determined from the above two 

equations. Hyde et al however have previously applied Equations 2.21 and 

2.22 to simplify parametric analyses of welded components, a three-material 

cross-weld uniaxial creep specimen [35,102] and a welded straight pressurised 

steam pipe [102-104]. The procedure simplifies parametric analyses by 

drastically reducing the number of FE calculations required to investigate the 

effect of varying & . and n values for each material zone. 
0/ / 

Hyde et al [100,102,103] presented the variation of 1;, 12' hand gl' g2' g3 

functions for a range of ni from 3 to 9, Figure 2.18 shows the 1 functions at a 

HAZ Type IV position, Position A, in a three-material welded thick-wall 

straight pipe [35,100]. The same smooth variation was obtained for the g], 

g2' g3 functions [103]. Hyde et al then proposed interpolation using curvc-

fitting or surface-fitting of the known 1;, 1;, h and g), g2' g3 functions for 

any combination of the materials properties. Complete parametric analyses for 
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stress or displacement rate can thus be easily performed within the chosen 

range of n, say 3 to 9. A three-material analysis using this procedure to find 

the stress and displacement rate would require eighty-one steady-state FE 

calculations to interpolate for any combination of n n n or c / Co 1 , 2" -3 <- oi vol' 

Eo; / E02 and EOi / E03 ratios. The 1;, ;;, h functions were then used by Hyde et 

al [100] to investigate the mis-match effects of the three materials. A and n 

values, on the steady-state creep stress in the pipe weld. The investigation was 

aimed at studying Type IV cracking. The equivalent stress results showed a 

strong dependence on weld mis-match. When the HAZ is creep 'soft'. the 

stresses in the HAZ were generally low, and when creep 'hard', the stresses 

were generally high. This relationship agrees with findings by other 

researchers, e.g. Coleman et al [85], Law and Payten [99]. The equivalent 

stress is also significantly dependent on E02 / Eo1 ' E02 / E03 ' n1 and n2, but 

practically independent of ~. Figures 2.19 and 2.20 show some typical results 

[35,100]. The stress and displacement rate predictions using the obtained 1;, 

;;, h functions were accurate to within 3% of separate FE results [35,100]. 

To fully exploit the results of the parametric capability of the procedure, Tang 

[35] proposed the use of an electronic database with a computer program. 

2.5.3 Effect of weldment geometry and loading on stress 

Figure 2.16(a) displays a typical power plant V-shaped straight pipe weld 

geometry, used to investigate weld parameters, such as the weld width, the 

weld interface angle and the HAZ width. and system loadings such as internal 

pressure and additional axial and moment loads [33]. Vazda [24], Hyde et al 
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[90] and Law and Payten [99] have studied the effects of weld angle and 

concluded no significant effect on peak stress levels for internal pressure only. 

However, if additional axial end loading is present the peak stresses do 

increase significantly [90]. For weld angles greater than 15° the peak stress 

increased by over 200/0 for axial loads greater than 0.66 of (J" mdh' The peak 

stress position changed from the WM boundary to the PM boundary in the 

HAZ, typical of Type IV creep cracking. This is attributed to the hoop stress 

becoming less dominant compared to the axial stress as axial end load 

increases [105,106]. The effect of weld width on peak steady-state stress was 

also studied by Vazda [24] and Hyde et al [93]. Vazda [24] showed an 

insignificant weld width effect on stresses, for weld widths between 2mm to 

8mm. Similar findings were concluded by Hyde et al [93] for welds between 

8mm to 12mm wide. Vazda [24] also found that the effect of HAZ width on 

peak creep stress was greater than that for the weld width, but less than the 

effect of weld interface angle. It was found that smaller HAZ widths produce 

slightly higher stresses and the influence is only of importance for pipe welds 

with high axial end loads. 

2.5.4 Failure behaviour of weldments 

CDM has been used previously to predict failure lives and positions of straight 

pipe welds [20,26,34,88], where component failure is normally defined as the 

time when a high level of damage, i.e. (j) > 0.9, has spread across the bulk of 

the wall thickness [20,26]. These COM studies have mainly considered 

damage accumulation for typical pipe V -weldment geometries and CMV 

materials with three-material zones, (i.e. PM, HAZ and WM). 
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Hall and Hayhurst [20] were among the first to predict damage accumulation. 

failure life and failure position for such pipe welds under an internal pressure 

of 45.5 MPa. The COM model in this case was used to replicate pipe weld test 

failure as reported by Coleman et al [85]. COM predicted component failure in 

the WM on the HAZ boundary (i.e. fusion line), initiating near the outer 

surface, which was in agreement with the test result. The COM failure life was 

27% lower than that of the test life, giving confidence in the constitutive laws 

and material properties used for the COM calculation. Perrin and Hayhurst 

[69] also considered CDM pipe weld calculations using four material zones, 

inclusive of a Type IV -intercritical HAZ region and, again, found similarities 

with in-service Type IV failure location cracking in the intercritical HAZ 

region, along the HAZIPM boundary for additional axial loadings. 

Extensive COM parametric material studies by Storesund et al [88] and Wang 

and Hayhurst [107] using eleven and forty different weldment material 

combinations, respectively, both found that good WM and HAZ creep rupture 

strength and ductility, relative to the PM, optimises weld creep life. Storesund 

et al [88] also concluded that when creep ductility in the WM and/or HAZ is 

relatively low compared to the PM increased axial stresses in the weld region 

are predicted to occur for pressure-only pipe welds. Noting that this would 

lead to Type IV cracking failure behaviour. 

Hyde et 01 [94, I 06] showed that COM failures were predicted to initiate near 

the outer surface of the pipe in the HAZ, on the PM boundary, and spread to 
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the inner surface for two typical thick-walled V -shape welds under an internal 

pressure of 16.55 MPa and an operating temperature of 640°C. The position 

and damage accumulation behaviour in the HAZ replicated Type IV cracking. 

which again agrees with in-situ failures [74,77] and numerical studies 

[20,33,88]. It was also shown by Hyde et al [26,34,106] that significant 

damage accumulation commences at around 80% to 90% of the COM 

component failure life of the plain pipe welds considered. 

Steady-state creep life estimates for thick-walled welded steam pipes using 

Equation 2.9, predict failure initiation sites identical to those of COM [34,94]. 

Life underestimates of around 30% to 40% were obtained relative to the COM 

predictions, establishing the steady-state rupture approach as an alternative, 

conservative approach [33]. R5 creep life assessments, using Equation 2.19, 

by Goodall and co-workers, e.g. [60,62-64], of components with a range of 

stress-states, including typical power plant components gave conservative 

estimates of rupture life compared to experimental and steady-state creep 

estimates. 

2.6 Creep of branched pipes 

2.6.1 Introduction 

As explained in Section 2.4.1. only a small amount of literature has been 

published on the creep behaviour of branched pipes and there are several 

reasons for this. Firstly, studies of creep in branched pipes differ from straight 

pipe sections, since the ctTcct of geometry on the stress-state behaviour is more 
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complex. Experimental testing can be carried out using full-scale components 

under either accelerated temperatures or pressures. This is expensive. hence 

only a handful of full-scale branched pipe testing programmes have been 

published [9,17,18,108,109]. Secondly, published literature on numerical 

studies, e.g. finite elements, of the creep behaviour of branched pipes is rare. 

This again is due to the complexity of the problem, branched pipe FE models 

require large three-dimensional meshes with mesh refinement concentrated in 

high stress concentration regions such as the weld region and the inside bore 

[e.g. 108-110]. Such large FE meshes require extensive user and 

computational time for studying branched pipe creep behaviour; computational 

resources have not met the criteria for undertaking such studies, until only 

recently [87]. Numerical creep studies of branched pipes using steady-state 

creep laws, continuum damage mechanics and reference stress approaches are 

required to understand the geometric, loading and material behaviour on creep 

stresses, strains and failure, similar to the studies which have been carried out 

for straight pipe sections, as detailed in Section 2.5.3. However, a lack of 

literature covering these topics has been found, therefore addressing the need 

for further understanding. An essential part of this work must consider the 

effect of weldment properties, since weldments can reduce the strength of 

components under creep conditions considerably [74-77]. The published 

literature that concerns the creep of branched pipes, with concentration made 

on the effect of the weld, is now described and discussed in two sections, (i) 

experimental and in-situ studies and (ii) numerical methodologies and studies. 
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2.6.2 In-service experience & experimental studies of branched pipes 

Sys [17] presented the results of one of the first full-scale experimental test 

programmes on the creep rupture of typical branched pipes from UK power 

plant. The programme considered six thick-walled branched pipes made of 

2 Y4Cr 1 Mo parent and weld metal material, the geometry of two connections are 

shown in Figure 2.21. All six connections had the same main pipe and branch 

pipe dimensions. The creep tests were carried out until failure using a 

temperature of 575°C and two pressure-only loadings of 15.3MPa and 

13.1MPa, details of the test conditions, failure life and position are shown in 

Table 1. The type of intersection described in Table 1 as "fig. 3" denotes pad 

reinforced and "fig. 4" denotes thickness-reinforced, see Figures 2.21 a and 

2.21 b, respectively, for the reinforced branched pipe geometries studied. For 

four of the six branches, failure initiated in the weld at or just below the inside 

surface, near the crotch comer (PI in Figure 2.21), by numerous parallel cracks 

and on the outside surfac·e by a through crack, also on the crotch corner side 

(P2 in Figure 2.21). Photographs of the cracks are shown in Figure 2.22. The 

actual cracking location within the specific weld region was not described in 

the study. However, it was stated that the cracking had initiated and confined 

itself to the weld metal or fused zones, i.e. heat-affected zones (HAZ). 

Additional circumferential cracking parallel to the weld was also found on the 

outside surface at the weld toe, on the flank side, for both reinforced branch 

pipe configurations (P3 in Figure 2.21). It was found that these cracks did not 

significantly penetrate the wall thickness of the connection, (Figure 2.22c). 

The other two branched pipe cases, i.e. cases K4 and K5 of Table 1 failed by 

extensive defonnation in the main pipe section causing instability and hence 
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cracking (Figure 2.23). Instability was caused by defonnations causmg a 

decrease in wall-thickness and increase in radius therefore increasing hoop 

stress, which lead to failure. However, cracking was found at the same 

positions as the other four connections, i.e. near the crotch comer on the inside 

bore surface in the weld and at the weld foot. Sys described these two large 

deformation branched pipe failures as unrealistic with respect to in-situ creep 

failure, since failur·es in-service occur at relatively low strain levels. However, 

the other four failures, which occurred in the weld at the crotch corner, were 

described as a likely in-service failure mode. Sys concluded that when failurc 

occurs near the crotch corner, cracking is confined to the weld. However. the 

use of relatively brittle weld metal compared to the more ductile parent 

material does not affect the lifetime of the connection significantly. 

Additionally, Sys [17] compared the failure lives of the tested branched pipes 

with the creep rupture lives estimated from uniaxial cross-weld specimen tests 

performed at the mean diameter hoop stress as the main pipe of the connections 

and at the same temperature as the tests. The results showed that the branched 

pipes failure lives were within + 25% of the uniaxial predicted failure lives. 

Similar crack and failure sites were again found by Day et al [18] from full

scale tests on an ex-service multiple 1 CrY2Mo thick-walled branched outlet 

header. The test was carried out at the same in-service pressure and 

temperature of 550°C for 3000hours, and then at 575°C until failure, i.e. 

occurrence of steam leakage. The geometry and dimensions of the main 

header body and the numerous branched pipes/stubs are shown in Figure 2.24. 

The failure of the test vessel was 9170 hours and had occurred in the wdd at 
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the branch weldfbody intersection, approximately in the axial direction of the 

header in the crotch comer plane of the connection of. i.e. similar to branched 

pipe failure found by Sys [17], of the largest branched pipe. at the centre of the 

header, see Figure 2.24. This failure by weld cracking is shown in Figure ~.25 

and was first detected after 8199 hours of testing and quickly propagated 1500 

hours after this point, leading to failure. Additional circumferential and 

transverse cracking were also found at numerous locations around the large 

branch weld and stub welds, as shown for example in Figure 2.26 for the large 

branch. A diagram showing the size and locations of these cracks over the 

testing period found on the largest, central branched pipe is shown in Figure 

2.27, including the crack that lead to component failure. No cracks had 

extended between the stub penetrations on the header in the axial plane of the 

header, showing the weakening on the header body region by multiple 

penetrations was insignificant compared to the cracking modes associated with 

the individual penetrations. Detailed findings of damage and crack initiation 

sites within different weldment regions of the branched pipes was not reported 

on, i.e. HAZ damage and cracks. However cracking was all confined to the 

welded region, which includes weld metal and HAZ. As well as reporting 

cracking history Day et al [18] reported on strain and branch ovality 

measurements at various locations around the header. The measurements 

showed that the vessel generally experienced steady-state creep conditions 

throughout the test period. 

Again, similar findings to Sys [17} and Day et al r 18] of full-scale branched 

pipe creep tests was reported on by Storesund et ol [111]. In this case. 
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microstructural examination of the weld region was reported on as well as 

crack sites, including the effect of the HAZ on cracking and damage levels. 

The creep tests considered six ex-service T -joint isolated and double joined 

branched pipes made of 2l;4CrlMo and 'hCrV2Mol;4V steels. The branched 

pipes had operated at 530°C and 13MPa pressure and were tested at 510°C and 

at the same operating pressure. The geometries of the branched pipes differed 

somewhat from typical in-service and other tested components [e.g. 17.18] 

since the weldments were located above the saddle position due to a flanged 

and forged branch connection, as shown in Figure 2.28. The microstructural 

examinations found that maximum damage and cracking sites were found in 

the coarse-grained HAZ and the weld metal, perpendicularly along the fusion 

line of the weldments at the crotch side of the weldment, deep through the wall 

thickness, i.e. similar positions to [17,18]. It was explained that creep damage 

was slightly lower in the intercritical HAZ (Type IV region) weldment crotch 

position regions since the weldment was positioned above the saddle position, 

due the flanged connection. It was noted and referenced [112] that if this was 

not the case, higher damage and cracking is more likely to occur in the 

intercritical HAZ (Type IV region). It was suggested that more detailed testing 

and studies on the effect of weld materials on creep damage accumulation was 

necessary to understand the failure behaviour and residual life of branched pipe 

service-exposed weldments. More recent full-scale branched pipe creep testing 

by van-Wortel and co-workers [9,113] concluded similar microstructural 

exan1ination findings that maximum damage was again confined to the HAZ 

(Type IV) and WM regions of the weld, at the weld toe and neck on the crotch 

and saddle planes. A typical example of the thick-walled CMV branched pipe 
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header geometry used is shown in Figure 2.29 [9] and typical cracks from the 

tests at the weld foot are shown in Figure 2.30 [113]. Table 2.2 sho\\s the 

microstructural damage examination of one of the tested branched pipe weld 

on the saddle and crotch plane within the different weld regions at times of 

8000, 15000 and 21000 hours, in which the later was assumed to be the failure 

life. The table provides damage level information according to the VGB-T\\' 

507 Dutch code which ranges from 1 to 5, where the numbers denote the type 

of damage, i.e. 1 (no creep cavities), 2 (single creep cavities), 3 (coherent 

cavities), 4 (micro creep cracks) and 5 (macro creep cracks). and the letter 

denotes the degree of damage, i.e. A (small extent) and B (medium extent). 

The table displays the repaired and unrepaired branched pipe damage 

information, of which the latter is of interest in the present work. 

Other full-scale branched pipe component creep tests have been carried out and 

reported on previously, for example, Patel el al [108] creep tested thinner

walled branched connections, which obey thin shell theory and is of less 

interest to the present work, as thick-walled connections are the subject matter. 

Other publications have highlighted that the weld is the common failure 

position in in-service branched pipe of variable sizes, for example Mitchell and 

Brett [68], described the main creep crack site and position of small branched 

connections, e.g. stubs, to be in the intercritical HAZ ffype IV region at the 

weld toe circumferentially around the branch. 

In conclusion, for thick-walled branched pipes. the common creep failure and 

cracking positions are confined to the wcldment, this is due to the weak I L\Z 
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or WM related to the weld. The crack sites in the HAZ or WM were generally 

found on the crotch and saddle planes of the connection; at the outside surface 

(weld toe and neck) and near the inside surface and these can grow through the 

wall thickness to produoe failure by leakage. The tests have shown that for a 

wide variety of materials used, i.e. from low chromium steels. e.g. 

~Cr~Mo~V, to high chromium steels, e.g. 13CrMo44, crack/failure positions 

are common throughout. However, it has been shown that the choice of steel 

used for the parent material and weld metal to construct the branched pipes is 

important in relation to the component creep life, even though they share 

common failure positions. The effects of weld geometry, mis-match and 

loadings on creep life using experimental creep tests and in-situ experience is 

still relatively unknown compared to straight welded pipes since only a few 

connections have been tested and more understanding is required. 

2.6.3 Numerical analysis of branched pipes 

2.6.3.1 Homogeneous studies 

Only a few homogeneous steady-state creep studies of branched pipes have 

been reported on, which are relevant to the present work. The study reported 

by Budden and Goodall [114] investigated creep stresses and failure lives in 

thin-walled branched connections. Two typical branch connections were 

considered, Vessels A and B, the dimensions of which are given in Table 2.3. 

A graph showing a survey by the UK's CEGB on in-service header R/T (radius 

to thickness) ratios was shown in the work. see Figure 2.31. It is clear that the 

Inajority of headers are thick-walled (i.c. R/T approximately less than 5) and 
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therefore providing evidence that concentration should be made on this type of 

geometry. As well as presenting stress and life predictions from homogeneous 

steady-state creep calculations for the two vessels. FE limit load analyses \\ere 

conducted for use with the RS life assessment approach, and also stress and life 

predictions based on the inverse use of British Standards BSSSOO [11] and 

BS1113 [12] as detailed by Booth [lIS]. All three life prediction approaches 

were then compared to experimental full-scale component creep testing 

reported on by Brown [116] for the same branch pipe components to assess the 

accuracy and validity of the approaches. The steady-state creep analyses were 

based on Norton's law and typical power plant creep conditions of SSO°C and 

internal pressures of I7.S8MPa and 13.79MPa for vessels A and B, 

respectively. The vessels parent material was typical of power plant steeL 

using Y2Cr 1 Mo. The three-dimensional FE mesh used for Vessel B is shown in 

Figure 2.32, it is clear that mesh refinement was used around the connection 

region, a similar mesh was used for Vessel A. It is clear from Figures 2.33 and 

2.34 that the highest steady-state stress concentrations were found at the weld 

toes on both planes, while the inner crotch comer and inner surface flank 

stresses were slightly lower, and weld neck stresses were relatively small. 

Similar behaviour was shown for the creep strain concentrations for these two 

planes for Vessel B. It was concluded that life predictions produced using peak 

steady-state creep stresses at the weld toes on the crotch plane and flank plane 

were relatively close to RS and British Code predictions, and all were 

conservative by around 400/0 to 600/0 compared to the experimental failure Ji\'es 

reported by Brown [116], these comparisons are shown in Tables 2.4a and 

2.4h. It was also noted that FE elastic stress concentrations and steady-state 
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strain rate results taken at the crotch and flank mid-wall positions agreed well 

with measured values taken from the experimental full-scale creep tests by 

Brown [116] for both vessels. This provides evidence that the steady-state 

Norton creep law model gave good agreement with the real-life creep 

behaviour of the component, as well as the failure behaviour of the vessels. It 

was suggested that further investigation into the effect of weldment regions on 

failure behaviour was required to improve predictions. 

More recent branched pipe life assessments by Budden and co-workers using 

the R5 approach concentrated on validating the approach [98,108] against 

experimental full-scale creep tests. One such example [108]. which was very 

similar to that of the investigation by Budden and Goodall [114], as previously 

explained, except in this case the R5 approach was assessed against 

experimental creep lives for a typical welded thin-walled branched pipe using 

the modification of predicting a rupture reference stress, (J":ef , for each weld 

zone, using a stress-distribution k factor [13,98], as explained in Section 2.5.1, 

and then a rupture life for each zone using the representative rupture data for 

each zone instead of just a homogeneous PM life as in [114]. It was assumed 

that the stress distribution factor, k, for each weld zone, in this case PM, WM 

and Type IV HAZ, was equal to unity as FE analysis showed that the 

maximum principal stress was transverse to the weld fusion boundary and that 

little stress distribution would occur in creep, therefore all zones (J"~'I value 

were equaL The experinlental failure of the welded connection was in the 

Type IV HAZ weld region, due to a large through-wall crack. the fE R5 

approach predicted failure to occur in the Type IV zone at a life which was 
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200/0 lower than the test life. The R5 failure prediction was therefore relatiYely 

accurate in both life and weld zone region. 

Other research has been carried out on limit loads of branched pIpes e.g. 

[15J 17-I20L which can be used to predict the R5's rupture reference stress 

[13], with mainly thin-walled connections being considered. The work by 

Moffat and co-workers, e.g. [15,117,118], has extensively investigated the 

effects of geometric parameters and crack size and location on the effects of 

limit pressures and moments for branched pipes using experimental and FE 

analyses. The work was aimed at the prediction of plastic-collapse loads for 

use with low-temperature fracture assessments, such as British Energy's R6 

procedure, as well as high-temperature creep crack growth assessments, such 

as the methods described in British Energy's R5 procedure [13], the work was 

not however aimed at assessments of creep rupture. 

Published work on the interaction effect on the creep behaviour of multiple

branched pipe·s is very scarce. The CEGB [120] and the British Standards 

BS5500 [11] and BSIII3 [12] recommend that the axial and circumferential 

distance between the branches be kept to a certain level, dependent on the 

ligament efficiency and the limit pressure of the component, where these are 

dependent on the space between the branches, the diameters and thickness' of 

the header/main pipe and branches and the loadings. The interaction between 

branches, as defined by BS5500 [11], becomes significant when the spacing, s, 

is less than 2.J DT , where D and T are the header/nlain pipe diameter and 

s-d 
wall-thickness. respectively, and a ligament efficiency, ". defined as 

s 
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where d is the branch diameter. is used to increase the operating stress of the 

connection and therefore compensate for additional stresses produced by the 

interaction. However. these recommendations are generalised and concluded 

from mainly elastic-plastic behaviour of the thin-walled connections and not 

the creep behaviour. Hence, further work is required to investigate the creep 

behaviour of multiple branched pipes. 

2.6.3.2 Weldment studies 

One of the earliest studies investigating the influence of the weldment 

properties for thin-walled branched pipes was reported by Dhalla [121]. This 

work considered the effect of HAZ, PM and WM material weldment zones on 

stress and failure location using finite element analysis (FE) validated by 

experimental full-scale component creep testing. Comparisons with the ASME 

creep life prediction code were also made based on a homogeneous material 

connection. The vessel geometry used is shown in Figure 2.35. HAZ creep 

cracking was found on all experimentally tested branched pipes except the 

hemi-spherical branched pipe (N-l), the locations were mainly parallel and 

perpendicular to the weld in at the saddle positions on the outer surface, but not 

at the right-angled positions, as shown in Figure 2.35. An example of the mesh 

used is shown in Figure 2.36. The effects of primary and secondary creep were 

considered in the FE analysis using a simplified polynomial creep law. as well 

as the effect of residual stresses created by the welding process. which was 

modelled by adding an initial high-temperature profile reflecting this. It was 

concluded that the 3-nlaterial FE nl0del predicted the correct cracking location 

at the saddle positions in the HAZ using the uniaxial creep properties and that 
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creep of the welds was of primary importance compared to the effect of the 

residual stresses on the failure behaviour of the connection. Figures 2.37 and 

2.38 show typical results of the effects of the inclusion of residual stresses and 

multi-material creep properties in FE modelling, respectively. The work also 

showed that the FE calculations of the weld residual stresses, within the weld, 

relaxed rapidly during creep conditions and that the life prediction based on 

multi-material weld creep behaviour was reasonable compared to ASMEcode 

predicted lives and experimental full-scale failure lives. 

---A~ranched-pipe-creep-life assessment study- reported bytiit-22] considered a -

2-material weld FE model, of a service-exposed 1 OCrM091 0 parent material 

and weld metal and new weld metal from a weld repair using either 

1 OCrM091 0 or 10CrM044 filler. This work is one of the most detailed in 

describing the effect of weld mis-match and its effect on creep-rupture life. 

The geometry of the thick-walled branched pipe and weld are shown in Figures 

2.39 and 2.40. The loading condition used in the study was for a temperature 

of 600°C and internal pressure of 19MPa. The two materials were modelled 

using uniaxial data, with Norton creep law properties. Creep rupture data was 

used to obtain material constants for the exposed material and new WM, to 

predict rupture times. Figure 2.41 displays the FE mesh used and the 

maximum principal elastic stress distribution. Figure 2.42 shows the steady

state creep stress distribution, at the saddle position of the weld. From the 

results, it was concluded that the choice of weld metal was very important in 

increasing the creep life of the component. in this case an under-matched 
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13CrM044 without PWHT weld repair produced a longer-lasting \\'eldment 

than the matched 10CrM0910 with PWHT. 

Wortel and co-workers [9,123] used FE one- and two-material steady-state 

creep studies based on Norton's law to predict rupture initiation and therefore 

failure life. The life predictions were based on several life assessment 

approaches and compared with full-scale experimental rupture/crack growth 

and failure life data. The FE model was three-dimensional and included parent 

and weld metal material regions. For the majority of the components, it was 

shown that steady-state creep was shown to be predominant over the operating 

lives of the connections. One-material FE models used with rupture and 

damage approximate prediction methods such as the Inverse British Code [115] 

and simplified Kachanov CDM [31] methods significantly over-predicted the 

failure lives compared to that of the life of the experimentally tested 

component. Two-material FE failure life predictions were better than the one

material predictions, however they still over-predicted the life. Other work by 

W ortel [123] described the use of two-dimensional FE steady-state creep 

results using three materials, inclusive of fine-grain HAZ material, PM and 

WM. The results and details of the FE calculations were not given, but it was 

shown that the failure location of the FE model was identical to that of the full

scale tested branched pipe, i.e. the HAZ material on the saddle plane on the 

connection. The effect of material mis-match was noted to be significant. but 

only given in qualitative fonu; a creep under-matched weld gave longest life. 

compared to creep matched and over-matched for the 21;4Cr 1l\10 parent 
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material connection. Additional FE investigations concluded that smooth weld 

edge grinding lowered creep stresses and therefore increased lifetime. 

Hayhurst and co-workers have modelled creep damage accumulation within a 

thin-walled branched pipe [87,124]. The CDM constitutive laws used three 

state variables to model primary and tertiary stage damage accumulation in the 

micro-structure due to dislocations and cavitations produced by material 

softening during service-aging. The welded branched pipe was made of 

~CrY2Mo'i4V parent material and 2114CrlMo weld metal and loaded by a 

temperature of 590°C and a constant pressure of 4MPa. The materials, and 

temperature used were typical of UK power plant, but the pressure and thin

walled pipes were more representative of reheat boiler piping than that of main 

steam pipework. The branched main steam pipe geometry was idealised as a 

cylinder-sphere intersection to permit the use of the more simple axisymmetric 

analysis. The model considered four material zones, the PM, WM, HAZ and 

intercritical/Type IV HAZ, as shown in Figure 2.43. Figure 2.44 displays the 

creep damage accumulation in the mesh after 14,759 hours, where the 

maximum damage denoted by red regions is equal to 0.99 and is located in the 

intercritical/Type IV HAZ weld regions. The high damage is concentrated 

across the majority of the spherical vessel wall in the lower main pipe Type IV 

HAZ region. These results, though useful, are somewhat unrealistic for typical 

power plant geometries, due to the axisynlmetric cylinder-sphere intersection 

assumption. As a branch pipe connected perpendicular to the header/main pipe 

longitudinal axis will have a very different tri-axial stress state and is likely to 

have different damage distributions and high damage sites and failure life. 
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COM calculations for a three-dimensional thick-walled perpendicular joining 

branch connection to a header/main pipe's longitudinal axis is therefore 

required for more typical power plant life assessment purposes. 

2.7 Conclusions 

There remains a significant gap in understanding of the weakening effect due 

to the connection geometry and inferior creep properties of the weldment zones 

in respect to the creep of branched pIpes. Welded branched pipe creep 

investigations are therefore required, similar in style to the investigations 

carried out for welded straight pipes (Section 2.5), as well as supplementary 

studies. The gaps in knowledge surrounding the creep of branched pipes are 

discussed below. 

Firstly, studies based on investigating the effect of the presence of the 

weldment are required, concentrating on the possible reduction in life caused 

by the weaker materials and weld-mismatch and whether or not such analysis 

detail is required. In addition, the effects of different weldment geometry and 

filler materials require investigation. It is not fully understood how different 

materials, which may have significantly different creep properties, affect the 

stress distributions and load redistribution within different regions and how this 

can affect the failure life and position of the weldment. Parametric material 

analyses investigating the effect of different weldment properties are therefore 

required to improve understanding. Previous research has mainly used the R5 

procedure [131 for branched pipes. This approach. as well as the inverse use of 

the British design codes [115]. are generally based on homogeneous material 
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properties and exclude the effects of the strength reduction due to weldment 

properties. These approaches may therefore be non-conservatiyc in predicting 

failure life for some cases. Validation of these homogeneous approaches is 

therefore required against other approaches, such as multi-material steady-state 

and CDM predictions. 

Secondly, the effects of geometric parameters (such as branch and main pipe 

diameters, thicknesses, weld size etc.), additional loadings such as moment 

loads, as well as the interaction of branches along multiple branchf'd 

headers/main pipes require consideration. Previous work has mainly 

concentrated on thin-walled connections. The creep behaviour of thick-walled 

connections is likely to be significantly different to that of thin-shell 

connections. Parametric analyses of geometric parameters for realistic 

branched pipes are therefore required for greater understanding. Assessment of 

the commonly used inverse use of the British Standard code method [115] 

(BS5500 [11] and BSIII3 [12]) and R5 procedure [13] are also required to 

understand whether they predict relatively accurate lives for varying geometric 

parameters compared to other creep life assessment methods, such as steady-

state and CDM approaches. 
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Table 2.1. Creep rupture test details performed on fi ve welded branched pipes 
(Sys [17]). 

-:: =-.: --=--.. T'lpe o f D iam eter Tem p_ Internal Time to Location of the through era<. 
- intersect ion ratio °c pressure leakage '-. 

k g/cm 2 

K2 fig. 3 0.35 575 153 276() crotch corner-weld material 
K3 fig. 4 0.35 575 131 131 28 crotch co rner-weld material 
K4 fig. 4 0_35 575 153 3529 side face - parent mater- 'ial 
K5 fig. 4 0_35 575 153 2156 side face - parent m aterial 
K6 fig_4 0_35 575 131 111 27 crotch corner-we ld material 
K7 fi9_ 4 0.35 575 153 4682 crot ch corner-weld material 

Table 2.2. Damage evolution levels at the right-angled and saddle points of a 
2 I;4Crl Mo welded branched pipe (Rotvel et al [9]) . 

Right angle, tensile side Saddle points 

unrepaired repaired , unrepaired repaired 

at (1 8 15 21 I 8 21 8 15 21 8 15 21 

2A 2A 2A 2B 2B 2B 2A 2A 2A 

3A 3A 3B 2A 2B 3A 3A 3A 3B 2A 2A 2B 

3A 3A 3A 2A 2B 3A 3A 3A 3B 2A 2A 2B 
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Table 2.3. Dimensions of branched pipe test vessels (mm) (Budden & Gou~~~lll 
[114]). 

i\ T ( L/T r/R R/T ?(~Pa ) 

.• 97-7 ! 9.6 Sl.15 12. .. 2 0_62 ].62 .'...99 i7.58 

:; 98.\) 13 .. 0 61. 15 L3.0 1.00 0.62 7.54 :3.79 

C 97.7 19.6 61.15 10.0 O. )1 0.62 4.99 17.58 

Table 2.4. Branched pipe creep life estimates based on (a) experimental. BS 
inverse codes rule and R5, and (b) steady-state creep analysis (Budden & 
Goodall [114]). 

(a) experimental and analytical (r ~ith 1.2 saiety factor) 

Vessel B 

st:ress (failure time) 

Experimental 112 (8000) 131 (4310) 
(6) 

inverse caries DB (3439) 148 ( 2617) 

Limit load 135 (3794) 133 (3988) 
162 (18 f 5)* 160 (l938)* 

(b) based on iinite-element analysis 

Vessel A B 

stress (failure time) 

Crotch vessel O'e 140 (3286) 170 (1525) 
veld toe 0'1 153 (2313) 210 ( 662) 

(P 1) 

Flank vessel G 139 ( 3380) 144 (2940) 
e 

weld toe <1. 162 (1845) 173 (1423) 

(P 3) 

Average stress O'e 131 (4273) 135 (3794) 
(S6) 0'1 145 (2860) 154 (2254) 

Average stress °e 
74 ( 40837) 98 (13455 ) 

(S3) a, 67 (60481) qL. {l 'lRf,4 '\ 
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122 (5640) 

151 (2462) 

L52 (2374) 
182 (1165)* 
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Figure 2.1. Typical creep curves for different constant load, L, and temperature 
(Boyle & Spence [38]). 
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Figure 2.2. Creep curves for three different stress levels for a Y2Cr1/lMov.. V 
alloy at 640°C (Hyde & Sun [26]). 
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value for six different components shown in Figure 2.4 (Calladine [36]). 
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Figure 2.6. Typical microstructural high temperature creep damage associated 
with tertiary creep by intergranular cracking and cavities (Evans and Wilshire 
[51]). 
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t 

Figure 2.7. General shape of creep deflection during steady-state creep (Penny 
& Marriott [39]). 
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of the calculation of the reference stress by varying 
parameters a and n to find a ref' 
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Figure 2.9. Schematic diagram representing the variation of microstructure in 
(a) a single weld bead and (b) multiple weld beads (Coleman [70]). 
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Figure 2.10. Macrostructure of a typical butt weld for a main straight pipe 
section in fossil-fuelled power plant (Powergen PIc. [4]). 
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Figure 2.11. Classification of cracking in weldments (Schuller et af [76]). 
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Figure 2.12. Crack incidences data for CrMoV circumferential butt-welded 
steam pipes, 2.25CrlMo:VrMoV welds (Brett [74]). 
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Figure 2.13. Typical cross weld creep test specimens (Tang [35]). 
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Figure 2.15. CDM damage distribution in a butt-welded CrMoV straight pipe 
section (Perrin et al [89]). 
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Figure 2.21. Detail of branch geometry and type of connection reinforcement 
(a) pad-reinforced and (b) branch-thickening reinforced used hy Sys [17] in 
full-scale creep rupture tests. 
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Figure 2.22. Different cracking modes found by Sys [17] on expcrimentall~ 
tested full-scale failed branched pipes; parallel cracks on the inside surface on 
the crotch comer side (top), through crack on the outside surface on thc crotch 
comer side (middle) and cracks at the weld foot on the flank sidc. outer surface 
(bottom). 
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Figure 2.23. Large deformation failure in the maIn pIpe section of test 
components K4 (top) and K5 (bottom) (Sys [17]). 
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Figure 2.24. Details of branched header full-scale creep test vessel used by 

Day et al [18]). 

Figure 2.25. Failure location on the large, centre-length branch weld, 
transverse weld metal cracking on the crotch corner plane, Day et at [18]). 
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Figure 2.26. Additional cracking locations on the large, centre-length header 
branch weld, circumferential and transverse weld metal cracks around the 
weld, Day et al [18]). 
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Figure 2.27. Cracking history of large, centre-length header branch weld, Day 

etal [I8]) . 
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Figure 2.29. Geometry of T-branched branched header (top) and the double-
branched 2 'l4Cr 1 Mo T -branched test vessel (bottom) made from the header and 
creep tested by Rotvel et al [9]. 
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Figure 2.30. Cross-section (top) and face on view (bottom) of creep cracks at 
the weld foot saddle position of the 2 ~Cr1 Mo T -branched test vessel in the 
fine-grained HAZ region of the weld (van Wortel and Arav [113]). 
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Figure 2.31. Typical power plant header geometries (Budden & Goodall 
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Figure 2.32. Finite element mesh for branched pipe Vessel B (Budden & 
Goodall [114 D. 
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Figure 2.33. Close up of the flank (left) and crotch (right) connection regions 
of the finite element mesh of the branched pipe Vessel B (Budden & Goodall 
[114]). 
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Figure 2.35. Geometry of test vessel and HAZ creep crack locations for the 
Type 304 stainless steel T-branched test vessel (Dhalla [121]). 
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for the Type 304 stainless steel T -branched test vcssel (Dhalla [ 121]). 
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Figure 2.37. Comparison of FE longitudinal principal stresses with and 
without residual stress weld effects at 3000 hours for the welded branched 
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without residual stresses, for the Type 304 stainless steel T -branched test vessel 
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Figure 2.39. Geometry of IOCrMo910 T-branched pipe vessel used for FE 
modelling of weld repair (Li [122]). 
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Figure 2.40. Geometry of the weld repair in the 1 OCrMo91 0 T -branched pipe 
vessel used for FE modelling of weld repair (Li [122]). 
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Figure 2.41. Maximum principal elastic stress distribution for IOCrMo910 T
branched pipe vessel used for FE modelling of weld repair (Li [122]). 
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Figure 2.42. Maximum principal steady-state creep stress distribution around 
the weld repair at the saddle region for under-matched 1 OCrMo91 0 T -branched 
pipe vessel used for FE modelling of a 13CrMo44 weld repair (Li [122]). 
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Figure 2.43. Finite element mesh and weldment geometry used by Hayhurst 
[87] for CDM calculations of a sphere-branch idealised intersection of a branch 
connection. 
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Figure 2.44. FE damage distribution from a CDM calculation of a sphere
branch idealised intersection of a branch connection (Hayhurst [87]). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CREEP BEHAVIOUR OF HOMOGENEOUS BRANCHED 

PIPES 

3.1 General 

Chapter Two describes how creep behaviour has been extensively researched 

and a large amount of knowledge has been gained, the bulk of this knowledge 

has been on a fundamental level, involving material property determination and 

analysis/design methods generally within the context of fairly simplified 

connection geometries. Section 2.6 identified that the understanding of the 

creep behaviour of realistic thick-walled branched pipe connections. with 

realistic material properties, is an area which needs additional research. This is 

the context of the present work. The sizes of such branches can vary 

significantly relative to that of the main steam pipe. The effect of specific 

dimensions and materials on the creep behaviour of the connection requires 

investigation using parametric studies, in particularly, the dimensions; branch 

diameter, d, branch pipe thickness, /, and the weld size, and the material 

properties; steady-state Norton exponent, n, from Equation 2.3. and multi-axial 

rupture property, a, from Equation 2.8. The effects of these parameters on 

the steady-state creep stress distributions and peak stress values and positions 

are an in1portant element to understanding this creep behaviour, for the purpose 

of improving creep life assessments. The understanding of these effects for 
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homogeneous branched pipe connections are required before the assessment of 

the inhomogeneous weldment is considered. 

A large range of typical branched pipe geometries are considered within the 

investigation~ varying from small branches~ i.e. diD = 0.14~ up to equal branch-

to-pipe diameter ratios~ i.e. diD = L for different branch thicknesses, t. For this 

study~ the models assume a homogeneous material throughout~ i.e. separate 

weld and heat affected zone material properties are not modelled, but the weld 

profile geometry is included and the effect of variations in the weld size is also 

studied. A range of material creep properties, covering different Norton's 

steady-state creep exponent value, n, from 3 to 9, and multi-axial rupture 

behaviour constant a values, from 0 to 1 are studied. 

Exact analytical solutions cannot generally be obtained for the stress 

distributions within branched connections due to the complexity of the 

problem. The finite element (FE) method is therefore often used to analyse the 

behaviour of specific dimensions, loadings and materials of branched 

connections under steady-state creep conditions. 

British design codes BSSSOO [11] and BS 1113 [12] base their design operating 

stresses for branched pipes on the elastic mean diameter hoop stress, 0" mdh ' of 

the main pipe, as given, for example, by the following expression for the 

design operating stress, 0"", of single, isolated branch connections: 

0" = [(D - 2T)(CaJ + 0.5] 
"P, '7' ~ r 

(3.1) 
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with the addition of a branch modification factor. Cal' which depends on the 

branch and main pipe dimensions~ Pi is the applied internal pressure. D and T 

are the main pipe mean diameter and wall thickness, respectiYeiy, and r is a 

constant which depends on system loading. However, the effects of specific 

material properties on the internal stresses are not considered in the codes. 

which could greatly affect the accuracy of the codes life predictions. Booth 

[115] suggests the use of the inverse application of these codes to calculate 

rupture stresses at such connections and then using these with relevant rupture 

data to predict creep rupture lives. The term inverse use of the code is used 

because the codes are normally used in design purposes by fixing a level of 

stress within the branch which is acceptable for the material being used to 

fabricate the connection. Using this chosen level of stress within the code, the 

calculation of minimum thickness of the main and branch pipes is then made. 

The inverse use is the reverse of this procedure. Where all dimensions are 

known and a level of stress can then be predicted for the branched pipe. This 

study makes comparisons between the peak steady-state creep stresses within 

the components and the BS inverse code rupture stresses, as defined by Booth 

[115] using Equation 3.1, for various geometries and materials~ to gain 

understanding of the conservatism of the BS codes. 

The creep steady-state results are presented in the form of a normalised peak 

rupture stress, (Yr' which is the maximum rupture stress within the connection 

divided by the mean diameter hoop stress of the main pipe, (Y ",dll ' where: 

(3.2) 
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A normalised equivalent stress, O'eq' and maximum principal stress, 0'1' are 

similarly obtained. Hence, for the main pipe dimensions used throughout this 

study, i.e. D = 355 mm, T = 65 mm, with Pi = 16.55 MPa, the mean diameter 

hoop stress 0' mdh is 36.92 MPa. Such normalised forms of stress are instructive 

for comparative purposes. 

3.2 Background theory 

As explained in Section 23.2, uniaxial steady-state creep behaviour is 

commonly defined by Norton's law, which expresses the steady-state creep 

strain rate as an exponential function of stress, as shown by Equation 2.2. 

Where A and n are material constants and 0' is the applied uniaxial stress. 

The present work is concerned with multiaxial stress-states and consequently 

the multiaxial creep strain rate is obtained using the multiaxial generalisation 

of Norton's creep law, which is shown by Equation 2.3. As proposed by Hyde 

and co-workers [33,34], from the steady-state stress distributions, a peak value 

of rupture stress within the component, O'r' [10] can be calculated using 

Equation 2.8 to model material and component failure using the O'eq' 0', and 

material property, a. This steady-state rupture stress can then be used with a 

rupture life equation, such as Equation 2.9 [33], to predict the life of the 

component. 

Continuum damage mechanics methods have also been implemented within FE 

codes for analyses of the creep rupture process, e.g. [20,30.88]. However. 

although this approach provides nlore detailed results. there is a significant 
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computational overhead associated with such damage simulations and often the 

material constants required (i.e. M, m, t/J, X) may not be widely available. 

Previous steady-state investigations, e.g. [23.]3,34], have sho\\TI the steady-

state rupture approach to give reasonably conservative estimates of failure 

times of welds compared to the alternative COM approach. 

3.3 Geometries and FE models 

Figure 3.1 is a scatter plot of statistical data showing the relationship between 

typical UK branch and main pipe radius to thickness ratios, as obtained from 

the three main UK power generation companies, namely Powergen, British 

Energy and Innogy [125-127]. The equal pressure line (rm1t = RmlT) (where 

Rm and rm are the mean radius of the main and branch pipe, respectively and T 

and t are the main and branch pipe wall thickness, respectively) is shown on 

the graph to facilitate comparison between the general design of the branches 

with respect to pipe or branch strengthening, also, the data shows that the 

connections are generally near the equal pressure line for all three companies, 

the majority being above, showing a preference for branch strengthening. The 

majority of the data is situated around the small pipe and small branch ratios, 

i.e. R IT 2 and r 1(=2, i.e. thick-walled connections. m m 

This strengthening is used within branched pipe design and will be used in this 

investigation to reflect realistic connection geometries. The dimensions chosen 

were used to base the geometry close to the average radius/thickness ratios in 

Figure 3.1. Therefore the datum RmlT and rm/1 value chosen was 2.23, which 
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corresponds to an equal pressure configuration of a typical UK ferretic erMo V 

main steam pipe size of D=355mm and T 65mm [125-127]. This main pipe 

size was kept constant for all analyses, while the branch dimensions were 

varied to give branch pressure-strengthened, i.e. RmIT> Tn/f, and main pipe 

pressure-strengthened, i.e. Rm IT < Tn/t, cases. The degree of strengthening 

was chosen to be 33% of Rm IT in both cases, i.e. T mit = 1.5 for branch 

strengthening and Tmlt = 2.96 for pipe strengthening. The branch thicknesses 

chosen for investigation were: 12.5mm (which is practically the smallest 

branch thickness used for this application), 20mm, 30mm, 40mm and 65mm 

(for the equal diameter pipe to branch connection). Figure 3.2 shows the 

geometry definition of the branched pipe configuration. 

The size of the weld between the branch and the main pipe outer surfaces was 

defined by the parameters bx (width) and by (height), shown in Figure 3.2, 

where these widths are maintained around the whole circumferences of branch 

and main pipe. The base case weld dimensions were fixed at bx = 25mm and 

bv = 30mm and these were also varied to investigate the size effect of the weld 

for different sizes of the branch. The weld dimensions chosen were typical for 

their application to main steam power plant [125-127]. 

Table 3.1 contains a sumnlary of the dimensions used for the analyses carried 

out in the present investigation; the Norton material exponent n, is also 

included. As shown in Table 3.1, the investigation is divided into a numher of 
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different phases of analyses, each focussing on a different aspect. as described 

in the following: 

Phase 1: Simultaneous investigation of the effect of branch diameter. d. and 

creep exponent, n, for a constant branch thickness of 12.Smm. including 
'-

cases of pipe strengthening, branch strengthening and equal strength 

branches. 

Phase 2: Same as Phase 1, but with a constant branch thickness of20mm. 

Phase 3: Investigation of weld size effect. 

Phase 4: Same as Phase 1. but with a constant branch thickness of 30mm 

and constant n value of 6. 

Phase 5: Same as Phase 4, but with a constant branch thickness of 40mm. 

Phase 6: Equal branch to main pipe dimensions with a constant n value of 

6. 

The FE models used 20-noded brick elements with reduced integration to 

generate the required 3D branched pipe model. Global- and sub-modelling 

techniques were used to gain an efficient balance between solution accuracy 

and processing time. The sub-model incorporates the connection region with 

additional mesh refinement compared to the global-model. Examples of a 

global and sub-model are shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b. respectively. 

Preliminary global and sub-model analyses were run and the sub-model 

showed it was capable of producing reliable stress solutions at the highly 

stressed connection region. Mesh convergence studies were also carried out on 

various refined n~rsions of the sub-model and a mesh that predicted accurate 



creep stress values was chosen. Appendix 1 provides some general guidelines 

on how FE analysis can be utilized to effectively predict steady-state stress 

distributions. 

For each of the geometries in Table 3.1 a global and a sub-model mesh \\ere 

generated, except for the larger diD ratios. F or these cases, a more refined 

global model was used instead of the sub-model to reduce computational time, 

whilst the level of solution accuracy was maintained by mesh convergence 

studies of the new refined global mesh. The weld was modelled with the 

inclusion of radii at the weld edges (weld foot and neck) to model typical 

surface grinding, which is used to reduce high stress concentrations at this 

position. These weld radii, denoted as r 0 and rJ for the weld neck and toe, 

respectively, are shown in Figure 3.2 and are fixed at 6mm for all geometry 

cases. All meshes were generated using an automatic mesh generation 

program developed by the author called GBRANCH and SBRANCH [128], 

which generates FE meshes of branched pipes for a large range of dimensions 

for the parameters defined in Figure 3.2. 

The main and branch pipe were subjected to a typical internal pressure. P" of 

16.55MPa and a mean axial end load, (J a' given by 

(Ja = Pi [~( di~meter). _1]2 1[.( di~meter) -1] 
2 thIckness thIckness 

(3.3) 

where the outside diameter to thickness ratio for the main pipe is defined as 

DIT. and the branch ratio is d/I. This axial end load corresponds to a closed 

end condition for the end of each pipe. The free ends of the main pipe and 
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branch were constrained to have unifonn displacements in the axial directions. 

The analyses were perfonned using the ABAQUS FE code [28] and pre- and 

post-processing was carried out using the FEMGY package [129]. 

3.4 Material properties 

To investigate the effects of Norton creep exponent, n, on the peak stress 

values and stress distributions within the homogeneous connections, n values 

of 3, 6 and 9 were used, for a range of geometries, as shown in Table 3.1. This 

range of n values is representative of materials commonly used for steam pipe 

applications [35,84). In this study, specific attention is paid to nlaterials with 

an n value of 6 as fossil-fuelled plants CrMo V materials typically have values 

close to this [35). 

To find representative rupture stresses, O"r' using Equation 2.8 a full range of 

the material constant a was used i.e. from 0 to 1 for all geometry cases. These 

peak O"r were then plotted for different branch dimensions to establish the 

effect of a. The steady-state failure site was taken throughout to correspond 

to the position of peak FE O"r in the connection [26]. 

3.5 Results 

FE analyses were perfoffiled giving steady-state creep stress distributions for 

equivalent (von-Mises) stress, O"eq' maximum principal stress. 0"\. and rupture 

stress, O"r' The peak values of (Yeq' 0"\. and (Y, were obtained. the latter by a 
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combination of 0" eq and 0"1 using Equation 2.8, dependent on the value of a, 

for each geometry and material case shown in Table 3.1. The effects of 

geometry and material properties were then investigated. The peak rupture 

stresses were then compared to those predicted by the B S code [11,12] using 

Booth's [115] operating stresses for each geometry type, including the effect of 

different material properties, to establish the conservatism of the code, relative 

to the steady-state analyses. The BS system loading facto{ r, of Equation 3.1 

was assumed to be unity throughout, as additional system loading was not 

applied to the connections. 

3.5.1 Stress distributions 

Examples of typical O"r (with a = 0.3), O"eq and 0"1 steady-state stress 

distributions within the sub-model connection are shown in Figures 3Aa, 3Ab 

and 3Ac, respectively. The distributions relate to analysis number 5 of Table 

3.1 for branch dimensions and material of d=68.3mm and t=12.5mm, and n=6, 

respe'ctively. It can be seen that the distributions are non-uniform in all cases. 

The highest stress concentration region for O"r and O"eq are seen on the inside 

surface of the branch, along the longitudinal plane of symmetry (crotch-plane) 

and near to the inside bore of the main pipe (shown by point A in Figure 3Ab). 

The peak 0"1 value within the component was found on the same plane as the 

peak O"elj and O"r positions, but nearer the weld region and just inside from the 

inner-surface of the branch. The minimum O"eq' 0"1 and O"r stressed region was 

located in the main pipe section of the connection. near the intersection region 

on the plane of transverse symmetry (flank-plane), shown by point B in Figure 
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3.4b. The rupture, equivalent and maximum principal stress distributions in the 

weld region are relatively low compared to the high stress around point A. 

Howevec the stresses do increase around the weld foot (e.g. for analysis 

number 5, up to 66% of the (J"eq and (J"r values at point A). These high~r 

stresses are produced by the relatively sharp weld outer edges, especially at the 

flank weld toe, represented by point C in Figure 3.4b. This emphasises how 

important effective weld grinding is to reduce stress concentrations at the weld 

toe. The effect of weld size on peak stress behaviour is dealt with in Section 

3.5.4. Additionally, relatively high stresses were also found on the inside 

branch bore on the crotch-plane across the weld region, shown by point D in 

Figure 3.4b. Both of these high stress concentrations in the weld region are 

produced by geometry effects. These relatively high stresses therefore may 

dramatically affect the life and stress behaviour of the welded component when 

combined with different weld creep properties, producing larger mis-matches 

in stress across and along the weld. This is especially true when considering 

the weaker properties of the heat -affected zones (HAZ) and its effects on 

reducing creep life of the connection. Further study is therefore required in 

investigating the effect of such properties on stress behaviour, material mis

match and possible life reduction of the branched connection. These regions of 

high stress concentrations were common among all geometry and material 

ranges investigated within the study, therefore concluding that the weakest 

regions of thick-walled connections with rlt less than 3 will generally be 

located in these regions. 
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3.5.2 The effects of material properties 

The effects of material properties on the stress distributions and peak stresses 

were investigated for several geometries (Phase 1 and 2 of Table 3.1): this 

involved varying the creep exponent value, n, within a realistic range and the 

variation of the material's a value. 

The effect of the creep exponent value, n, on the peak normalised rupture stress 

within the component (with a = 0.3) is shown in Figure 3.5 for several cases of 

different branch dimensions. The peak stresses were all found approximately 

at Position A of Figure 3.4b. The graph shows a plot of this stress against the 

1 
reciprocal of creep exponent, i.e. The curves all follow a 'near linear' 

n 

relationship described by Calladine [36]. The curves show that as the value of 

creep exponent is increased from 3 to 9 the peak stress within the component 

decreases by around 28% for the geometries considered. Calladine states that 

this result does not contradict intuition and holds as a general behaviour for all 

components [36]. 

The effect of the multi-axial rupture constant a on the peak rupture stress was 

investigated for varying branch diameters and thicknesses. Figures 3.6a and 

3.6b show the variation of peak rupture stress over the full range of a (i.e. 

from 0 to I) for branch thicknesses of 12.5 mm and 20 mm, respectively. and 

for different branch diameters with n = 6 . The rupture stress decreases 

unifonnly from a maximum value at a =0 to a minimum at approximately 

a =0.5. but increases slightly as a approaches 1. This trend is seen to be 
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independent of branch dimensions. Note that the peak equivalent stress in the 

component (a = 0) is larger than the peak maximum principal stress (a = 1 ) 

due to the third principal stress being compressive in nature around the region 

of Position A. This position dominates the peak stress value in the range of 0 

< a < 0.5. The small increase in (5"r for a > 0.5 is due to the peak rupture 

stress position moving slightly closer to the weld connection region, i.e. 

moving away slightly from Point A, nearer to Point D of Figure 3.4b, where 

this position has a higher (5"1 concentration than point A (see Figures 3.4b and 

3.4c). 

3.5.3 The size effect of the branch 

Within this investigation, the effect of varying two branch dimensions was 

studied. Firstly, the branch diameter and secondly the branch thickness. The 

ratio rlt was however maintained within a realistic range, i.e. rm lt=1.5, 2.23 

and 2.96 [125-127]. For this investigation all cases had a creep exponent n, 

value of6. 

Calculations were performed for branch thicknesses t=12.5mm, 20mm, 30mm, 

40mm and 65mm. For all cases except t=65mm (case 31 in Table 3.1), the 

above values were considered for the three r mit values. These are included in 

Table 3. L namely, cases 2, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 7 and 26 to 31. Constant weld 

dimensions of b
r 
=25mm and by =30mm were used throughout. 
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In all cases the peak (Jr' (J] and (Jeq values within the components occurred 

near point A, along the line Yo' shown in Figure 3.4b. i.e. near the inside 

surface of the main pipe on the crotch plane. The peak (J • (J and (J stress 
r] eq 

positions therefore did not deviate significantly for the geometry range 

analysed. For example, the rupture and equivalent stress distributions along 

the line Yo are shown in Figure 3.7 for a small branch size (t=12.5mm. 

d=50mm) and a large branch size (t=40mm, d=160nun). Note that the line Yo 

starts from the inside crotch comer and at Yo = 65nun is equivalent to the wall 

thickness of the main pipe, this location is constant, as T = 65mm is used 

throughout. The Yo = 65nun position is shown on the graph to distinguish this 

location for the two geometries. As the graph shows, despite the large 

difference in branch size similar stress distributions were obtained for both 

geometries and both types of stress. These plots show that the rupture and 

equivalent stress distributions vary by less than 100/0 across the main pipe wall 

thickness, along line Yo' i.e. from Yo = Omm to 65nun. Similarly, the peak 

:rupture and equivalent stress positions were found to remain effectively 

unchanged along the line Yo for all cases in Table 3.1. This position is 

approximately 11 nun from the inside bore of the main pipe along line Yo' as 

shown for example in Figure 3.7. 

The effect of increasing branch diameter, in the form of diD ratio. for constant 

branch thickness and with n = 6 is shown in Figures 3.8a, 3.8b and 3.8c. Four 

curves are shown for each. one for each branch thickness of 12.5mm, 20mm. 

30mm and 40mm. Each curve consists of three points. corresponding to rm /1 
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values of 1.5, 2.23 and 2.96. In addition, the result for a diD value of 1 with 

1=65mm is shown. 

Figure 3.8a covers the dID range of 0.14 to 1. The graph clearly shows that as 

diD increases the peak equivalent stress also increases significantly. 

irrespective of the branch thickness. The curves are all approximately linear 

and as rll increases with increasing I the stress increases sharply. This 

relationship is also evident in Figure 3.8b for the rupture stresses, using an a 

value of 0.3. The rupture stresses are always lower than the peak equivalent 

stresses, due to the principal stresses being lower than the equivalent stresses in 

the main pipe wall. The maximum principal stress variation is shown in Figure 

3.8c, where the stresses are all lower than the equivalent stress by around 100/0. 

The other important point to note from Figures 3.8a, 3.8b and 3.8c is that 

increasing I for a constant diD leads to stress reduction, as expected. For 

example, changing I from 12.5mm to 20mm for dlD=0.2, reduces the peak 

equivalent stress from about 1.35 (J'mdh to about 1.25 (J'mdh • 

The variation of peak nonnalised rupture stress (a = 0.3) versus branch 

thickness for different rmll values is shown in Figure 3.9. It is apparent that as 

branch thickness decreases the difference in stress between the large rll values 

and the small rmll values decreases. This suggests that for small branch 

diameters the choice of branch thickness is less important than for large branch 

diameters. Thus, for example for t=40mm there is a 350/0 difference between 

the large and small r"/I values, whereas for t=12.5mm the difference is only 

about 10%. In conclusion, as the branch diameter increases. the branch 
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thickness also has to increase significantly to ensure a small rm t yalue. which 

results in a minimal increase in peak stress. This is simply a manifestation of 

the effect of rm/t on the hoop stress, which dominates the connection stresses. 

3.5.4 The effect of weld size 

Increasing weld size can be seen as an indirect way of strengthening the 

branched connection, by reducing the stress concentration around the 

connection region and thus reducing the peak rupture stress at the inside 

surface of the pipe. Calculations were perfonned for the standard dimensions 

of bx =2Smm and by =30mm (weld 2) as well as a smaller weld of br = bl' = t 

(weld I) for t=12.Smm and t=20mm cases. The variation of peak rupture 

stress, (Jr' versus branch diameter for these two thicknesses is shown in Figure 

3.10. As expected, the peak rupture stresses reduce with increasing weld size, 

and this reduction becomes insignificant when the branch diameter is small. 

The peak stresses occur along the line Yo near Point A of Figure 3Ab. The 

effect of increasing weld dimensions was more significant for the smaller 

branch thickness, i.e. t= 12.Smm, due to the greater degree of structural 

strengthening for the smaller t value. 

3.5.5 Comparison with British Standards and Booth's operating stresses 

Comparing the predicted rupture, equivalent and maximum principal stresses to 

the elastic (J value is important because BS codes [1 L 12] base their m(U, 

design/operating stresses on the latter. Note that branched pipe geometry 
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factor, Cal' is used to modify the hoop stress for branched pipes \\ithin BS 

codes (see Equation (3.1) to obtain a operating/rupture stress. which is then 

used for lower bound life prediction. It is this BS rupture stress which must be 

compared to the FE rupture stresses to assess the accuracy and representati\,c 

nature of the BS codes and their use in creep life assessments. 

The normalised 0' r' 0' eq and 0"1 stresses predicted for all geometry cases are 

shown in Figures 3.8a, 3.8b, 3.8c and 3.9. It is clear from all four graphs that 

the predicted stresses are always larger than the elastic 0" mdh value, calculated 

using the main pipe dimensions. The normalised rupture stresses, with a = 0.3 

and n = 6 of Figure 3.8b show that for small branches (i.e. dID < 0.2) the 

rupture stress is about 15%) greater than 0" mdh' while for large branches. 0" r is 

greater than 40 % of 0" mdh' This shows that a branched pipe connection is 

always more highly stressed than a plain pipe with the same main pipe 

dimensions. Previous FE analyses by Hyde et al [26] of a homogeneous plain 

pipe, using the same main pipe dimensions as this investigation, showed that 

the peak rupture stress for a material with a creep exponent value of 6.1 and a 

of 0.3 was 30AMPa. This is significantly less than both 0" mdh of the plain pipe 

(18% lower) and O"r for the smallest sized branched connection (28% lower). 

A comparison between the FE predicted rupture stresses (with a = 0.3 for n = 

6) and BS/Booth's rupture stresses (11,12.1 15] for the same connection 

geonletries is shown in Figure 3.11. It can be seen that the FE nlpture stresses 

are gencrally significantly higher than those of the BS code: difTcrcnces of up 



to 150/0 are shown. Using these higher BS code stresses would therefore 

predict non-conservative creep lives compared to the equivalent steady-state 

lives if based on a homogeneous connection. The code stresses do howeyer 

follow the same trend as the peak FE steady-state rupture stresses, i.e. similar 

slope gradients, indicating that the BS5500 Cal factors [11] are representative 

for predicting operating stresses within the range of branch sizes investigated. 

Investigation into whether BS code stress predictions used with multi-material 

weldment rupture data is conservative compared to the equivalent steady-state 

multi-material life predictions as the difference may well reduce due to the off

loading effects within the weld. This comparison is detailed in Chapter Four. 

Another problem with the BS code method is that it predicts stresses for non

specific material creep properties. As the creep exponent value decreases, the 

peak steady-state rupture stresses will increase, making the difference with the 

code estimates even larger. This trend is clearly shown in Figures 3.l2a and 

3.12b for a values of 0 ((Tr =(Teq) and 1 ((Tr =(T1) for cases 1 to 9 of Table 

3.1. F or the range of diD investigated, as n decreases from 9 to 3 for the 

steady-state analyses the BS code stress predictions change from being around 

5% lower than the steady-state, a =0, prediction for n = 9, to around 100/0 

lower for the n = 6 cases and around 30% lower for the n = 3 cases. The 

differences compared for the a=1 steady-state stresses are similar over the diD 

range considered, however differences of up to 20% lower stress predictions 

are detemlined for the small diD ratio case. Therefore, for materials with low n 

values the inverse use of the BS code's rupture stresses are generally non

conservative compared to the steady-state predictions and could possibly be 

inaccurate in predicting creep rupture lives for homogeneous connections. A 
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300/0 lower BS code stress would significantly over-predict the creep life of the 

branched pipe using typical rupture data in a life equation such as Equation 2.9. 

A similar result would occur for materials with larger values of creep exponent. 

but to a lesser extent, i.e. n > 6, e.g. for Case 22 of Table 1. where n = 9 and 

the codes stress prediction is approximately 30% larger than the (Yr (a =0) 

prediction. 

3.6 Discussion and conclusions 

FE steady-state analyses for a large range of branch sizes were perfonned 

assuming a homogeneous material throughout. A range of creep exponent 

values from Norton's law was used (i.e. n = 3, 6 and 9) to assess peak rupture 

stresses within the connection. The effect of the weld materials was ignored to 

facilitate extensive geometrical investigations. For all of the geometries 

investigated, the peak rupture, equivalent and maximum principal stresses were 

located near to the main pipe inside surface, at the intersection region of the 

branch and main pipe inside surfaces (i.e. up from the inside crotch comer). 

The location of peak rupture stress, taken here to be the failure site, was 

approximately 11 mm from the inside surface of the main pipe for all 

geometries considered. For a larger rn'!! value of 5, the peak rupture stress was 

located at the inside surface of the branch, away from the connection region. 

The magnitude of the associated rupture stress was very large compared to 

corresponding stresses for the other rmlt values investigated (i.e. rmlt = 1.5. 

2.23 and 2.96). suggesting that large rn,!t values should be avoided for similar 

operating pressures. It was found that the rupture stress distribution did not 
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vary significantly for the range of branch sizes and material properties 

considered, and common stress concentration regions were identified for all. 

The effect of varying branch dimensions on the salient str,esses was found to be 

very significant. A set increase of 73% in branch diameter was more 

significant on the increase in peak stress value for larger thicknesses. where for 

a constant thickness the peak stresses varied from around 10% for the t =: 

12.5mm cases, up to 350/0 for the t = 40mm cases resulted. Increasing branch 

thickness resulted in a decreased peak stress value for constant branch 

diameter; the effect was more significant for larger diameters. F or small 

branch diameters the effect of different branch thicknesses was comparatively 

small, e.g. an increase in (J'eq of around 7% was seen for a constant dID value of 

0.22 between the use of t values 12.5mm and 20mm. which is an increase in 

thickness of 60%. Similarly, a difference of around 15% in peak (J'eq was 

predicted for a constant dID value of 0.55 between the t values of 30mm and 

40mm, which is an increase in thickness of 33%. The variation of peak stress 

with branch diameter, for constant branch thickness, was found to be 

approximately linear, so that interpolation could be used. 

The peak rupture stress within the component was predicted to decrease by 

around 280/0 with increasing n value from 3 to 9. while the position stayed 

relatively constant. The variation of peak stress with the inverse of the creep 

exponent was found to be approximately linear. thereby establishing validity of 

the Calladine [36] lin interpolation technique for predicting the maxinlum 

creep stress within a coolponent. The effect of a on peak rupture stress was 
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found to be significant: as a increased from 0 to 0.5 the peak rupture stress 

magnitude decreased by about 8% for all geometries investigated, while the 

peak stress position stayed relatively unchanged. As a increased from 0.5 to 1 

the peak rupture stress magnitude increased slightly due to the change in the 

peak rupture stress position towards the weld region and away from the inside 

bore of the main pipe. 

Weld size was shown to have a significant effect on the peak rupture stress for 

large diameters with relatively small thicknesses, i.e. large r m It ratios. In 

addition, the weld profile was found to be an important factor in decreasing 

stress concentrations around the weld foot, i.e. removing sharp weld edges, 

helps avoid premature weld cracking. 

Comparison of the FE peak rupture stresses with the BS code stresses 

[11,12,115] have clearly shown that the code stresses are generally 

significantly lower and perhaps too low for accurate rupture life predictions for 

homogeneous branched pipes, such as forged and cast connections. 

Additionally, the code predicted rupture stresses that were not material 

specific, this could jeopardise estimated life spans of the connections by being 

non-conservative for connection materials with Norton exponents within a 

wide range of 3 to 9, and especially for materials with lower n values. 

The results obtained have clearly shown the effects of various geometric and 

material parameters for an isolated branched pipe under creep conditions. The 

steady-state method used predicts creep stresses within the secondary creep 
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stage and ignores tertiary creep stress redistribution. Therefore, the 

conservative nature of steady-state analyses can be seen as an attractive method 

for calculating stresses and failure lives [26,33,39]. The investigation 

incorporated a homogeneous material approach in order to investigate the 

general stress distributions within the connections. It was identified by the 

results that high stress concentrations existed in the weld region and this may 

have a significant effect on the failure behaviour of the connection when 

weaker weld materials are present. Further work considering more detailed 

multi-material steady-state FE models incorporating weld material properties 

(i.e. heat-affected zones (HAZ) and weld metal) are required to investigate and 

fully understand the complex stress and failure behaviour of welded branched 

connections. These aspects are dealt with in later chapters. 
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Table 3.1. Branch geometry analysis details, with constant maIn pIpe 

dimensions of D=355mm, T 65mm and RmIT= 2.23. 

PHASE Analysis t d n diD tiT bx by rm lt Ratio of 

No. rn/t I Rm T 

1 1 12.5 50.0 3 0.l4 0.192 25 30 1.50 0.67 
2 12.5 50.0 6 0.14 0.192 25 30 1.50 0.67 
3 12.5 50.0 9 0.14 0.192 25 30 1.50 0.67 
4 12.5 68.3 3 0.19 0.192 25 30 2.23 1.00 
5 12.5 68.3 6 0.19 0.192 25 30 2.23 1.00 
6 12.5 68.3 9 0.19 0.192 25 30 2.23 1.00 
7 12.5 86.5 3 0.24 0.192 25 30 2.96 1.33 
8 12.5 86.5 6 0.24 0.l92 25 30 2.96 1.33 1 

9 12.5 86.5 9 0.24 0.l92 25 30 2.96 1.33 
10 12.5 138.5 6 0.39 0.192 25 30 4.74 2.13 

2 11 20.0 80.0 3 0.225 0.308 25 30 1.50 0.67 
12 20.0 80.0 6 0.225 0.308 25 30 1.50 0.67 
13 20.0 80.0 9 0.225 0.308 25 30 1.50 0.67 
14 20.0 109.2 3 0.31 0.308 25 30 2.23 1.00 
15 20.0 109.2 6 0.31 0.308 25 30 2.23 1.00 
16 20.0 109.2 9 0.31 0.308 25 30 2.23 1.00 
17 20.0 138.5 3 0.39 0.308 25 30 2.96 1.33 
18 20.0 138.5 6 0.39 0.308 25 30 2.96 1.33 
19 20.0 138.5 9 0.39 0.308 25 30 2.96 1.33 

3 20 12.5 50.0 6 0.l4 0.192 12.5( 12.5(t) 1.50 0.67 
21 12.5 86.5 6 0.24 0.192 12.5( 12.5(t) 2.96 1.33 
22 12.5 138.5 6 0.39 0.l92 12.5( 12.5(t) 4.74 2.13 
23 20.0 50.0 6 0.14 0.308 20(t) 20(t) 0.75 0.34 1 

24 20.0 80.0 6 0.225 0.308 20(t) 20(t) 1.50 0.67 
25 20.0 138.5 6 0.39 0.308 20(t) 20(t) 2.96 1.33 

4 26 30.0 120.0 6 0.34 0.462 25 30 1.50 0.67 

27 30.0 163.9 6 0.46 0.462 25 30 2.23 1.00 

28 30.0 207.7 6 0.585 0.462 25 30 2.96 1.33 

5 29 40.0 160.0 6 0.45 0.615 25 30 1.50 0.67 

30 40.0 218.5 6 0.615 0.615 25 30 2.23 1.00 1 

31 40.0 276.9 6 0.78 0.615 25 30 2.96 1.33 

6 32 65.0 355.0 6 1.00 1.00 25 30 2.23 1.00 
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Figure 3.3b. Views of the refined FE mesh of the sub-model, t=20mm, 

d 109.23mm. 
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Figure 3.4b. Equivalent stress, (Jeq ' (a =0) distribution for analysis number 5. 

d=68 .3mm. t= 12.5mm and n =6, units in MPa. 
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Figure 3.4c. Maximum principal stress, 0"] , (a = 1) distribution for analysis 

number 5, d=68.3mm, t=I2.5mm and n =6, units in MPa. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CREEP BEHAVIOUR OF HETEROGENEOUS WELDED 

BRANCHED PIPES 

4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 3 identified that high stresses existed within the weld regIOn of 

branched pipes and this may have a significant effect on the life of the weld 

when including in the effects of the weaker weld region of the HAZ. as well as 

the weld-mismatch effect. This chapter therefore is concerned with the steady

state, creep rupture behaviour of three different types of typical connections, 

incorporating the effects of the heterogeneous weld-related material zones, 

investigating the importance of the weld and its effect on the possible reduction 

in creep lives of the connections. The features considered are (i) a branched 

flat end cap, (ii) a branched hemi-spherical end cap and (iii) an isolated main 

pipe branch. The inclusion of PM, WM and HAZ weld steady-state and 

rupture properties are included in the analyses to model the stress and failure 

behaviour of the welded connections. Comparisons are made between the 

predicted heterogeneous multi-material weld component lives and the 

corresponding homogeneous connection predictions. The effect of varying 

branch diameter is also investigated on the creep stress and failure behaviour of 

the connections. The effect of material nlis-match and how this affects failure 

behaviour is investigated. Comparisons are nlade bch\ccn the single and 

multi-material steady-state failure lives and the inverse use of the BS codes 
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[11,12,115]. The term inverse use of the code is used because the codes are 

normally used in design purposes by fixing a level of stress \vithin the branch 

which is acceptable for the material being used to fabricate the connection. 

Using this chosen level of stress within the code, the calculation of minimum 

thickness of the main and branch pipes is then made. The inverse use is the 

reverse of this procedure. Where all dimensions are known and a level of 

stress can then be predicted for the branched pipe. The BS codes BS5500 and 

BS 1113 define an operating stress for different branch configurations. which is 

assumed as homogeneous. This operating stress can then be used as a design 

stress and also a stress to be used in creep life assessments. The importance of 

the inclusion of weld properties for creep life assessment of branched pipes is 

assessed. 

Steady-state creep solutions, as described in Section 3.2, obtained using the 

multi-axial Norton creep law of Equation 2.3 were used to obtain the stress 

distributions within the connections and creep failure lives, ff, were predicted 

using Equation 2.9, with steady-state peak rupture stresses, Of, defined by 

Equation 2.8 [24], for critical positions, using the appropriate uniaxial creep 

rupture material properties, e.g. Hyde et al [34,94]. The locations and values of 

the peak steady-state rupture stresses within each material zone are identified 

and the associated creep rupture lives are predicted using these peak values. 

The nlininlum life over all nlaterial zones is then taken as the multi-material 

component life and the corresponding location as the component's failure 

initiation site r94]. 
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4.2 Geometry and material properties 

Figures 4.1. 4.2 and 4.3 define the geometrical parameters for the three 

connection types studied. The values of D. T and 1 employed are 355mm. 

65mm and 12.5mm, respectively, while the branch diameter. d, was yaried 

from 55mm to 80mm. These dimensions are typical of UK fossil power plant. 

Figure 4.4 shows the assumed weld details for the three configurations. The 

five different material zones modelled are the branch and end cap parent 

material zones, designated PMb and PMP, respectively. the weld metal 

designated WM, and the branch and end cap heat -affected zones, designated 

HAZb and HAZP, respectively. These regions are defined by a number of 

geometrical parameters. The heat-affected zone widths, assumed to be equal, 

are defined by the parameter h. The angle () defines the inclination of HAZb to 

the horizontal, the angle f3 defines the inclination of the weld outer surface to 

the horizontal, the parameters r 0 and rl define the fillet radii created by weld 

neck and toe grinding and the additional parameters G, band b l complete the 

geometry definition. The general shape of the weld is defined by the 

parameters bx and by, as shown in Figure 4.3, for the example of the isolated 

branched pipe case. Table 4.1 defines the values of (), /3, G, b, b l , h, r 0 and rl 

used throughout, while by was set equal to the branch thickness I. 

Table 4.2 shows the relevant material properties obtained from creep tests on 

service exposed CrMo V pipe weldment material at 640°C [30]. Note that the 

HAZb and HAZP properties are assumed the same and likewise for the PMb and 

PMP zones. For this weldment the IIAZ nlaterial is weaker than the PM and 

the WM is stronger than the PM with respect to the minimum creep strain rates 
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(i.e. for any gIven stress level) and rupture strength (i.e. 

f f f 
tHAZ < tl'M < tWM for a constant stresses below 70MPa) [30]. 

4.3 FE models 

The flat and hemispherical end cap configurations can be analysed uSIng 

axisymmetric models whereas a three-dimensional model is required for an 

isolated branched pipe. Quadratic elements with reduced integration were 

employed in all cases. Typical axisymmetric meshes for the hemi-spherical and 

flat end caps are shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The sub-modelling 

technique was employed for the detailed weld region of the isolated branched 

pipe models to achieve the required high level of mesh refinement with 

satisfactory run-times. Mesh convergence studies established good correlation 

between the sub-model results and 'converged' fine mesh global model results: 

the latter however were prohibitively time-consuming for the parametric 

analyses. Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the global-model and sub-modeL 

respectively, for a typical isolated branched main pipe. Detailed attention has 

been given to ensuring compatible and unifonn mesh design across the HAZ, 

PM and WM material mismatch boundaries. Weld toe and neck radii are used 

to eliminate sharp weld edges and therefore reduce unrealistic stress peaks. 

Careful interpretation of the time-dependent nodal stresses was used to 

ascertain when steady-state was achieved. The FE creep calculations were 

carried out using ABAQUS [28] finite element software. The pipes were 

loaded by an internal pressure of Pi = 16.55MPa with an equivalent closed-end 

axial load applied to the end of the main pipe and branch. The threc-
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dimensional isolated branched main pipes were generated using an automatic 

mesh generation program called GBRANCH and SBRANCH [128] developed 

by the author. Appendix 1 provides some general guidelines on how FE 

analysis can be utilized to effectively predict steady-state stress distributions. 

4.4 Stress distributions and high stress regions 

4.4.1 Branched flat end cap 

Figures 4.8 to 4.13 show the different views of the steady-state IT IT and Veq'VI 

(J r distributions within the d = 55mm branched flat end cap. 

Figures 4.8a and 4.8b show the maIn pipe (Jeq and (JI distributions, 

respectively. High (Jeq values occur on the inside surface of the main pipe, 

while high (J\ values occur on the outside surface. High (Jeq and (J\ stress 

concentrations were also predicted at the right -angled comer on the inside 

surface of the main pipe, due to the sharp change in the geometry, as shown in 

Figure 4.9. In reality, such a sharp comer would typically be avoided using a 

fillet so that these stress concentrations would generally not affect the 

component failure behaviour. Consequently, these stresses are not included in 

the lifing calculations. Figures 4.9a and 4.9b also show that the stresses along 

the branch pipe, away from the weld, are relatively low. The most significant 

(J concentration region, in terms of affecting failure behaviour is at the weld eq 

on the inside surface of the branch, as shown in Figure 4.1 Oa. High (JeLl values 
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were also found at the weld toe and neck. The highest 0"1 values in the weld 

are found near the outside surface at the weld toe and neck. due to the sharp 

change in geometry. It is clear from both contour plots that abrupt changes in 

stress magnitudes occur at the weld-related zone interfaces due to stress 

redistribution from the creep weak HAZ to the creep strong WM and PM 

regIons. 

Figures 4.11 to 4.13 show the rupture stress distributions in the HAZb and 

HAZP, WM and PMb and PMP zones, respectively, for the d = 55mm case, 

where the different a values have been used for each particular weld related 

zone to calculate the rupture stress. The high rupture stresses in the HAZb and 

HAZP were predicted to occur near to but away from the outside surface 

(Figure 4.11). The HAZb had a slightly higher peak O"r values than the HAZP. 

by around 7%, 11 % and 16% for the d= 55mm, 70mm and 80mm branch cases, 

respectively, where similar peak stress positions were predicted for each case. 

Figure 4.12 displays the WM O"r distribution within the WM, corresponding to 

an a value of 0.264. The highest stress regions were found at the inside 

surface, near the HAZb boundary and also at the weld toe. The peak 0" r value 

in the WM was found at the inside surface of the branch for the d= 55mm case. 

The same peak WM stress position was also found for the d= 70mm and 80mm 

geometry cases. Similar contours for the PM 0" r distributions, corresponding 

to an a value of 0.3, are shown in Figure 4.13 for the d=55mm case, at various 

PM regions, i.e. (a) Inain pipe section, (b) end cap section, and (c) weld region. 

High stresses occurred at various positions, as shown, however the peak PM 

O"r value was found in the nlain pipe section (i.e. PMP) for the d=55mm case. 
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F or the larger diameters, d= 70mm and 8Omm, the peak PM 0" r values were 

found at the same position in the PMP region, just below the HAZP. as sho\\l1 in 

Figure 4.13c by Position A. 

4.4.2 Branched hemispherical end cap 

The equivalent, maximum principal and rupture stress distributions for the 

d=55mm branched hemispherical end cap configuration are shown in Figures 

4.14 to 4.1 9. 

The 0" eq and 0"\ stress distributions away from the connection region were 

predicted to be similar to those of the welded branched flat end cap, e.g. high 

0" eq and 0"\ regions occur along the main pipe and branch pipe inside and 

outside surfaces, respectively. However, there are two important differences 

found between the two configurations. The first is that there is no obvious 

stress concentration at the joint between the end cap and the main pipe section 

for the hemispherical case, as shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. This is due to 

the fact that the hemispherical end cap has a significantly more gradual change 

in section at this position, in contrast to the sharp transition of the flat end cap. 

The second difference is that the hemispherical end cap weld regions have 

lower stress concentrations than the flat end cap cases, as shown by comparing 

Figure 4.16 to Figure 4.10. There is a O"eq concentration at the inside surface 

of the WM, sinlilar to that of the flat end cap, but the O"eq and 0"\ values at the 

weld toe and neck are only about 20MPa and 15MPa, respecti\'t.~ly. as 

compared to around 32MPa and 35MPa for the flat end cap casco As for thc 
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flat end cap case, there is an abrupt change in stress across the PMlHAZ and 

HAZ/WM interfaces due to the material mis-match causing creep stress 

redistribution. However, the magnitude of stress difference is smaller in this 

case due to the smaller or negligible stress concentrations. 

Figure 4.17 shows the rupture stress distribution in the HAZ using the a "alue 

of 0.49 for the d=55mm case. The maximum (J r value in the HAZP is only 

14.7MPa as compared to a value of 18.5MPa in the HAZb. The latter is 

situated at the outside surface (weld neck). Similar distributions and identical 

peak (J r positions were found for the d=70mm and 80mm geometry cases. 

Figure 4.18 shows the (J r distributions for the WM region, using the a value 

of 0.26. A relatively high (Jr concentration of up to 20.7MPa occurred at the 

weld neck, while the r,est of the zone sees significantly lower stresses. Similar 

distributions were found for all three diameters investigated, where the peak 

(J value were found at the weld neck. Figure 4.19 shows the (J r distribution 
r 

in the PM zones, using the a value of 0.3. High (Jr values. of around 25MPa 

to 30MPa are predicted in the straight main pipe (PMP) and branch sections 

(PMb) and the peak value of 30.8MPa was found in the PMP straight section, 

approximately mid-thickness. The PM (J r values were relatively low in the 

weld region. Similar (J r distributions and peak (J r positions to that of the 

d=50mm branch were again found for the larger d=70mm and 80mm cases. 
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4.4.3 Isolated branched main pipe 

The equivalent, maximum principal and rupture stress distributions for the 

d=55mm connection region of the isolated branch configuration are sho\\TI in 

Figures 4.20 to 4.25. The stress distributions are significantly different to those 

of the branched end cap configurations. The stresses away from the connection 

region are relatively low so that discussion is concentrated on the connection 

regIon. 

The 0' eq and 0'] distributions on the flank and crotch planes and on the inner 

surface of the branch are shown in Figure 4.20. There are large O'eq and 0'] 

concentrations on the crotch plane, at the inside surface of the branch opening, 

up from the inner crotch comer. The maximum 0'] position is half-way across 

the wall thickness of the main pipe, while the maximum 0' eq is about a quarter 

away across the main pipe wall. Comparatively lower O'eq values occurred on 

the flank plane, apart from a concentration at the weld foot. Stresses were also 

comparatively lower in the near-connection section, away from the weld. 

Figures 4.21 a and 4.21 b display the weld-regions 0' eq and 0'] distributions, 

respectively, on the inside surface. The 0' and 0'] stresses display 
~ . 

discontinuities of stress across the PM, HAZ and WM zone interfaces, due to 

mis-match in the materials properties, i.e. the weaker HAZ off-loads stress to 

the stronger PM and WM, especially at high stress regions. High O't'q regions 

occur (i) at the weld toe on the flank plane and (ii) the inside surface on the 

crotch plane across the weld. High 0'] values occurred (i) at the weld toe on 
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the flank plane. (ii) at the outer surface of the weld on the flank plane and (iii) 

across the weld at mid-branch thickness on the crotch plane. The outer surface 

O"eq and 0"1 distributions are shown in Figures 4.22a and 4.22b. For both 

cases, stress concentrations occur circumferentially along the weld toe for 

about 45° from the flank plane. In each case, the highest stresses being 

predicted on the flank plane. The d=7Omm and 80mm branch cases showed 

very similar stress distributions to the d=50mm case. 

Rupture stress distributions for the HAZb and HAZP, using the a value of 0.49. 

are displayed in Figure 4.23. High O"r values occur at (i) approximately across 

a third of the branch wall thickness from the inside surface, on the crotch plane, 

in both HAZs (Positions C and D in Figure 4.23a), (ii) in the HAZP at the weld 

toe, on the flank plane (Position B in Figure 2.23a) and (iii) at approximately 

30° from the flank plane on the outside surface of the HAZP (Position E in 

Figure 2.23a). The peak O"r position for the d=55mm and 70mm branch 

diameter cases are in the HAZP at the weld toe, on the flank plane at Position 

B, while for the d=80mm case it is located in the HAZb, on the crotch plane at 

Position D (Figure 4.23a). All three d values gave high HAZ O"r values at the 

same four positions just mentioned. The differences in values for each d were 

small, i.e. less than 140/0; therefore in practice multiple rupture sites at these 

positions could occur. However. the most likely sites for rupture initiation. and 

therefore crack initiation, leading to failure by steam leakage are the HAZr and 

HAZb positions C and D, on the crotch plane. due to the greater extent of high 

(Jr values across the wall thickness. Creep damage is therefore likely to gH)\\ 
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more quickly at these positions compared to the other two high (Jr positions. 

i.e. Positions Band E. since these two positions have just high local stresses. 

Continuum damage mechanics (CDM) analyses can provide more insight into 

the creep damage evolution at each of these sites. 

Contour plots of the rupture stress for the WM, using the a value of 0.26, are 

shown in Figure 4.24. High stresses were found on the inner surface. crotch 

plane (see Figure 4.24b), and at the weld toe extending from the flank plane 

circumferentially along the outer surface to around 45° (Figure 4.24c). The 

peak WM (J r position for all d values investigated was at the inner surface, 

crotch plane, close to the HAZP. These two peak stress locations are localized, 

with the rest of the WM experiencing significantly lower (J r levels. 

Figure 4.25 shows the rupture stress distributions for the PM regions, a value 

of D.3. The highest (J r locations are in the PMP, approximately half main pipe 

wall thickness above the inside crotch comer and in the PMb
, on the inside 

surface of the branch, just above the HAZb
, also on the crotch plane. As shown 

by all three contour plots, the rest of the PM regions have significantly lower 

stress levels. Similar trends were predicted for the d=7Dmm and 8Dmm branch 

diameter cases. 

4.5 Stress and life predictions 

Tables 4.3 to 4.5 show the predicted peak rupture stresses and lin~s for each 

Inaterial zone for the three d values studied and for each branch configuration. 
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Figures 4.26 to 4.28 show the effect of branch diameter on the predicted multi

material peak rupture stresses graphically for the three configurations. The 

predicted stresses are presented normalised with the mean diameter elastic 

hoop stress, O"mdh, of the main pipe, the resulting life predictions are also 

normalised with respect to the failure life, t7dh
, of the main plain pipe, based 

on O"mdh and PM rupture properties. Increasing the branch diameter from 

55mm to 80mm increases the peak stresses, approximately linearly, in all 

material zones; the largest increase of 70% occurs in the PMb zone of the 

hemispherical end cap case; the PMP zone is least affected in all cases. 

Significant differences, of 40% to 1070/0 of the lowest stress values, are 

predicted between the different material zones of the three configurations. The 

highest values of peak rupture stress generally occur in the weld metal zone~ 

the exception is the hemispherical end cap case, where the largest values occur 

in the PMP, for low d values, and the PMb
, for high d values. The lowest peak 

stress values generally occur in the HAZP; the exception is isolated branched 

pipes with d < 75mm, where the lowest values occur in the HAZb. 

Figures 4.29 to 4.31 show the effect of branch diameter on predicted single and 

multi-material failure lives for the three branch configurations. For the multi

material cases, failure always occurs in the heat-affected zones, i.e. over the 

full range of d-values investigated in all three configurations. For the flat and 

hemi-spherical end cap cases this is in the HAZb
, more specifically, near the 

PMblHAZb boundary and at approximately mid-branch wall thickness. For the 

isolated branch pipe, failure occurs on the crotch plane, i.e. x-y plane of 

SYITIITIctry (Figure 4.3). on the inner surface HAZb, near the PMb/HAZh 
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boundary, for high d values, and in the HAZP, at approximately mid-branch 

wall thickness, near the PMP IHAZP boundary for low d values. 

The predicted failure life decreases significantly and monotonically with 

increasing branch diameter for all three configurations. For the hemispherical 

end-cap, the component's failure life ratio, t f /tjdh , decreases by 77% from 

2.3 to 0.54 as d increases from 55mm to 80mm in the HAZb. For the flat end 

cap and isolated branched pipe cases, the corresponding respective life ratio 

decreases from 0.69 to 0.38 and from 0.34 to 0.19, i.e. by 45% in both cases. 

Thus, for both the flat end cap and isolated branch pipe cases, the predicted life 

is always less than that of a corresponding plain pipe creep life based on the 

elastic (j mdh with PM properties. The hemispherical end cap is predicted to be 

stronger than the plain pipe for low d-values but weaker for high d-values. 

Also, Figures 4.29 to 4.31 show significant differences between the predicted 

failure lives of the different material zones, particularly between the HAZs and 

the other zones. For low d values, there can be an order of magnitude 

difference, depending on branch configuration and zone material. 

For all three branch configurations, and for all d values studied, the single 

material predicted lives were greater (i.e. non-conservative) than the multi

material predictions. The single material predicted failure sites for the flat and 

hemispherical end cap cases are remote from the welded region. namely. in the 

pipe, for low d values, and in the branch, for high d values; for the isolated 

branch case the predicted failure site is near to the insidc crotch comer. The 

multi-nlaterial livcs range from about 250/0 of the single-material value to about 
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4S% with increasing branch diameter for the flat end cap case, around 81 % to 

6S% with increasing branch diameter for the hemispherical end cap case and 

approximately 800/0 to 740/0 with increasing d for the isolated branch case. 

The comparative strength of each branch connection type, based on three

material creep assessments, is shown in Figure 4.32 in terms of failure life over 

the branch diameter range studied. The comparison clearly shows that there is 

a significant difference in strength between the three configurations. The 

weakest component is the isolated branched main pipe over all three branch 

diameter sizes, then the branched flat end cap and finally the strongest 

configuration is the branched hemispherical end cap. The isolated branch life 

is predicted to be around 8S% lower and SO% lower than that of the 

hemispherical and flat end cap configurations lives, respectively, for the 

smallest, d=SSmm, branch diameter. The difference in life between the 

isolated branched main pipe and the hemispherical case reduces with 

increasing branch diameter, reaching around 6S% lower life for the former with 

d=80mm. However, the difference in creep life between the branched main 

pipe and branched flat end cap stays approximately steady at SO% lower. 

4.6 Comparison with British Standard code life predictions 

The steady-state single and multi-material life predictions for the three 

different configurations are compared to two different ways the British 

Standard (BS) [11 J 2.1 IS] stress can be used for the prediction of creep rupture 

life, both based on the use of the inverse code method, as described hy Booth 

lIlS]. Firstly. BS lives are predicted using the operating stress with the 
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weakest weldment material's rupture properties, i.e. for this weldment. the 

HAZ, as described by BS 7910 [131], this is denoted as BS Method A. 

Secondly, the BS predicted operating stresses [115] are used to predict creep 

rupture lives using the PM homogeneous rupture properties, this is denoted as 

BS Method B. The aim of the comparison is to identify whether the BS code 

Methods A and B life predictions are similar to the homogenous and multi

material steady-state predictions, thereby partially validating their use for 

branched pipe life assessments. 

R,esults of the comparisons over the range of branch diameters are shown in 

Figures 4.33, 4.34 and 4.35 for the three branch configurations. It is clear from 

all three graphs that the use of BS Method A significantly under-predicts the 

rupture lives of the multi-material component compared to the single and 

multi-material steady-state predictions. For the cases of the flat and 

hemispherical branched end caps, the level of conservatism of the BS method 

A was very large, i.e. from about 10% to 35% that of the multi-material steady

state predictions over the d range investigated. The predicted isolated branched . 

main pipe BS lives are improved compared to the end caps comparison, the 

conservatism is lower at around 60% to 80% that of the multi-material steady

state predictions. BS Method B life predictions, which is based on parent 

material data, were around 165%, 215% and 242% longer than Method A's for 

the flat, hemispherical and isolated configurations, respectively. However 

these differences are small when compared with the differences with the single 

material steady-state life predictions for the flat and hemispherical branch end 

cap cases. When Method B life predictions for the end cap cases are compared 
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with the multi-material steady-state life predictions the lives are conservative 

for low values of branch diameter, d, but non-conservative for larger diameters. 

Method B predictions for the isolated branched main pipe are always non

conservative compared to the single material and multi-material steady-state 

predictions, lives of up to 75%, longer are predicted compared to the single 

material steady-state lives. As highlighted in Chapter 3, the BS code was 

shown to be non-conservative compared to steady-state predictions for various 

single material isolated branched main pipe cases. For all three configurations. 

differences between the BS code predictions and single and multi-material 

steady-state lives due to the variation of branch diameter are small. 

4.7 Conclusions 

• Stress distributions were shown for vanous regIOns within each 

configuration. Significant stress discontinuities were produced due to 

material mis-match within the weldment for all cases. The highest stresses 

in the weld region were generally found in the WM and the lowest in the 

HAZs. Differences in equivalent stress of up to 30% to 40% between the 

PM, HAZ and PM zones occurred locally within the weld. Similar 

differences in maximum principal stress also occurred across the zones. 

• Significant differences in equivalent and maximum principal stress 

distribution were found in the components and numerous high stress 

concentration regions were identified. These high stress regions were 

identified at the weld neck, weld toe and inside bore across the weld for the 

flat end cap cases. at the weld neck and inside bore for the hemispherical 

end cap cases and at the weld neck and toe on crotch and flank planes and 
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at the inside crotch bore for the isolated maIn pIpe cases. Stress 

distribution trends were generally unaffected by change in branch diameter. 

although the peak stress values in each material zone generally increased 

with increasing branch diameter. F or instance, for the failure dominant 

HAZ regions the peak rupture stress increased by around 580/0, 200/0 and 

11 % for the flat end-cap, hemispherical end-cap and isolated main pipe 

configurations, respectively. 

• It has been shown that for the typical CrMo V material properties used and 

the range of geometries investigated, the single-material steady-state life 

predictions are significantly higher than the three-material predictions, 

which include weld and heat affected zone properties, for three different 

branch-pipe configurations. Single material steady-state life predictions for 

the branched flat end-cap ranged from around 400% to 200% longer than 

the equivalent multi-material lives, over the branch diameter range 

investigated. For the hemispherical end-cap and isolated main pipe 

configurations, differences were lower, ranging from around 25% to 500/0 

and 20% to 26%, respectively, over the diameter range. Concluding that 

the effect of the weldment material properties on failure life is very 

significant and the use of single material life assessments for welded 

connections are non-conservative for these cases. 

• For all branch configurations and geometries considered, failure is 

predicted to occur in the heat-affected zones of the three-material models. 

Generally failure was predicted to initiate in the HAZb near the weld neck 

on the PMb boundary, at the weld foot in the HAZP on the WM boundary 

for the flat end-cap cases and in the HAZP, either at the flank-plane weld 
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foot on the WM boundary or crotch-plane inside surface on the PMP 

boundary~ for low branch diameters~ or in the HAZb at the crotch-plane 

weld neck on the PMb boundary for larger branch diameters. 

• The failure stresses increased approximately linearly, and the 

corresponding failure lives decreased significantly, with increasing branch 

diameter, for the single- and multi-material cases of the three branch 

configurations. For the geometries investigated, the flat end cap and 

branched main pipe failure lives were shown to be lower than those of a 

plain pipe based on O"mdh. However, the hemi-spherical end cap life 

predictions indicated a transition from stronger to weaker behaviour for 

increasing branch diameter, compared with the plain pipe. 

• The inverse use of the BS codes predicted conservative life estimates based 

on multi-material rupture properties compared to the single and multi

material steady-state life predictions. All BS multi-material life (Method 

A) predictions were lower by at least (i) 20% for the isolated branched main 

pipe and (ii) 65% for the two branched end cap configurations compared to 

the multi-material steady-state predictions. The BS life predictions based 

on single material properties (Method B) were generally very conservative 

compared to the single material steady-state lives for the branched flat and 

hemispherical cases. However, significantly non-conservative BS single 

material life predictions were predicted for the isolated branched main pipe 

cases. From these results, it has been shown that the inverse use of the BS 

codes based on multi-material rupture data is a conservative approach for 

predicting the multi-material lives of the welded branched pipes. It is for 

some cases however non-conservative to predict the creep rupture lives of 
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multi-material welded branched pipes using just single material BS life 

predictions, especially for the isolated main branched pipe. It is suggested 

that other creep life assessment methods are used for more accurate 

predictions, such as a steady-state method, a continuum damage mechanics 

approach or the R5 procedure [13]. 
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Table 4.1. Values of weld geometrical parameters used 

() f3 a h hi h To '1 

( 0 ) ( 0 ) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

45 45 2.5 3 3 1.5 6 6 

Table 4.2. Material constants for the CrMoV weldment materials at 6400 C 

[30]. 

Material A n M X a 

PM 6.5991 x 10-16 6.1081 5.9981 x 10-14 5.767 0.300 

WM 9.7181 x 10-15 5.2082 8.1202 x 10-13 4.850 0.264 

HAZ 1. 7083 x 10-15 6.1 081 2.5000 x 10-9 3.200 0.490 

Note: [0-] = MPa; [t] = h, [E C 
min] = h- I

. 
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Table 4.3. Magnitudes and positions of peak steady-state stresses in each 

material zone and the rupture lives predicted obtained for the branched flat end 

cap, for three different branch diameters. 

Branch O"eq (MPa) 0"/ (MPa) O"r (MPa) If (hours) 

Case 

Zone Value Position Value Position Value Position 

PMP 34.0 IS 34.0 OS 30.8 OS 43403 
HAZP/PMP HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP 

I 
, 

d=55 PMb 31.1 IS 30.7 OS 26.9 MID-OS 94757 
HAZblPMb HAZblPMb : HAZblPMb 

t =12.5 HAZP 26.6 IS 27.6 OS 25.2 OS 13109 
HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP 

(nun) HAZb 26.7 IS 35.6 OS 27.0 MID-OS 10512 , 

HAZblPMb HAZblPMb HAZblPMb 

WM 33.9 IS 37.4 I OS near 34.4 IS 43619 
HAZPIWM HAZblWM HAZb/WM 

! 

O"eq (MPa) 0"1 (MPa) O"r (MPa) tr (h) 
I 

Zone Value Position Value Position Value Position 

PMP 34.0 IS 34.0 OS 30.8 OS 43403 
HAZP/PMP HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP 

d=70 PMb 35.3 IS 35.8 OS 32.8 MID-OS 30196 
HAZb/PMb 

! HAZblPMb HAZb(PMb 

t=12.5 HAZP 28.6 IS ,I 27.9 OS 26.5 OS 11160 
HAZP/PMP HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP 

I 

(mm) HAZb 29.2 IS 36.3 OS 29.6 MID-OS 7584 
HAZblPMb HAZblPMb , HAZb/PMb 

WM 37.2 IS 45.5 OS near 38.8 IS 24333 
HAZP/WM HAZb/WM HAZb/WM 

O"eq (MPa) 0"1 (MPa) O"r (MPa) t f (h) 

Zone Value Position Value Position Value Position 

PMP 34.9 IS 34.0 OS 31.6 OS 37437 
HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP 

d=80 PMb 41.0 IS 41.7 OS 37.9 MID-OS 13121 
HAZblPMb HAZblPMb HAZb(PMb 

t=12.5 HAZP 30.7 IS 28.3 OS 27.9 OS 9465 
HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP HAZPIPMP 

(mm) HAZb 32.0 IS 36.9 OS 32.5 MID-OS 5808 
HAZblPMb HAZblPMb HAZbIPMb 

, WM 40.2 IS 51.0 OS near 42.3 IS 16007 
!I HAZP/WM HAZb(WM i HAZb(WM 

. 
Note: OS = outer surface, IS = Inner surface, MID = center. Matenals mterface, 
e.g. HAZP/WM 
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Table 4.4. Magnitudes and positions of peak steady-state stresses in each 

material zone and the rupture lives predicted obtained for the branched 

hemispherical end cap, for three different branch diameters. 

Branch I CYeq (MPa) CY, (MPa) , O"r (MPa) ~r(hours) 

! 

Case I i 

Zone Value Position Value Position Value Position 
i 
, 
I 

PMP 34.0 IS straight 34.0 OS straight 30.8 OS straight I 43403 
section section ! section 

d=55 PMb 26.2 IS remote 25.0 OS remote 22.5 OS remote 265434 
section section section 

t=12.5 HAZP 20.0 IS 13.7 MID 14.7 MID 73561 
HAZP/WM HAZP/WM HAZPIWM 

(mm) HAZb 20.3 IS HAZb
/ 19.6 OS 18.5 OS 35246 

PMb HAZb/WM HAZblWM 

WM 24.2 IS 23.4 OS i 20.7 OS 512040 , 

HAZb/WM HAZb/WM HAZblWM 

creq (MPa) crt (MPa) 

'I 

crr (MPa) If (h) 

Zone Value Position Value I Position I Value Position 

PMP 34.0 IS straight 34.0 OS straight i 30.8 OS straight 43403 
section section 'I section 

d=70 PMb 35.1 IS remote 35.2 OS re~ote ,I 31.9 OS remote 35451 
section sectIon ' section 

t=12.5 HAZP 26.0 IS 19.5 MID 20.6 MID I 24985 
HAZP/WM i 

i 

HAZP/WM HAZP/WM' 

(mm) HAZb 26.5 IS 26.7 OS 35.1 OS HAZb
/ 13277 

HAZb/WM HAZb/WM PMb 

WM 33.0 IS 29.0 OS 29.6 OS 90396 
HAZb/WM HAZb/WM HAZb/WM 

creq (MPa) crl (MPa) crr (MPa) t f (h) 

Zone Value Position Value Position Value Position 

PMP 34.0 IS straight 34.0 OS straight 30.8 OS straight 43403 

section section section 

d=80 PM b 40.9 IS remote 42.2 OS remote 38.2 OS remote 12538 
section section section 

HAZP 22.8 MID 24.5 MID 14346 
, 

t=12.5 30.0 IS , 

HAZPIWM HAZPIWM HAZPIWM 

(mm) HAZb 30.5 IS 31.2 OS 29.2 OS HAZb
/ I 8182 

HAZb/wM HAZblWM PMb 

WM'I 39.0 IS 32.8 OS 35.1 OS 39559 
HAZb/WM HAZb/WM HAZb/WM 

Note: OS = outer surface, IS 
interface, e.g. HAZP IWM 

. 
Inner surface, MID - Center, Matenals 
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Table 4.5. Magnitudes and positions of peak steady-state stresses in each 

material zone and the rupture lives predicted obtained for the branched main 

pipe, for three different branch diameters. 

Branch O'eq (MPa) 0'/ (MPa) O'r (MPa) ~r(hours) 

Case , 

, 

Zone Value Position Value Position Value ,I Position 
I 

i PMP 46.3 IS pipe 45.5 Near IS 43.1 IS pipe i 6251 
MID pipe MID MID 

I thickness thickness thickness I 

CP CP CP 
d=55 PMb 40.7 IS, HAZb

/ 36.5 MID 37.6 IS, HAZb
/ 13737 

PMb
, CP 

I HAZb
/ 

I PMb
, CP 

PMb
, CP 

t=12.5 HAZP 36.2 IS, 36.3 Position B 36.1 Position B 4150 
HAZP/PMP (Fig. 4.23) (Fig. 4.23) 

, CP 
(rrun) HAZb 35.5 IS, HAZb

/ 32.2 MID 33.2 Position D 5425 
PMb

, CP HAZb
/ (Fig. 4.23) 

PMb
, CP 

WM 47.5 IS, 43.0 Weld toe, 45.0 IS, 11858 
HAZP/WM i FP HAZP/WM 

, CP ,CP 

creq (MPa) cr. (MPa) crr (MPa) lr (h) 

Zone Value Position Value 
II 

Position Value Position 

PMP 48.8 IS pipe 47.7 Near IS 45.5 IS pipe I 4573 
MID 

I 
pipe MID MID 

i 

thickness thickness thickness 
I 

I CP CP CP 

d=70 PMb 45.8 IS, CP, 45.0 MID 43.0 IS, HAlD/ 6336 
HAZb

/ HAZb
/ PMb

, CP 
PMb PMb

, CP 

t=12.5 HAZP 40.0 IS, 39.8 MID, 37.9 Position C 3552 , 

HAZPIPMP HAZP/ I (Fig. 4.23) 
,CP PMP, CP 

(mm) HAZb 39.6 IS, HAZb
/ 40.3 OS, HAZb

/ 37.7 Position D 3612 
PMb

, CP WM,45° (Fig. 4.23) 
CP to FP 

WM 53.7 IS, 51.5 Weld toe, 51.6 IS, 6107 
I 

i 
HAZP/WM 

I 

FP HAZP/WM 

I ,CP .CP 
. 

Note: as = outer surface, IS = lnner surface, MID = Center, Matenals 
interface, e.g. HAZP/WM, CP = crotch plane & FP = flank plane of the 
connection 
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Table 4.5. continued ... 

O"eq (MPa) 0"1 (MPa) O"r (MPa) If (h) 

Zone Value Position Value Position Value Position 

! PMP 50.7 IS pipe 49.0 Near IS 47.3 IS pipe 3656 
! 

MID pipe MID MID 
I 

thickness thickness thickness 
CP CP CP 

d=80 PMo 48.7 IS, CP, 50.1 MID 46.0 IS, HAZb
/ 4294 

HAZb
/ HAZP/ PMb

, CP 
PMb PMP, CP 

t=12.5 HAZP 42.2 IS, 41.9 MID, 40.0 Position C 2989 
HAZPIPMP HAZP/ (Fig. 4.23) 

, CP PMP, CP 
(mm) HAZo 42.0 IS, HAZo/ 45.2 OS, HAZo/ 40.6 Position D 2850 

PMb
, CP WM,45° (Fig. 4.23) 

CP to FP 
WM 57.4 IS, 56.5 Weld neck, 55.3 IS, mid- 4365 

HAZP/WM 45° CP to width, CP 
,CP FP 

. 
Note: OS = outer surface, IS = inner surface, MID = Center, Matenals 
interface, e.g. HAZP IWM, CP = crotch plane & FP = flank plane of the 
connection 
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Figure 4.1. A flat end cap with a centralised branch penetration. 
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Figure 4.2. A hemispherical end cap with a centralised branch penetration. 
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Figure 4.4. Definition of weld details 
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Figure 4.5. Axisymmetric FE mesh (part) of the flat end cap with centralised 

branch penetration. 
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Figure 4.6. Axisymmetric FE mesh (part) of the hemi-spherical end cap with 

centralised branch penetration. 

Figure 4.7. (a) Global model and (b) sub-model three-dimensional meshes for 

a pipe with an isolated branch. 
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Figure 4.8. Contour plots of the (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress (MPa) and 

(b) maximum principal stress (MPa) within the d 55mm branched flat end cap, 

concentrating on the main pipe section. 
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Figure 4.9. Contour plots of the (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress (MPa) and 

(b) maximum principal stress (MPa) within the d=55mm branched flat end cap. 

concentrating on the end cap section. 
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Figure 4.10. Contour plots of (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress (MPa) and (b) 

maximum principal stress (MPa) within the d 55mm branched flat end cap. 

concentrating on the weld region. 
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Figure 4.11. Contour plot of the HAZ regions rupture stress, calculated using 

the HAZ a -value (a =0.49), for the d=55mm branched flat end cap, stress in 

MPa. 

Figure 4.12. Contour plot of the WM region rupture stress, calculated using 

the WM a -value (a =0.26), for the d=55mm branched flat end cap, stress in 

MPa. 
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Figure 4.13. Contour plots of the PM regions rupture stress (MPa), calculated 

using the PM a-value (a=O .3), within the (a) main pipe section, (b) the end 

cap section and (c) the weld region for the d 55mm branched flat end-cap. 
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Figure 4.l4. Contour plots of (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress (MPa) and (b) 

maximum principal stress (MPa) within the d=55mm branched hemispherical 

end cap, concentrating on the main pipe section. 



Figure 4.15. Contour plots of (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress (MPa) and (b) 

maximum principal stress (MPa) within the d 55mm branched hemispherical 

end cap, concentrating on the end cap section. 
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Figure 4.16. Contour plots of (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress (MPa) and (b) 

maximum principal stress (MPa) within the d=55mm branched hemispherical 

end cap, concentrating on the weld region. 
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Figure 4.17. Contour plot of the HAZ regions rupture stress, calculated using 

the HAZ a -value (a =0.49), for the d 55mm branched herni-spherical end 

cap, stress in MPa. 

Figure 4.18. Contour plot of the WM region rupture stress, calculated using 

the WM a -value (a =0.26), for the d=55mm branched herni-spherical end cap. 

stress in MPa. 
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Figure 4.19. Contour plots of the PM regions rupture stress within the (a) main 

pipe section, (b) the end cap section and (c) the weld region. calculated using 

the PM a -value (a =0.3), for the d=55mm branched herni-spherical end cap, 

stress in MPa. 
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Figure 4.20. Sub-model contour plots of (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress and 

(b) maximum principal stress, (MPa), within the d=55mm branched isolated 

main pipe main connection region. 
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J 

Figure 4.21. Sub-model contour plots of (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress and 

(b) maximum principal stress, (MPa), within the d 55mm branched isolated 

main pipe inside surface weld region. 
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Figure 4.22. Sub-model contour plots of (a) equivalent (Von-Mises) stress and 

(b) maximum principal stress, (MPa), within the d=55mm branched isolated 

main pipe outer surface weld region. 
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rosHi- -ion D 

Figure 4.23. Sub-model contour plots of the HAZb (top) and HAZP (bottom) 

regions rupture stress distributions, calculated using the HAZ a -value 

(a =0.49), at the (a) inside-bore top-surface view and (b) outside-bore bottom

surface view for the d=55mm branched isolated main pipe. 
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Figure 4.24. Sub-model contour plots of the WM regIon rupture stress, 

calculated using the WM a -value (a =0.26), at the (a) inside-bor,e top-surface 

view and (b) outside-bore bottom-surface view for the d 55mm branched 

isolated main pipe. 
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Figure 4.25. Sub-model contour plots of the PM regIOns rupture stress, 

calculated using the PM a -value (a =0.3), within the (a) inside-bore surface 

view and (b) outside-bore surface view for the d=55mm branched isolated 

maIn pipe. 
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Figure 4.26. Effect of d on peak rupture stress, 0/, in each zone for a branched 

flat end cap, (O"mdh = 36.9MPa). 
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Figure 4.27. Effect of d on peak rupture stress, 0/, in each zone for a branched 

hemispherical end cap, (O"mdh = 36.9MPa). 
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Figure 4.28. Effect of d on peak rupture stress, cr/, for an isolated branched 

main pipe, (<Jrndh = 36.9MPa). 
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Figure 4.29. Effect of don llfor a branched flat end cap, (tr.mdh = 15261 hours). 
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Figure 4.30. Effect of don tjfor a branched hemispherical end cap, (t/mJh = 

15261 hours). 
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Figure 4.31. Effect of d on tj for an isolated branched main pipe, (t/mJh= 15261 

hours). 
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Figure 4.32. Comparative strengths of each connection type using 3-materials 

over varying drange in terms of failure life, (tjmdh= 15261 hours). 
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Figure 4.33. Comparison of BS code methods A and B rupture lives against 

single and 3-material steady-state lives with varying of d for a branched nat 

L'nd cap. (I, flIJ" = 15261 hours). 
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Figure 4.34. Comparison of BS code methods A and B rupture lives against 

single and 3-material steady-state lives with varying of d for a branched 

hemispherical end cap, (tf.mdh= 15261 hours). 
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Figure 4.35. Comparison ofBS code methods A and B rupture lives against 

single and 3-materiallives with varying of d for an isolated branched main 

pipe, (tf,mdh= 15261 hours). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF STRESSES IN A WELDED 

BRANCHED PIPE UNDER CREEP CONDITIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter Four investigated the effects of geometry for a typical CMV weldment 

material set, at an operating temperature of 640°C, assessing the effects of 

geometry and presence of the weldment on failure. However, to investigate the 

effects of creep behaviour for different weldment materials (e.g. for assessing 

parent and weld filler material) on the mis-match of stress and the failure 

behaviour [8,24,26,69,99,132] within branched pipe weldments, parametric 

material analyses are required in order to improve knowledge for design and 

life assessment purposes. Under creep conditions, the stresses in a weld are 

strongly related to material inhomogeneity, which directly affects the failure 

life and position of the weld. Numerical analysis using the finite element (FE) 

method is often adopted to investigate the influence of material mismatch on 

the creep behaviour of welded components e.g. [26]. Analytical solutions can 

be obtained for the steady-state creep stresses in a number of simple multi-

material components [104], e.g. beams in bending, multi-bar uniaxially loaded 

structures and pressurised cylinders. Based on these solutions, by a process of 

induction, a general formulation, based on Norton's creep law, for the steady-

state stresses in nlulti-material structures has been proposed [35,102]. The 

method can be utilised to reduce significantly the number of calculations 
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required to cover the range of material constants in FE-based parametric 

analyses of welds. In addition, the method enables the results to be presented in 

a compact and easily manageable way. The approach has been applied to 

relatively simple welded components [100,102], but not to more complex 

components, such as welded branched pipes. 

This chapter considers the general formulation combined with the 

approximately linear relationship between steady-state stress in a component 

and inverse of Norton creep exponent, n, to further reduce the computational 

overhead required in parametric multi-material studies. The latter 

approximation, first proposed by Calladine [36] for the maximum creep stress 

in a component, is well established for single material components and is 

commonly used in reference stress life assessment techniques, such as the R5 

approach [13], to linearly interpolate stress for arbitrary values of n from 

known stresses corresponding to two other values of n. However, the 

approximation has not been previously applied for use within multi-material 

components to the author's knowledge. The use of the Calladine method 

presents an opportunity to significantly reduce the number of analyses 

required. This chapter firstly assesses the validity of the Calladine stress 

approximation for several positions of interest in a three-material welded 

branched pipe, i.e. not necessarily just for the maximum component stress. 

The applicability of the combined use of the Calladine approximation with the 

general formulation for the multi-material steady-state stresses is then 

investigated, followed by demonstration of the effect of variation of weldment 

properties on stresses. failure lives and failure positions of the component. 
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Then stress and life predictions obtained from the combined methods are 

compared with FE steady-state predictions, using three typical erMo V 

weldment property sets and a steady-state creep rupture approach. Finally, the 

chapter presents the results of a systematic parametric stress analysis of four 

positions within common weld failure regions of the model in order to illustrate 

the application of the method to general and more practical situations, as well 

as providing practical information about the effect of branched pipe weld mis-

match. 

5.2 General formulation for multi-material creep stresses 

It has been proposed [35,102] that a general expression for the steady-state 

creep stress at any given position within a multi-material component, for p 

different material zones, behaving according to Norton's law, is as follows: 

(5.1 ) 

where O"i is the stress at a chosen position in material i, Eoi and ni are the 

Norton material constants for material i, 0" nom is a conveniently defined 

. I tres and I' f f I' are unknown functl'ons of Norton stress nomIna s s J I' 2' 3' ... , J p 

exponents and component dimensions. In this form of Norton creep law the 

material property E oi is related to the A property of the un-normalised form of 

the Norton law of Equation 2.2, by Eo; = A 0" nom n
j

• Equation 5.1 was induced 
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from the analytical solutions to a number of simple multi-material components 

obeying Norton's steady-state creep power law, in the fonn 

(5.2) 

It can be seen that the effects of the material &oi ratios are explicitly defined 
&oj 

within the general equation. Equation 5.1 can be utilised to parametrically 

span a range of Norton material constants in multi-material parametric studies: 

previous applications have been used for a three-material cross-weld specimen 

[102] and a three-material welded main steam pipe [100], The method is 

applied here to predict equivalent, maximum principal and rupture stresses at a 

series of critical positions in the significantly more challenging example of a 

three-material welded branched pipe. The rupture stress, (J'r' and creep life, 

t f ' are predicted using Equations 2.8 and 2.9, respectively, based on a steady-

state multi-axial rupture stress approach [10,33,34]. The locations and values 

of the peak steady-state rupture stresses for various critical positions within 

each material zone can be identified and the associated creep rupture lives can 

then be predicted using these peak values. The minimum life over all material 

zones is then taken as the multi-material component life and the corresponding 

location as the component's failure initiation site. 

As mentioned above, a novel aspect of the present work is the adoption of the 

(single-material) Calladine approach [36] for linear interpolation to a multi-

material context. Thus, with respect to material 1, for example, to obtain the 

stress (J' corresponding to a three-material set (nf, n1 ' 113-4 ), from known 
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stresses corresponding to three-material sets (I1t. 112i .11:) and (11IB. 112i • n~i ). 

the multi-material interpolation equation can be expressed as follows: 

( B A A ) (A A A )( ) ( (' A A) _ (A A A) 0" 11, ,112 ,11-" - 0" 111 .112 ,113 1 1 
0"11, ,112 ,11-1, -0"11, ,11),111 + -,--- - - 1 1 (-I 

11 11' 
--- " 

(5.3 ) 

B A 
11, 111 

5.3 FE model of the welded branched pipe 

A thick-walled, welded branched pipe, typical of fossil-fuel power plants was 

chosen for the study: the general geometry of the connection is shown in 

Figure 5.1, the assumed weld detail in Figure 5.2 and the corresponding 

dimensions used in the study are defined in Table 5.1. The values of D, T. d 

and t employed are 355mm, 65mm, 114mm and 20.8mm, respectively. The 

five different material zones modelled are the branch and main pipe parent 

material zones, designated PMb and PMP, respectively, the weld metal, 

designated WM. and the branch and main pipe heat-affected zones, designated 

HAZb and HAZP, respectively. The connection is a similar metal weld and 

therefore the HAZb and HAZP properties are assumed to be the same and 

likewise for the PMb and PMP zones, thus giving a three-material model of the 

connection. These regions are defined by a number of geometrical parameters. 

The heat -affected zone widths, assumed to be equaL are defined by the 

parameter h. The angle () defines the inclination of HAZb to the horizontaL the 

angle f3 defines the inclination of the weld outer surface to the horizontal. the 

paranleters r 0 and rl define the fillet radii created by weld neck and toe 

grinding and the additional parameters a, b and hi complete the geometry 

definition. The general shape of the weld is defined by the parameters h\ and 
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by, as shown in Figure L where by was set equal to the branch thickness. t. The 

loads applied to the model are an internal pressure, PI' and a uniform axial end 

stress to the main pipe, (5 a' which corresponds to a closed-ended condition. 

All three materials. i.e. PM, HAZ and WM, are assumed to obey a Norton 

power law of the form given in Equation 5.2. Similar to the models in Chapter 

4, a symmetrical quarter of the branched connection was modelled using global 

and sub-modelling techniques for the weld region, both using twenty-noded 

quadratic three-dimensional brick elements with reduced integration as shown. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the global and sub-model, respectively, for the typical 

isolated branched pipe. The mesh chosen for the global and sub-mod,-: 

consisted of 4400 and 10500 elements, respectively. Detailed attention has 

been given to ensuring compatible and uniform mesh design across the HAZ, 

PM and WM material mismatch boundaries. Weld toe and neck radii are used 

to eliminate sharp weld edges and therefore reduce unrealistic stress peak~~. 

Careful interpretation of the time-dependent nodal stresses was used to 

ascertain when steady-state was achieved. Appendix 1 provides some general 

guidelines on how FE analysis can be utilized to effectively predict steady-state 

stress distributions. The analyses were carried out using ABAQUS finite 

elenlent software [28]. 

5.4 Analysis procedure 

For a welded branched pipe consisting of three weldment materials (PM. HAZ 

and WM). Equation 5.1 reduces to the following: 
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where, for a given geometry, /;,12 and /1, are unknown functions of the stress 

exponents and (j'i is the stress measure of interest at any chosen position in 

material i. Materials L 2, 3 of Equation 5.1 correspond to the PM, HAZ and 

and 503 = 50WM . Once the fi, 12 and 13 functions are determined, this 

equation can clearly be used to determine the steady-state stress for arbitrary 

Norton material constants for the three-material component. The procedure 

described by Hyde and co-workers, e.g [35,102,1 04]. required 81 steady-state 

FE creep calculations using the multi-material model to determine the II· 12 

and 13 functions for three material components with different 50 i and ni 

values. However, for complex geometries such as multi-material welded 

branched connections, even this number of analyses is a significant 

computational overhead. The use of the Calladine approximation can reduce 

this number to 24 analyses, as described in the following steps: 

I. Pick a suitable (j' nom which is dependent on load level, e.g. mean diameter 

hoop stress of the main pipe. 

II. Choose a stress measure of interest e.g. equivalent (von-Mises) stress. 

III. Choose a position of interest in one of the material zones, e.g. one of 

positi0ns A to I on Figure 5.4 to 5.6. 
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IV. Choose two values of n corresponding to the extremes of the range to be 

spanned, in this case, these values are 3 and 10. 

V. Assign each of n I'M' n HAl and n WAf one of the latter two yalues. I.e. 

either 3 or 10. Thus, for example. set (n PM • n HAl' n WM ) = (3.33). 

VI. Choose three different pairs of values for (i:oHAZ / i: p ,\/ ,i:oHAZ / i:WM )' e.g. 

(0.9, 0.95), (1, 1.05) and (1.1, 1.15), noting that ioi/ioi = 1 

(=&oHAZ / i HAZ' in this case). 

VII. Run steady-state FE analyses for each of the three 

values from Step V. 

VIII. Using the three 0"/ values from Step VII, the corresponding 

(i:oHAZ / i: PM ,i:oHAZ / i:wM ) values, the O"nom value and the npM , n H~l and 

nWM values in Equation 5.4, obtain three simultaneous equations in 

IX. Solve the three simultaneous equations to obtain fi, 12 and /, for the 

chosen (npM , n HAl' nWJ.1 ) values, e.g . .h (3,3,3), 12 (3,3,3) and /, (33,3), 

in this case. 

X. Go back to step V and choose another permutation of (nI'M' n HAl • n wl / ) 

using the two extreme n-values of 3 and 10, e.g. (3, 3, 10), and follow 

Steps VI to IX to find the II, 12 and 13 values for that combination. Do 

this for all eight pemlutations of (nl'M ' n HAl' n WM ) on 3 and 10. 

XI. Thus, the complete set of ij,.I2 and /, values for the eight 

pemlutations of (nl'lf ' n llu , n,p.f ) over the values of 3 and 10 are known. 
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e.g. see Table 5.2. These results can be used along with the Calladine 

approximation to give the stress for arbitrary material constants by 

following Steps XII and XIII. 

XII. The stresses corresponding to the eight 'extreme' (n PAl . n HAZ • nliM ) \aluc 

cases of Table 5.2 are first obtained, using Equation 5.4 and the ft. /2 

and f3 values of Table 5.2 for arbitrary values of £oHAl / £/,11 and 

£oHAl / £oWM • Clearly, these stresses are not directly related to an arbitrary 

n pM , n HAl , nWM combination. 

XIII. Linear interpolation, using Equation 5.3, is then employed between the 

stresses corresponding to these eight' extreme' (n PM . n HAl' nWM ) cases of 

Table 5.2 to predict the stress for an arbitrary npM , n HAZ ' 17WM 

combination, e.g. (npM , n HAl , nWM ) = (4. L 6.2, 5.4). 

XIV. Choose a different location or stress measure and repeat Steps V to XIII. 

5.5 Results 

5.5.1 Accuracy of the Calladine approximation 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the results of a series of FE calculations over the 

range 3 ~ n HAZ < 10 to assess approximate linearity of equivalent and maximum 

principal stresses with respect to 1/ n HAl at three positions within the three

material weld region of the component. The three positions considered are 

positions A. B and C of Figure 5.6. A and B correspond to points in the branch 

parent matcrial and weld metal, respectively. on the intersection of thc x-y 

( crotch) plane and the inside branch borc. C corresponds to an adjacent HAl 
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point about 3 mm through the branch wall thickness. also on the x-y (crotch) 

plane. The corresponding (x,y.z) coordinates are also shown. for Cartesian axes 

centred on the intersection of branch and pipe central axes (see Figure 5.1). 

Figures 5.7a, 5.7b and 5.7c show the equivalent (von-Mises) stress \"t~rsus 

1/ n HAZ at these positions for three different (BnHAZ / B oPM • B oHAZ / B"W\( ) mis-

match pairs of (0.1, 0.01), (1, 1), and (0.1, 0.1). corresponding to different 

degrees of weld-related material mis-match. The equivalent stress is 

normalised via the mean diameter hoop stress of the main pipe. It is clear that 

the equivalent stress varies approximately linearly with 1/ n HAZ for all cases. 

The dotted lines represent the linear interpolation lines between nHAZ values of 

3 and 10. It is shown that the largest differences between the linear 

approximation and the FE stress predictions occur at 1 / n HAZ midway between 

the two extremes of 0.1 and 0.33, i.e. at about 1/ n HAZ = 0.22 (nHAZ =4.5). This 

is due to the nature of the curve produced by the FE predications. The 

differences between the linear approximation and FE stress predictions are 

generally small for the PM and WM positions A and B, respectively. at less 

than -20/0. However, the largest difference associated with the HAZ Position C 

is much greater at about + 35%, which corresponds to the 

(B
nHAZ 

/ Bol'M ,BoHAZ / B oWM ) = (0.1, 0.01) case of Figure 5.7c. Figures 5.8a, 5.8b 

and 5.8c show the corresponding variation of maximum principal stress with 

1/ n HAl ~ similar trends are displayed. The greatest difference in this case is 

again about + 350/0, for the HAZ Position C corresponding to the 

( i'"I/1/ / Bol'M ,BoffA/ / c"In! ) = (0.1, 0.01) case of Figure 5.8c. For Positions A 

and B the effect of the material mis-nlatch variation on the stress at these 
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positions is small and produced small differences between the linear 

approximation and FE predictions. However, the effects of varying the 

material mis-match, i.e. increasing 1/ n HAZ' greatly increased the stress and the 

differences between the two methods, e.g. the stress increased about seven fold 

for the a eq ( &oHAZ / &OPM '&OHAZ / &oWM) = (0. L 0.01) case and the differences 

peak at around 35%. The results therefore suggest that it is valid to use the 

Calladine approximation for equivalent or maximum principal stress at any 

position for the present three-material case as long as the cases use a low level 

of material mis-match between the three zones. Hence, caution must be taken 

when choosing the &Oi / &oPM' &Oi / &oHAZ and &0/ / &oWM values in Steps VI 

described in the analysis procedure section, as Figures 5.7c and 5.8c both show 

that the errors may become larger with increasing material mis-match. This 

may be due to the either the linear approximation relationship not holding or to 

the ineffectiveness of the mesh refinement level, or both. This aspect is 

discussed later in Section 5.5.2. Similar findings of an approximately linear 

relationship in stress would be expected if the variation of 1/ n PM or 1/ nil!\! 

was analysed and plotted. 

5.5.2 Accuracy of the parametric analysis using the combined method 

In order to demonstrate the parametric analysis capability of the method as 

described in Section 5.4, a selection of nine 'critical' locations within the 

multi-nlateriaL welded branched pipe have been chosen. These 'critical' 

points, labelled Positions A to I in Figures 5.4 to 5.6, correspond to regions 

close to observed ex-service branch creep failure locations [9,17] caused b: 
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high stress and weak weld-related material, such as the HAZ Type IV region. 

The parametric analysis covers the practical range 3 < ni < 10. where again i = 

1, 2 and 3 correspond to PM. WM and HAZ regions. respectively. using a 

typical internal pressure, Pi' of 16.55MPa. To illustrate the process. Table 5.2 

shows the calculated It, 12 and 13 values corresponding to both the 

equivalent and maximum principal stresses, which are required to carry out the 

parametric analysis for Positions A to I of Figures 5.4 to 5.6. Throughout this 

study, the nominal stress used is the mean diameter hoop stress of the main 

pipe. Previous parametric analysis studies on a cross-weld creep specimen 

model [102] and a welded plain pipe model [100], both with three materials. 

using Equation 5.1, gave errors in stress of only about 20/0 compared to 

independent FE results. The present parametric procedure is different, due to 

the increased efficiency provided by the Calladine approximation and, equally 

importantly, the application is to a significantly more complex and realistic 

component. Validation of this enhanced procedure is again achieved via 

independent FE analyses. Three realistic weldment material sets are employed, 

as shown in Table 5.3. Set 1 is a service-aged CrMoV weldment at 640°C 

[30]. Set 2 is an as-new CrMo V weldment at 640°C [30] and Set 3 is an as-new 

CrMoV weldment at 565°C [20,93]. Tables 5.4a, 5.4b and 5.4c show the 

comparison between the maximum principal and equivalent stresses as 

predicted by (i) the proposed new parametric procedure and (ii) independent 

FE steady-state analyses. for all nine positions A to I and for the three material 

sets of Table 5.3. The new parametric procedure accurately predicts 

equivalent. nlaximum principal and rupture stresses to within 3%, 4% and 

~.50/0, respecti\'l~ly. of the independently predicted FE \'alues. Rupture li\'l~s 
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predicted using the rupture stresses are all within 80/0 of the independent [E

based values. 

Section 5.5.1 highlights that large differences between the linear approximation 

and FE stress predictions resulted from cases of large material mis-matches. 

e.g. up to a 35% difference for HAZ Position C. It was noted that this could be 

due to either the linear approximation not holding or the ineffectiveness of the 

FE mesh used. However, the differences in stress between the two methods are 

much smaller (less than 4%) for the comparison of typical weldment properties 

shown in Table 5.4, even though the f values used were calculated using 

stresses obtained from large differences in n values of 3 and 10. It is thought 

that the stresses remain accurate compared to the FE predictions because the 

stresses used to calculate the f values were from FE analyses which used 

carefully chosen io; / ioPA{' io; / i oHAZ and io; / iowM values to balance the level 

of material mis-match. Concluding that the linear approximation technique 

holds over a wide range of n for multi-material applications with relatively low 

levels of material mis-match, as seen for example in typical plant welds. It is 

therefore thought that the large differences of up to 35% between the 

approximation and the FE stress predictions for the HAZ Position C was due to 

inadequate mesh refinement for the high mis-match cases of nlfAZ < 6 in 

Figures 5.7c and 5.8c, since the mesh could not manage to predict accurate 

stresses when the differences in stresses across the zones were very large. 
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5.5.3 Results of a parametric analysis of stresses 

The results of a systematic parametric analysis of the equivalent stress, (J,,(/. 

and maximum principal stress, (J\, variation across the weld at critical 

positions A (PMb
), B (WM), D (HAZP) and F (WM) of Figure 5.5 and 5.6 are 

presented and used to illustrate the variations in stress which occur due to the 

difference in creep properties of the three weld materials. Detailed stress 

results of the parametric investigation are presented for the four positions with 

sample variation of material properties. The four positions are within regions 

of high stress concentration and are likely positions of creep failure [9, 17]. e.g. 

for instance see Table 5.4 and Chapter 4 where failure occurs in the HAZ at 

Position D or at Position F in the WM, therefore the results are of practical 

interest. The (J eq and (J\ 1;,/2,13 values calculated for the four positions for 

the 8 different combinations of n PM , n HAl' nWAf , using n
l 

equal to 3 and 10 are 

displayed in Table 5.2 for convenience. Positions A and D within the PMb and 

HAZP, respectively, were chosen to illustrate the parametric study technique by 

presenting and discussing the variations of equivalent stress with variation of 

PM, HAZ and WM material properties. Similar graphical presentation of 

results of parametric studies for the (J eq of Positions Band F and (J\ for all 

four positions are shown in Appendix 1, however the results are not discussed. 

5.5.3.1 Effect of io ratios on (Jeq for Position A 

Figures 5.9a and 5.9b present the variations of nonnalised equivalent stress. 

(Jeq I (Jllom' with iol'M I i oHAZ (0.001 < iol'M I i ollAZ <1000) for a range of 

i",.,\( lioWM (0.001 <iol'M li".f1M <}OOO) for (npM.nHAZ.nI1?f)= (3.10.10) and 
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(10,3,3) at Position A (PMb
). In general, the 0"<,'1 value at this position 

decreases with increasing £u/'M / £oflAZ and £()I'Af / £oHlf ratios. As £,,1'11 / £oHAZ 

increases the stress decreases more rapidly for both (nl',\[' nHAZ,nrnl) cases. 

The effect of £oPM / £oWM on stress IS more significant when £ol'M / £oHAZ IS 

small but rapidly reduces when £oPM / £oHAZ is large. When £UI'II / £oHAZ is 

large, the O"eq values become very small and are almost independent of 

£oPM / £oWM , except for the larger £oPM / £oWM values. Deducing that when the 

PM is much weaker than the HAZ, the stress becomes small and is almost 

independent of the WM creep strength. The highest stresses occur for small 

£oPM / £oHAZ and £oPM / £oWM values and when the npM value is smallest, i.e. 3 in 

the (npM , nHAZ,nWM ) = (3.1 0, 1 0) case, compared to the (l0,3,3) case when npM 

is 10. The effect of £oPM / £oHAZ and £oPM / £oWM values on stress are much 

greater for the (3,10,10) case compared to the (l0,3,3) case, where the largest 

difference in stress is around 30% for £oPM / £oHAZ =£of'M / £oWM = O.OOL where 

0" / 0" = 1.7 and 1.28, respectively. This is due to the PM material being 
eq nom 

more "creep strong' for the (3,10,10) case compared to the other two materials, 

therefore a larger extent of stress redistribution will occur. 

5.5.3.2 Effect of nj on O"eq for Position A 

Figures 5.10a, 5.10b, 5.10c and 5.10d show the nonnalised equivalent stress, 

0" /0" at Position A against nlJ'\! for a group of nPAf and nHAl combinations 
~ m~' , 

for four ditTerent (£o/'At / £ollll ' £of'At / £,,/1,\1) combinations of (100,0.01 L 

(100.1 00). (0.0 L 1 00) and (0.0 LO.O 1). respectin~ly. It is clear from the graphs 
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that the equivalent stress generally decreases with increasing nW\f. the stress 

variation is less dependent on nWH when the io/'M / i{)liM ratio is small (i.e. 

0.01). shown in Figures 5.1 Oa and 5.1 Od, compared to the larger i()I'\f / i{)JI\f of 

100. The maximum stress variations over the nWM range for the 

(ioPM /ioHAZ,ioPM /iowM )=(100,0.01) and (0.01,0.01) cases are 11% and 30/0. 

respectively, compared to 30%, and 20% for the (100,100) and (0.01.100) 

cases, respectively. All four graphs show that the maximum stress variation 

over the nWM range are found when n pM is small (i.e. 3 in this case). 

Concluding that when the PM is 'creep strong' compared to the WM and/or 

HAZ the stress is highly dependent on the nWM value. Additionally, it IS 

shown in Figure 5.10 that n HAZ has a significant effect on the stress when n'VAI 

is large and n PM small 

Figures 5.11a, 5.11 band 5.11c display the variation of normalised equivalent 

stress with the variation of npM, for a range of i oPM / ioWM and nWM, with nHAZ = 

6 and i
oPM 

/ i
oHAZ 

= 0.01, 1 and 100, respectively. The effects of npM and nWM 

on stress are clearly shown. In general, the equivalent stress decreases as n I'M 

is increased, except for the i oPM / i oHAZ ' i oPM / ioWM ' nWM case of 100, 100,10. 

respectively, in Figure 5.IIc. The highest stresses occur in all three cases 

when iol'A! / ioWM is smallest, i.e. 0.01, and for constant iol'A! / i ollAZ ' 

i / i .,"1 and nlHf values, the stress increases with decreasing nW\!: this 
oPAl /I. /. /. 

increase is greatest when nN.t and iI/I'M / i({lIu are small. Comparing the three 

figures shows that increasing Eol'M / EoHAl from 0.01 to 100 reduces the stress 
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insignificantly for all combinations of E"f>Af / E"lnf ' np.\f and nll\/ values, e.g. a 

maximum stress reduction of around 10% was seen for the E"I>,\! / EOJHI =0.01 

and npM = 3 cases. 

5.5.3.3 Effect of Eo ratios on (jeq for Position D 

Figures 5.12a and 5.12b present the variations of normalised equivalent stress. 

(j eq / (j nom' with E oHAZ / E oPM (0.001< E oHAZ / E oPM <1000) for a range of 

E oHAZ / EoWM (0.001 < E oHAZ / EoWM <1000) for (npM , nHAZ. nil',\{ ) = (l 0,3.1 0) and 

(3,10,3) at position D (HAZP). From these graphs, the effect of Eo ratios can 

be clearly identified. In general, the (jeq value at this position decreases with 

increasing E oHAZ / E oPM and E oHAZ / E oWM ratios. The effect of E oHAZ / EoWA! on 

stress is highly significant when E oHAZ / E oPM is small but rapidly reduces when 

E oHAZ / E oPM is large. When E oHAZ / i ol'M is large, the (j eq values become very 

small and are almost independent of E oHAZ / i oH~\I' Deducing that when the 

HAZ is much weaker than the PM, the stress becomes small and is almost 

independent of the WM creep strength. The highest stresses occur for small 

EoHAZ / EoPM and E oHAZ / EoWM values and when the nHAZ value is smallest i.e. 3 

in the (npM,nHAZ,nWM)= (10,3,10) case, compared to the (3,10,3) case when 

nHAZ is 10. The effect of E oHAZ / E oPM value on stress is much greater for the 

(10,3,10) case compared to the (3,10,3) case, where the largest difference 

between the two is around 600% for EolIAZ / EoPA! = EoHAZ / EoWA! = 0.001, where 

(j / (j = 12.5 and 2.1. respectively. This difference is due to the HAZ 
<'II nom 

nlaterial being more 'creep strong' since it has a much lo\\cr creep exponent 
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value than the two materials for this case of (10,3,10) compared to the (3.10.3) 

case, therefore a larger extent of stress redistribution will result. :\s 

£oHAZ / £ol'M tends to infinity the stress for the (nI'M' nHAZ niB! ) = (103.10) case 

tends to 0, while the stress for the(n')M,nHAz,nwlf)= (3.103) case tends to a 

larger value of around 0.5. 

5.5.3.4 Effect of n on (J for Position D 
I eq 

Figures 5.13a, 5.13b, 5.13c and 5.13d show the normalised equivalent stress. 

(Jeq / (Jnom' at Position D against nWM value for a group of npM and nHAl 

combinations for four different (£oHAZ / £oPM ' £oHAZ / £oWM) combinations of 

(100,0.01), (100,100), (0.01,100) and (0.01,0.01), respectively. It is clear from 

Figures 5.13a, 5.13b and 5.13d that the equivalent stress is practically 

independent of n WM for all (n PM , n HAZ ) combinations considered, where stress 

variations over the nWM range are all less than 100/0. This relationship for the 

HAZ position agrees with findings in other parametric weld studies of 

positions in the HAZ, e.g. for a welded plain pipe [100]. However, for the 

(£OHAZ / £oPM '£oHAZ I £oWM) combination of (0.01,100), shown in Figure 5.13c, 

the stress is significantly dependent on the nWM value, as the stress sharpl~ 

decreases for lower values of n~'M' i.e. from 3 to 10. The largest decrease in 

stress over the nWM range from 10 to 3 is approximately 60% for the cases 

when n nil =3. When n HAZ =6 and 10 the decrease in stress from nUM = 10 to 3 

becomes less significant, at differences of 450/0 and 200/0, respectively. The 

explanation for the large differences in stress over the varying 111111 range for 
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just this case, (£oHAZ / £oPM '£oHAZ / £oWJo.f ) = (0.01,100). and not the other three 

cases is that the WM is 'creep strong' compared to the HAZ. i.e. i;oHAZ / i;"Jllf = 

0.01, and extremely 'creep strong' compared to the PM, I.e. 

£oWM / £OPM =O.OOOL therefore stress is redistributed extensively to the WM. 

resulting in the WM material properties, i.e. nWJo.f' having a significant eflect on 

the level of stress redistribution between the three materials. 

Figures 5.14a, 5.l4b and 5.14c display the variation of normalised equivalent 

stress with the variation of nHAZ, for a range of £oHAZ / i;oPM and npM, with nW,\f = 

6 and £oHAZ / £oWJo.f = 0.01, 1 and 100, respectively. The effects of nPAI and nlfAZ 

on stress are clearly shown. In all cases the equivalent stress varies with 

£oHAZ / £oPM and n pM more significantly when nHAZ is small. The highest 

stresses occur in all three cases when £oHAZ / £ol'M is smallest, i.e. 0.01, and for 

constant£oHAZ / £oPM' £oHAZ / £oWJo.1 and nlfAZ values, the stress increases with 

increasing npM; this increase is greatest when nHAZ and £oHAZ / i;oWJo.f are small. 

Comparing the three figures shows that increasing £oHAZ / £ oWJo.f reduces the 

stress significantly for combinations with low £oHAZ / £oPM and nlfAZ values, e.g. 

a stress reduction of around 70% for the £oHAZ / £oPM =0.01 and nlfAZ = 3 cases. 

5.6 Conclusions 

For the three material sets and nIne 'critical' locations considered, the 

paranletric analysis procedure. which combines the previously-published 

(Jeneral fomlulation for multi-material steady-state stresses with the Calladine 
c 
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approximation~ accurately predicts equivalent maximum principal and rupture 

stresses to within 30/0, 40/0 and 3.50/0 of independently-predicted FE values. 

respectively. Rupture lives are predicted to within 80/0 of the independent 

values. The benefit of using the Calladine approximation is that only 24 

analyses are required to generate enough data for a complete parametric study 

of material properties for the three-material model, as opposed to 81 analyses 

for previous three-material studies [100,102] if Equation 5.1 were used without 

the use of the Calladine stress approximation, thus giving a reduction of 700/0 

on the computational overhead. 

A detailed parametric study of the equivalent and maximum principal stresses 

at four critical locations in the PMb
, WM, HAZP and WM, respectively~ was 

presented (see Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6). Where a study of the HAZ position 

was considered in more detail for the purpose of displaying the effectiveness of 

the proposed method. The parametric studies showed that the stresses were 

generally highly dependent on the level of material mis-match associated with 

the weld. There is a complex interaction between all of the material properties 

and the creep stresses, dependent not only on the material of interest, but on all 

three materials. The magnitude of stress is highly dependent on the (n I'M • 

n
llAZ

' n
WM

) combination and the Eo; / EO} ratio values, and proximity of 

position to the other materials, as well as the geometric effects on stress. It can 

be generally concluded that the stress variation with n, at each of the four 

positions considered is highly dependent on the combination of the £01 / ':-", 

ratios and n 1'.\1 • 11 HAl' nil II values. The stress redistribution behaviour depends 
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not only on material properties, but also on the relative sizes of the material 

zones. For instance, when the PM is 'creep weak" and the HAZ is 'creep 

strong', i.e. i oPM / i oHAZ > 1 and/or nl'M > n HAZ ' the stresses in the HAZ 

material will significantly increase. However, when the PM is 'creep strong" 

relative to the HAZ, the PM stresses will increase to a lesser extent due to the 

PM zone being larger. The behaviour found for the four positions in the three 

materials show similarities with other weld positions studied in cross-weld 

specimens and welded plain pipes [35,29.1 00]. 
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Table 5.1. Dimensions of the welded branched pipe, dimensions in mm, if not 

otherwise stated. 

D T i d t br by rl ro a bl fJ () h b 

355 65 113.6 20.8 20.8 20.8 10 10 2.5 3 45° 45° 1.5 3 

Table 5.2. Calculated/values for the equivalent and maximum principal stress 
at Positions A to I of Figure 5.4 to 5.6, for the eight 'extreme' (nPAf' 

n HAZ , nWM ) combinations. 

(a)PMb Position A 

(npM ,nHAZ,nWM ) (5eq (51 

fi h J3 fi h h 
(3,3,3) 0.59367 0.01574 0.04767 0.68837 0.01455 0.07094 

(3,3,10) 0.58397 0.01709 0.07062 0.69280 0.02030 0.06346 
(3,10,3) 0.59320 0.01780 0.04818 0.69193 0.00450 0.07776 

(3,10,10) 0.58287 0.01988 0.07094 0.68553 0.01227 0.08304 
(10,3,3) 0.78235 0.01372 0.03431 1.03950 0.00000 0.08958 

(10,3,10) 0.79697 0.00819 0.03399 1.01034 0.04509 0.05023 
(10,10,3) 0.80004 0.00971 0.02421 1.00993 -0.01956 0.15749

1 

(10,10,10) 0.79607 0.00856 0.03507 1.02669 0.00000 0.06974 . 

(b) WM Position B 

(n PM , n HAZ ,nWM ) (5eq (5\ 

fi h h fi h h 
(3,3,3) 0.56904 0.02293 0.05807 0.91028 -0.10649 -0.03282 
(3,3,10) 0.52075 0.02078 0.13638 7.84311 -2.93870 -2.44821 
(3,10,3) 0.57184 0.02431 0.05651 1.03348 -0.07815 -0.17557 

(3,10,10) 0.54910 0.02982 0.08904 -8.90429, 2.69176 I 4.53465 
(10,3,3) 0.78790 0.01147 0.03432 0.96633 -0.01826 -0.02419 

(10,3,10) 0.77698 0.01087 0.05127 1.08325 -0.12835 0.04356 
(10,10,3) 0.79337 0.01292 0.03040 0.92343 -0.02292 -0.00499 

(10,10,10) 0.78736 0.01280 0.41490 1.65893 -0.30642 -0.24173 

(c)HAZb Position C 

( n PM ' n HAZ , nWM ) (5eq (5\ 

fi h h fi h ./i 
(3,3.3) 0.59646 0.03822 0.06467 0.69653 0.05370 I 0.01591 

(3,3,10) 0.59029 0.03786 0.08352 0.67323 0.01721 0.10482 
(3,10,3) 0.58165 0.05288 0.06328 0.89879 0.21857 -0.21847 

(3.10,10) 0.57089 0.06247 0.07628 1.04912 0.06161 -0.13150 
(10.3.3) 0.79117 0.02073 0.04067 0.86310 0.00000 0.03781 

(10,3.1 0) 0.79883 0.01389 0.04838 0.85533 -0.00288 0.05448 
(10,1 0,3) 0.79155 0.02229 0.03771 0.98969 0.05959 -0.06671 

(10.1 0.1 0) 0.79288 0.02354 0.04193 1.04135 -0.03793 0.01812 



(d)HAZP Position D 

(nl'M , n HAZ ' n HM ) (Jeq (JI 

Jl h J3 Jl h ./J 
(3,3,3) 0.60046 0.02285 0.06497 0.73847 0.11491 -0.10648 

(3,3,10) 0.59347 I 0.02588 0.08229 0.74709 0.07859 , -0.05348 
I 

(3,10,3) 0.57693 i 0.02885 0.08322 0.87453 0.42918 -0.45522 
(3,10,10) 0.56775 0.03797 0.10024 1.43976 0.66187 -1.18706 
(10,3,3) 0.79808 0.01383 0.04256 0.88020 0.04934 -0.03435 

I (10,3,10) 0.79855 0.01184 0.04479 0.89696 0.01204 0.00201 
(10,10,3) 0.79814 0.01397 0.03406 0.95190 0.12348 -0.10265 

(10,10,10) 0.78816 0.01472 0.05125 1.12340 0.13564 -0.24408 

(e )HAZb Position E 

(npM ,nHAZ,nWM ) (Jeq (JI 

Jl h J3 Jl h J3 
(3,3,3) 0.73239 0.15073 I 0.03663 0.78365 -0.11425 0.22501 

(3,3,10) 0.74129 0.14514 I 0.03926 0.71912 -0.05216 0.23410 
(3,10,3) 0.68978 0.17183 0.03981 2.16234 -4.16162 2.76338 
(3,10,10) 0.69814 0.18063 0.02961 0.74790 -0.86301 0.94733 
(10,3,3) 0.83057 0.11794 -0.01063 0.90747 -0.08963 0.13482 

(10,3,10) 0.87615 0.05485 0.01942 0.87917 -0.01363 0.08332 
(10,10,3) 0.83062 0.07864 0.02622 2.07892 -2.12025 1.05650 

(10,10,10) 0.84450 0.09185 0.00214 1.03709 -0.49026 0.45311 

(f)WM Position F 

(npM , n HAZ ' n WM )1 (Jeq (JI 

Jl h J3 Jl h J3 
(3,3,3) 0.55269 0.03930 0.25880 0.61151 0.04416 0.09452 

(3,3,10) 0.57543 0.03987 0.24286 0.80251 0.04136 -0.36293 
(3,10,3) 0.54537 0.04870 0.26053 0.61924 0.04982 0.09244 

(3,10,10) 0.54281 0.05861 0.26705 0.53748 0.05896 0.04267 
(10,3,3) 0.76277 0.01846 0.12306 0.68304 0.02996 0.13724 

(10,3,10) 0.77096 0.01978 0.12079 0.50197 0.04313 0.23329 
(10,10,3) 

1
0

.
77440 0.02154 0.11000 0.72780 0.02716 0.11263 

(10,10,10) 0.77380 0.02520 0.11540 0.57075 0.05755 0.16875 

~g, OSI Ion ()HAZPP Of G 

( n PM ' n HAZ • n WM ) (Jeq (JI 

Jl h J3 Jl h J3 
(3,3,3) 0.86455 0.19979 -0.14271 0.87941 0.22660 -0.27515 

(3.3.1 0) 0.90102 0.20480 -0.19398 0.71124 0.26359 -0.17075 
(3.1 0,3) 0.79142 0.27905 -0.17375 0.69772 0.37055 -0.37247 

(3.10,10) 0.83549 0.30717 -0.26448 0.69376 0.62360 -0.82270 
(10,3.3) ; 1.00673 0.14561 -0.13412 0.97756 0.17527 1-0.16581 

(10,3.1 0) : 1.03327 0.08460 -0.09078 1.07690 0.10173 I -0.20067 I 

(10.10.3) 1.00677 0.10151 -0.09795 0.97394 0.08639 -0.12234 
(10,10.1 0) 1.01125 0.11773 -0.11429 1.07870 0.19115 -0.38532 



(b)WM Position H 

(n pM ,nflAZ ' nWM ) O"eq 0"1 

Ji h jj Ji h /3 
(3,3,3) 0.78878 0.00512 0.12783 . 0.63261 -0.01080 0.15166 

(3,3,10) 0.78563 0.00000 0.14506 0.51995 -0.03258 -0.00333 
(3,10,3) 0.80006 0.00000 0.12758 0.84301 -1.91396 1.74302 

(3,10,10) 0.85379 -0.01975 0.09430 0.48516 -0.08364 0.12870 
(10,3,3) 0.93743 ~ 0.01127 0.05662 0.87898 • 0.01960 0.03524 
(10,3,10) 0.96511 0.00570 0.04137 0.84317 0.00453 -0.03477 
(10,10,3) 0.95816 0.00914 0.03843 0.90343 0.00547 0.02876 

(10,10,10) 0.97165 0.00621 0.03737 0.83910 0.01628 -0.03350 

(i)PMP Position I 

• (npM ,nHAZ,nWM ) O"eq 0"1 

Ji h jj Ji h jj 
(3,3,3) 0.54489 0.00839 0.03432 0.64718 0.01223 0.04999 

(3,3,10) 0.54401 0.00798 0.04928 I 0.63511 0.01421 0.07114 
(3,10,3) 0.54458 0.01240 0.03380 

, 

0.63633 0.01577 0.05834 
(3,10,10) 0.53671 0.01468 i 0.05549 0.63542 0.01476 0.07234 
(10,3,3) 0.77553 0.00371 0.02104 1.06238 0.04073 0.16539 

(10,3,10) 0.77148 0.00458 0.03387 1.09436 0.02361 0.07270 : 
(10,10,3) 0.77356 0.00899 0.02061 1.13294 0.02841 10.05619 

(10,10,10) 0.75615 0.01198 0.04266 1.08694 0.02516 0.06290 

Table 5.3. Material creep and rupture constants for three 
YzCrYzMoIf4V:2If4CrlMo material sets. 

Set 1: Service-aged @ Set 2: As-new @ 640°C Set 3: As-new @ 565°C 
640°C 

PM HAZ WM PM HAZ WM PM HAZ WM 

l:oi 6.599 1.708 9.718 3.208 1.044 6.459 2.853 1.551 5.308 
x 10-16 x I 0-15 x I 0-15 

X I 0-18 
X I 0-15 

X 10-17 xl0-16 xl0-13 X 10-1') 

n, 6.108 6.108 5.208 7.269 6.108 6.430 4.897 3.369 4.368 

m 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.203 I -0.2148 -0.2031 
.M 5.998 2.500 8.120 ' 4.823 9.660 5.794 1.452 3.259 8.858 

x I 0-14 x10-9 xl0-13 ~ x10-12 
X I 0-10 

X I 0-11 
X I 0-10 xl0-9 xl0- 10 

a 0.30 0.49 0.26 0.33 0.49 0.42 0.60 0.43 0.43 
X 5.767 I 3.200 4.849 • 4.599 3.420 4.015 3.011 2.301 2.854 ! 
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Table 5A. Comparison of stresses and lives as predicted by multi-material. 
parametric procedure with independent FE results for (a) Material Set 1 (b) 

Material Set 2 and (c) Material Set 3. Units for Cf are MPa and I t are hours. 

(a) Set 1- Service-aged CrMoV @640°C 
POSITION Parametric procedure FE 0/0 difference 

Cfeq Cfl Cfr If O"eq 0") O"r If O"eq 0"1 O"r 

A (PMb
) ! 47.0 37.2 44.0 5524 47.2 37.6 44.3 5322 -0.5 -1.1 -0.6 

8 (WM) 56.3 45.4 53.5 5134 55.5 46.0 53.0 5354 1.5 -1.3 0.9 
e (HAZb

) 39.4 34.5 37.0 3836' 39.5 34.4 37.0 3835 -0.3 0.3 0.0 
o (HAZP) 39.6 36.3 38.0 3527 39.8 

, 

0.5
1 

35.7 37.8 3584 -0.5 1.7 
E (HAZb) 34.9 30.8' 32.9 5580 34.5 32.0 33.3 53861 1.2 -3.8 -1.1 
F(WM) 46.2 52.3 47.8 8852 46.4 50.3 47A 9168 1 -OA 3.8 0.8 

I 
1 

G (HAZP) 33.2 39.4 36.2 4103 33.5 40.2 36.8 3908 -1.0 -2.0 -1.5! 
H (WM) 40.8 49.0 43.0 14861 41.5 49.5 43.6 13773 -1.7 -0.9' -1.5; 
I (PMP) 50.0 36.8 46.1 4265 50.1 37.9 46.4 4065 -0.1 -3.0 -0.8' 

(b) Set 2 - As-new CrMo V (Q}640°C 
POSITION Parametric procedure I FE 0/0 difference 

O"eq 0") O"r tf O"eq 0") O"r tf 
Cfeq 0") O"r 

A (PMb) 45.9 36.0 42.6 6630 46.0 36.1 42.7 6578 -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 
8 (WM) 48.6 37.0 43.8 4429 48.2 37.8 43.9 4401 0.9 -2.1 -0.2 
e (HAZb) 36.3 30.9 33.7 6205 36.4 30.8 33.7 6201 -0.3 0.4 0.0 
o (HAZP) 36.5 32.0 34.3 5818 36.6 31.9 34.3 5814 -0.3 0.3 0.0 
E (HAZb) 

1 
1 

32.2 28.2 30.2 8942 32.1 29.0 30.6 8606 0.3 -2.8 , -1.1 
F(WM) 42.3 48.2 44.7 4068 42.4 46.6 44.2 4288 -0.3 3.3 1.3 

1 

G(HAZP) 29.7 34.5 32.1 7324' 30.0 35.8 32.8 6743 -1.1 i -3.7 -2.4 
i H (WM) 1 37.0

1 

45.3, 40.5 6075 37.5 45.0 40.6 5989 -1.3 0.7 -0.4 
I (PMP) , 48.4 34.8'1 43.9 5810 48.3 36.0 44.2 5612 0.2 -3.6 -0.8 

(c) Set 3 - As-new CrMo V (jiJ 565°C 
POSITION Parametric procedure FE i 0/0 difference 

O"eq 0") O"r t f O"eq 0"1 O"r t f O"eq 0"1 Cfr 

A (PMb) 49.7 40.7 44.3 57308 50.4 4l.0 44.8 55231 -l.5 -0.8 -1.1 
8 (WM) 42.4 31.7 37.8 26643 42.1 31.6 37.6 27112 0.7 0.5 0.6 

·.e (HAZb
) 44.3 38.2 41.7 42270 44.1 38.2! 41.6 42525 0.4 0.1 0.3 

o (HAZP) 44.6 38.1 41.8 41891 44.8 38.2 42.0 41600 -0.3 -0.2 -0.3 
E (HAZb) 34.5 34.3 34.4 65800 34.4 35.0 34.7 64599 0.2 -2.1 -0.8 
F(WM) 

1 36.4 40.9 38.4 25553 36.2 40.3 38.0 26355 0.7 1.6 1.1 
G (HAZP) ! 29.6 32.8 3l.0 83676 30.4 34.0 32.0 77912, -2.6 -3.8 -3.2 
H (WM) 30.8 37.6 33.7 37058 31.3 37.8 34.1 35817! -1.8 -0.6 -1.2 
I (PMP) 53.9 41.2 46.3 50102 54.0 42.3 47.0 47715'1 -0.2 -2.6 -1.5 
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Figure 5.2. Definition of weld details. 
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Figure 5.3. Global-model FE mesh. 
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I (PI\IP) (36,149,0) 

Figure 5.4. Sub-model FE mesh and position of interest I 
with Cartesian co-ordinates in mm 
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with Cartesian co-ordinates in mm. 

Figure 5.6. Positions of interest on the 
crotch-plane (x-y) weld cross-section, 
with Cartesian co-ordinates in mm. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS MODELLING OF 

CREEP IN WELDED BRANCHED PIPES 

6.1 Introduction 

For welded branched pipes, experience through in-plant and full-scale testing 

has shown that creep cracks and high damage regions commonly occur at the 

weld toe and neck, on the crotch and flank plane of the connections, as well as 

at the inside surface of the connection, in the weld region on the crotch plane, 

e.g. [9,17,18,113]. 

To effectively predict the creep life and cracking positions of in-situ 

components, relatively simple and quick calculations are required, where the 

finite element (FE) method is commonly used to run these creep calculations. 

In reality, a number of different creep calculations are used. some of which are 

more simplified than others. Two common methods are steady-state creep 

analysis. as employed in previous chapters, and continuum damage mechanics 

(CDM) analysis. The steady-state approach is less computationally intensive 

than the CDM approach [e.g. 31,33,34,53]. and has been shown previously to 

predict conservative failure lives. by around 40% lower with identical failure 

positions for welded thick-walled steanl pipes and cross-weld creep test 

specimens [26 .. :r~,34]. 
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Chapters 3 to 5 use the steady-state rupture stress approach [34] for 

homogeneous and welded branched pipes, which assumes that the tertiary 

creep stage is small compared to the total life of the component. The COtv1 

approach can model the primary, secondary and tertiary creep stages. 

This chapter investigates the multi-material creep behaviour of two typical 

isolated welded branched pipes using the CDM approach and compares the 

failure results with the equivalent steady-state results. Two different material 

weldment sets, namely an as-new and a service-aged ~Cr~Moll4 V:2 YtCr 1 Mo 

weldment at 640°C, are investigated. The objective is to compare the 

performance of the steady-state and CDM approaches with respect to failure 

life, high-damage/rupture sites and final failure position. Details on the 

damage evolution at particular positions of the two branches are also 

addressed. 

6.2 Material models 

The CDM constitutive equations employed are based on the Kachanov theory 

[31], as described in Section 2.3.3 by Equations 2.6 and 2.7, (J r is the creep 

rupture stress, defined by Equation 2.8, {() is the damage variable which varies 

from 0 (no danlage) to 1 (failure) and m is the danlage rate. A', m. n'. AI, ¢> 

and X are the material constants required for the PM, WM and IIAZ material 

zones. However, determinations of weldment material constants are difficult 

and are not widely available, especially for the sIllal1 HAZ. Additionally. FE 

danlagc calculations are vcry time consuming. The application of the steady-
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state rupture stress approach employed in this and preVIOUS chapters IS 

described in detail in Chapters 2 to 4. 

6.3 Geometry and FE models 

The chosen branched pipe dimensions were typical of CrMo V UK power plant. 

with the branch being typical of small penetrations used for steam collection on 

header-tanks or for the purposes of pressure and temperature measurement 

tapping and the main pipe being typical of large main steam pipes or headers in 

the superheater section of plant. Figure 4.3 defines the geometrical parameters 

for the welded branched pipe studied. The values of D, T, d and t employed 

are 355mm, 65mm, 62.5mm and I2.5mm, respectively. The geometric weld 

parameters and notation are shown in Figure 4.4 and are fully described, along 

with the applied loadings of internal pressure and closed-end axial stress in 

Section 4.2. Table 6.1 defines the values of B, fi, Q, b, b), h, ro and r) used 

throughout, while bx and by were set equal to the branch thickness, t. Note that 

the HAZb and HAZP properties are again assumed to be the same and likewise 

for the PMb and PMP zones. For the two welded branched pipe cases using 

material Sets 1 and 2, FE calculations were perfonned with an internal pressure 

of 16.55 MPa and the closed end axial load of 11.11 MPa on the main pipe and 

9.31 MPa on the branch pipe. 

The three-dimensional, quarter FE model used for the steady-state and COM 

analyses is shown in Figure 6.1. The mesh used twenty-noded quadratic brick 

elelnents with reduced integration. Mesh refinement was used at the weld 

region and a total of 4500 elements \vcre used. Detailed attention has been 
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given to ensuring compatible and unifonn mesh design across the HAZ. p~ 1 

and WM material mismatch boundaries. Weld toe and neck radii are used to 

eliminate sharp weld edges and therefore reduce unrealistic stress peaks. 

Careful interpretation of the time-dependent Gaussian stresses was used to 

ascertain when a steady-state was achieved. The same model was used for 

both the CDM and steady-state analyses. The mesh is relatively coarse 

compared to the sub-models used in Chapters 4 and 5 due to the 

computationally intensive CDM analyses requiring very long time scales to run 

for such a complex component and many time increments to model the tertiary 

creep stage. However, convergence studies showed that stress values within 

the weld were still reasonably accurate compared values predicted using the 

sub-model. The computer used for both analyses was a SGI® Origin and 

around one month of CPU time was required to reach sufficiently high damage 

levels within the welded branched pipes. A user-subroutine called CREEP 

[133] was employed with ABAQUS FE software to implement the CDM 

equations (i.e. Equations 2.6 to 2.8). The same routine has been previously 

applied to CDM analyses of V-welded straight pipe sections [133]. Appendix 

1 provides some general guidelines on how FE analysis can be used to 

effectively predict steady-state stress distributions and how component failure 

can be defined using continuum damage mechanics analysis. 

6.4 Material properties 

The nlaterial constants used in the steady-state and damage FE analyses. \'ia 

Equations 2.3. 2.6. ~. 7 and 2.8, were obtained from uniaxial plain and notched 
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homogeneous and welded bar and indenting creep tests performed at 6400 e 

[36,134], in the stress ranges of 40MPa to 70MPa, on the different constituent 

material zones of the two different types of weldment, i.e. (i) Set 1: Service-

Aged and (ii) Set 2: As-New. The creep tests were performed on a 

V;CrV;MoY4V:2Y-tCrMo weldment taken from an ex-service main steam pipe 

after 174,800 hours [36,134]. Suitability of the creep properties produced from 

the tests was assessed for FE steady-state and damage analyses and satisfactory 

results were found [36,134], i.e. FE creep test specimen models predicted 

similar creep strain, rupture life and rupture position compared to the 

experimental tests. The material constants used for the steady-state and 

damage analyses for the two weldment sets are shown in Table 6.2. The 

primary creep material constant m for the three zones, used in Equations 2.6 

and 2.7, are equal to zero for these two weldment sets, as primary creep was 

negligible. Thus the A ' and n' values for the damage equations are equal to the 

steady-state A and n values. For these two weldment sets the HAZ material is 

weaker than the PM and the WM is stronger than the PM with respect to the 

minimum creep strain rates (i.e. i~AZ > i~M > i~f for any given stress level) 

d h (. r f f c. t t tr t tr an rupture strengt I.e. t HAZ < t PM < t WM lor a cons an s ess a s esses 

below 70MPa) [34,134]. The HAZ material constants for both Set 1 and 2 

weldment sets were obtained for the fine-grained HAZ region and not for the 

coarse-grained or a nlixed HAZ region and therefore the results are assumed to 

be more representative of Type IV creep and damage behaviour [33.134]. 
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6.5 Results 

For the two branches, rupture initiation is assumed to have occurred according 

to the CDM analyses when a position had reached a damage level near unity. 

i.e. OJ = 0.98 in this case. Component failure is assumed to have occurred 

when a significant proportion of the wall thickness has reached a high level of 

damage, the criterion of 40% of wall-thickness greater than OJ = 0.6 was 

chosen, based on a compromise with analysis run-time. Previous results have 

shown [89,36,135] that when the damage level has penetrated through a 

significant proportion of the wall thickness, the damage rate across the 

remaining thickness will significantly increase so that the remaining operating 

time before final failure is very small compared to the total operating life. For 

the steady-state analyses, the rupture stress at each position is used to predict 

an assumed rupture initiation time. Additionally, the shortest rupture initiation 

life predicted over all positions and from all material zones is conservatively 

assumed to equal the component failure life. 

6.5.1 Set 1: Senrice-aged connection predictions 

Results for the continuum damage mechanics analysis, in the form of damage 

contour plots within the welded service-aged branch, are shown in Figures 6.2 

and 6.3 at the component failure time of 7450 hours. High damage was 

confined to the weld HAZ region, as well as the inside bore, just up from the 

inside crotch comer. Several high damage regions in the HAZ
b 

and IIAZP 

were predicted to occur on the flank and crotch plane on the outer and inner 

surfaces, as well as around the outer circumference. Component failure was 
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predicted to occur in both the HAZb and HAZP, on the crotch plane at 7450 

hours (Figure 6.3), both near the boundary between HAZ and parent material. 

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 are graphs displaying the evolution of damage across the 

wall thickness of both failure regions, the HAZb and HAZP, respectively. For 

the HAZP region, the material first ruptured «(U =0.98) at a position around a 

third across the thickness from the inner bore, at approximately 7310 hours. the 

damage then spread quickly from this point towards the inner and outer 

surfaces. For the HAZb failure region, the material initially ruptured at the 

outer surface, i.e. the weld neck, at about 6490 hours and then damage spread 

towards the inner surface. However, the damage at the center of the HAZb wall 

thickness did not increase as rapidly as the HAZP failure, due to the peaky 

nature of the weld neck stress concentration in the HAZb. Failure by steanl 

leakage would be expected to occur a short time after this. Other high damage 

regions in the weldment are also predicted to occur. Of particular interest to 

in-situ monitoring is high damage (leading to shallow-depth cracks) on the 

HAZb or HAZP outer surfaces, at several locations around the connection' s 

circumference. For this connection, high damage was found at these locations 

before failure had occurred, this may be of interest for inspection purposes. 

Figures 6.6 (a) to ( e) display the damage evolution within the HAZb or HAZP 

zones for different times after initial material rupture, i.e. first occurrence of 

{u =0.98, at Position F at 4650 hours (Figure 6.6(a)) until component failure at 

7450 hours (Figure 6.6(e». It is clear that the distinct rupture sites and their 

growth are shown from these damage contour plots. Table 6.3 also summarises 

the COM results for critical Positions A to K of Figures 6.2. 6.3 and 6.6. If the 

damage at a position is lower than 0.98 at the time of component failure (i.e. 



7450 hours) then the corresponding final damage value at this position IS 

shown in the table. The order of failure of each position is also shown. 

Contours of the steady-state creep rupture stress distributions for the Set 1 

material combination are presented in Figures 6.7 to 6.9. Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 

6.9 correspond to PM, HAZ and WM rupture stresses, respectively, using the 

corresponding a value for each material zone. Note that the contour plots for 

each zone exclude the other two material zones. The peak stress positions are 

similar to those of Chapter Four for similar service-aged branched pipes. The 

peak PM (Jr value occurs at Position A of Figure 6.7(b). The peak WM (Jr 

values occur at Position B and Position C of Figure 6.8. High HAZ (J r values 

occur at eight positions, as shown in Figure 6.9. 

The magnitudes of rupture stress at these HAZ positions are similar, suggesting 

that similar damage levels and therefore multiple rupture sites are likely to 

occur. Table 6.3 summarises the predicted steady-state rupture stresses and 

lives for each PM, HAZ and WM position. From these predicted lives. the 

order of failure for each of the positions has been made in the table, as well as 

the co-ordinates of each position. The steady-state results predict that the HAZ 

positions will rupture first, with Position F providing the lowest life of 2949 

hours. The steady-state component failure life is therefore assumed to equal 

this value. 

Comparison of the steady-state predictions with the CDM predictions are made 

in Table 6.3 and lead to a number of discussion points. Firstly, the peak 
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steady-state stress positions in the PM. WM and HAZ. shO\\TI in Figures 6.7. 

6.8 and 6.9, respectively. correspond very closely to the peak damage locations 

of the CDM predictions, shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. 

Secondly. it is clear from the results of Table 6.3 that the steady-state rupture 

life for each position is consistently conservative by between 330/0 to 440,/0 

relative to the CDM life predictions for each position. The resulting steady

state component failure life was 2949 hours, predicted to initiate at Position F. 

which is 60% conservative compared to the COM predicted component life of 

7450 hours, where peak damage also initiated at Position F and grew across the 

HAZb wall thickness. These results show that the steady-state approach can 

predict conservative rupture lives at critical positions, as well as a component 

failure life for the complex welded branched pipe case. In contrast to the 

simpler cases of welded straight pipes and cross-weld specimens, welded 

branched pipes have complex geometrical discontinuities around the weld due 

to sharp changes in geometry. This additional effect may affect the magnitude 

of stress redistribution during the tertiary stage compared to simpler 

components. However, the above results show that the steady-state approach 

still predicts accurate rupture lives and positions. Thirdly, a comparison of the 

order of rupture between the eleven peak stress and high damage positions 

(Positions A to K) via Table 6.3 shows that the steady-state order of failure is 

identical to that of the COM. 
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6.5.2 Set 2: As-new connection predictions 

Results for the continuum damage mechanics analvsis in the form of damage - ~ 

contour plots within the weldment of the Set 2: As-new material branch are 

shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 at the component creep failure time of 10400 

hours. As seen from the contour plots, high damage was mainly confined to 

the weld region; within this all material types (HAZ, WM and PM) have a 

significant level of damage, unlike the service-aged branch, where damage was 

mainly confined to the HAZ regions. Almost identical to the Set 1: servicc-

aged damage predictions, several high damage regions in the HAZb and HAZP 

were predicted to occur on the flank and crotch plane, at the outer and inner 

surfaces, as well as around the outer circumference. However, high damage 

levels were also predicted on the crotch plane, near the outside surface of the 

WM and also in the WM, on the outer surface, at approximately 45° from the 

crotch to flank planes, in the longitudinal directions of the branch axis, as well 

as around the circumference of the weld edges, as shown in Figure 6.11 b. The 

inside surface of the connection in the PMP, up from the inside crotch comer 

also has high levels of damage. Component failure was predicted to occur both 

in the HAZb and HAZP on the crotch plane and on the PM boundary at 

approximately 10400 hours, as shown in Figure 6.11. However, the WM wall-

thickness on the crotch plane could also control failure as a large majority of 

the thickness is approaching (j) = 1. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 are graphs 

displaying the evolution of damage across the wall thickness of both of these 

failure regions. the HAZb and HAZP, respectively. The danlage evolution 

behaviour across the wall thickness for these two regions are similar to that of 

Set 1 CDM results. For the HAZP region, the material initially ruptured 
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( ()) =0.98) at a position around a third across the thickness from the inner bore. 

at Position D, at approximately 10000 hours. the damage across the majority of 

the wall thickness at this time is relatively high, i.e. greater than 0.5. For the 

HAZb failure region, the material initially ruptured at the outer surface. i.e. at 

Position F on the weld neck, at about 6210 hours. Peak values of damage then 

spread in the HAZb towards the inner surface. However. the damage at the 

center of the HAZb wall thickness does not increase rapidly. unlike the HAZP 

wall thickness. The contour plots show for both HAZb and HAZP regions that 

high damage across the majority of the wall-thickness was predicted. and 

failure by steam leakage would occur in a relatively short time period after this 

time. Again, as for Set l' s findings, shallow-depth peak damage around the 

circumference of the HAZb weld neck was predicted and this it is expected that 

this would lead to possible circumferential creep crack growth in practice. 

Figures 6.14 (a) to (e) display the damage evolution within the HAZb or HAZP 

zones over different times from the initiation of {))=0.98 at 6210 hours at 

Position F (Figure 6.14(a)) to component failure at 10400 hours (Figure 

6.14(e)). Table 6.4 also summarises the CDM results for critical Positions A to 

K of Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.14. If the damage at a position is lower than 0.98 

at the time of component failure (i.e. 10400 hours) then the corresponding final 

damage value at this position is shown in the table. The order of rupture for 

each position is also clearly shown in the table. 

For the Set 2: As new weldment steady-state rupture stress distributions in the 

PM. WM and HAZ zones are shown in Figures 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17. 

respectively. The peak stress positions are vcry similar to those of the sen·ice-
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aged connection (Set 1). The only difference relates to the Position C location 

on the weld foot which occurs at 36° circumferentially from the flank plane for 

Set 2 as opposed to 5° for Set 1. Again, multiple similar high rupture stress 

locations and thus similar lives were predicted in the weld. Table 6.4 

summarises the predicted steady-state rupture stresses and lives for each of the 

PM, HAZ and WM positions, i.e. Positions A to K. The steady-state Set 2 

results differ from the Set 1 in that (i) the Set 2 HAZ failure lives are similar to 

those of the WM and PM lives, and (ii) the Set 2 HAZ lives are generally 

significantly longer than the Set 1 lives, as expected due to the weldment being 

as-new. The first position at which rupture is predicted is Position F in the 

HAZb at 5118 hours, followed by the PMP Position A after approximately 

another 1300 hours. WM Positions B and C and HAZ Positions D, H, J and K 

are all predicted to fail at around the same time, just after Position A. 

Approximately 500 hours later the rest of the HAZ positions are predicted to 

fail. The resulting failure life of the component is therefore based on HAZb 

Position F rupture life of 5118 hours. 

The steady-state rupture approach therefore predicted a component failure life 

of 5118 hours, initiating at Position F, which is conservative by about 50% 

compared to the CDM predicted component life of 10400 hours, which also 

initiated failure at Position F. 

Table 6.4 sunlmarises the peak damage values and associated rupture lives for 

Positions A to K. as shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.14. Again. as done for 

Set 1, comparing the steady-state peak stress positions of Figures 6.15 to 6.17 
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within the PM, WM and HAZb or HAZP zones, respectively, with the peak 

damage locations, approximately identical rupture locations are predicted bv 

both approaches. It is clear from Table 6.4 that at all positions the steady-state 

rupture lives are again conservative relative to the COM predictions. In this 

case though, the steady-state predictions are much closer to the COM, ranging 

from 18% to 370/0 less. The COM 'order of rupture' predicts the HAZb 

Position F to rupture first, followed by HAZ Positions K, J and H and then 

HAZP Position D and PMP Position A. The steady-state approach also 

predicted HAZb Position F to rupture first, but subsequent positions are 

different from those of the COM predictions. This dissimilarity could be a 

result of the differences in stress redistribution in the tertiary creep stage of the 

COM analysis. 

6.6 Discussion 

Application of the steady-state rupture approach of Hyde et af [26,33,34] to Set 

1 and Set 2 welded branch pipe cases gave rupture lives for critical positions 

which were 44% to 18% conservative relative to the COM life predictions. If 

the COM component failure life is compared to the predicted steady-state 

component failure life, the steady-state predictions are conservative by around 

500/0 to 600/0 for both Set 1 and Set 2 weldments. This level of conservatism 

for the steady-state approach is higher than previous comparisons for welded 

straight pipes and cross-weld test specimens, which were around 30% to 40% 

conservative [34,36]. For welded straight pipes and creep test specimens the 

stress-state across the wall thickness is relatively unifornl so that the time for 

crccp danlage to spread across the wall-thickness is relatively small. llowc\,cr. 
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for the branched pIpe cases, geometrical discontinuities cause high stress 

concentrations and a non-uniform stress distribution across the wall thickness. 

with comparatively larger time for damage to spread through the wall. 

The predicted high damage locations from both analysis types are similar to 

those of numerous full-scale creep failure tests and typical of in-situ CrMo V 

thick-walled welded branched pipes [9,17,18,113]. as described in Chapter 

Two. The general findings were that early high damage/creep cracks are 

commonly found to initiate along the HAZ weld toe and neck regions, on the 

flank and crotch planes and at about 45° circumferentially to the flank and 

crotch planes [9,17,18,113], while later cracks appear longitudinally on the 

WM outer surface around the circumference and longitudinally with the branch 

axis at the inside surface on the crotch plane, [e.g.17, 18]. Typical crack 

locations in test branched pipe welds are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19. along 

with the cracking history of the weld shown in Figure 6.20. 

6.7 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be derived from the work presented in this 

chapter: 

1. Numerous high damage and therefore likely crack initiation sites are 

predicted in the HAZ weld regions for the typical welded branched pipe 

geometry analysed using (i) service-aged and (ii) as-new CrMo V 

wddment material properties at 640°C using COM and steady-state 

analyses. these are: 
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a. On the crotch plane, at the weld neck in the HAZh. on the Pi\ 1 

boundary 

b. On the crotch plane, approximately a third of the width of the 

wall thickness from the inside surface in the HAZP, on the PM 

boundary 

c. Circumferentially in the HAZb 

d. Within the WM, in the branch axial direction and also 

circumferential around the weld at various angles from the flank 

to crotch plane 

2. The CDM and steady-state rupture approaches predicted identical high 

creep damage sites at multiple locations within the HAZ, WM and PM 

weld regions. 

3. The predicted steady-state rupture lives for various positions within the 

as-new weldment were within 18% of the CDM predictions for the 

same positions, whereas the differences were within 33% for the 

service-aged weldment. In both cases, the steady-state approach was 

conservative with respect to the CDM lives, this is expected since the 

inclusion of the tertiary creep stage is made in the CDM modeling and 

comparisons of steady-state and CDM approaches for simpler welded 

components in previous work have made similar conclusions. 

4. Component failure lives based on the steady-state rupture approach 

were approximately 50% to 60% lower than the COM component 

failure lives for the two weldment sets. This level of conservatism is 

slightly higher than previous comparisons for typical welded plain 

pipes and cross-weld speCimens, which gave steady-state 

underestimates of about 40% in life. 
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5. The 'order of rupture' for each location (Positions A to K) in the 

branched pipe predicted by both the steady-state and COM approaches 

were similar for both weldment material sets. 

6. Peak damage/creep crack initiation sites predicted by the steady-state 

and CDM approaches correspond closely to those of full-scale tests and 

in-situ experience of similar CrMo V welded branched pipes. 
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Table 6.1. Values of weld geometrical parameters used 

r () p a I i 
i 

h hI h ro rj 
I 

( ° ) ( ° ) (mm) 
I 

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) I (mm) 

45 45 2.5 3 3 1.5 6 6 

Table 6.2. Material constants for the lhCrY;Mo~V:2~CrMo weldment 

materials at 6400 C [134,36]. 

Material Set 1: Service-aged @ 640°C Set 2: As-new @ 640°C 
constant 

PM HAZ WM PM HAZ WM 
A' 6.599x 10-16 l. 708x 10-15 9.718xlO·15 3.208x 1 0-18 1.044x 10.15 6.459x 10-17 

I 

n' 6.108 6.108 5.208 7.269 6.108 6.430 

m 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M 5.998x 1 0-14 2.500xlo-9 8.120x 10.13 4.823x 10-12 9.660x 1 0- 10 5.794xI0- 11 

tP 4.50 4.30 4.10 4.75 , 4.30 4.12 

a 0.30 0.49 0.26 0.33 0.49 0.42 

X 5.767 3.200 4.849 4.599 3.420 4.015 

Note: [oj = MPa; [I] = h, [E C 
min] = h- I

. 
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Table 6.3. Steady-state and CDM failure predictions for Positions A to K for the CrMoV Set 1: Service-Aged weldn1ent at 6.fO l1 C. CDI\1 

component failure life equals 7450 hours. 

Location Steady-State COM 

Coordinate 

O'eq 0'1 
tr(SS) (hours) tr(CDM) (hours) 

tr(SS/tr(CDM) Label Material (x,Y,z) a,. 
[rupture order] 

OJ 
[rupture order] 

A PM (-19,128,6) 45.4 42.5 44.5 5179 [9] 0.49 at 7450 N/A 

B WM (-19,178,1) 49.4 46.6 48.6 8146 [10] 0.24 at 7450 N/A 

C WM (-4,173,42) 42.0 50.7 44.3 12765[11] 0.23 at 7450 N/A 

D HAZP (-30,176,1) 31.9 38.3 35.0 4582 [8] 0.98 7300 [8] 0.63 

E HAZb (-20,180,1 ) 36.8 35.0 35.9 4224 [7] 0.98 7280 [7] 0.58 

F HAZb (-30,189,1) 29.8 51.2 40.3 2949 [1] 0.98 4650 [1] 0.63 

G HAZP (-1,171,40) 29.5 52.4 39.6 3086 [3] 0.98 5180 [3] 0.60 

H HAZb (-1,186,30) 29.6 46.8 37.7 3612 [5] 0.98 5860 [5] 0.62: 
I 

I HAZP (-30,175,28) 31.5 41.5 36.4 4041 [6] 0.98 7220 [6] 0.56 

J HAZb (-22,186,20) 29.1 47.1 37.9 3552 [4] 0.98 5690 [4] 0.64 

K HAZP (-20,172,36) 30.6 50.0 40.1 3001 [2] 0.98 4710 [2] 0.64 
--- ----

Note: [a] = MPa, Origin of x-y-z axis is the intersection of the branch and main pipe axis 
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Table 6.4. Steady-state and CDM failure predictions for Positions A to K for the Set 2: CrMoV As-New weldment at 6400 C, COM component 

failure life is 10400 hours. 

Location Steady-State COM 

Coordinate 

Label Material (x,y,z) O"eq 0"1 0", 
tr(SS) (hours) tr(CDM) (hours) 

tr(SS/tr(CDM) [rupture order] 
OJ 

[rupture order] 

A PM (-19,128,6) 43.7 42.1 42.9 6445 [2] 0.98 10200 [6] 0.63 

B WM (-19,178,1) 43.3 34.9 39.8 6504 [3] 0.62 at 10400 N/A 

C WM (-25,174,34) 38.0 46.0 39.7 6570 [6] 0.62 at 10400 N/A 

0 HAZP (-26,176,1) 30.7 34.8 32.7 6844 [8] 0.98 10000 [5] 0.68 

E HAZb (-21,181,13) 37.9 25.7 31.9 7445 [11] 0.56 at 10400 N/A 

F HAZb (-30,189,1) 28.2 45.0 35.0 5118[1] 0.98 6210 [1] 0.82 

G HAZP (-1,171,40) 27.1 37.5 32.2 7214 [9] 0.66 at 10400 N/A 

H HAZb (-1,186,30) 27.0 38.6 32.7 6843 [7] 0.98 9160 [4] 0.75 

I HAZP (-30,175,28) 28.5 35.6 32.0 7369 [10] 0.58 at 10400 N/A 

J HAZb (-22,186,20) 26.7 39.7 33.1 6565 [5] 0.98 8680 [3] 0.76 

K HAZP (-20,172,36) 27.7 38.8 33.1 6560 [4] 0.98 8570 [2] 0.77 
- - ----

Note: [0"] = MPa, Origin of x-y-z axis is the intersection of the branch and main pipe axis 
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Figure 6.1. (a) FE model of a main pipe with an isolated branch; (b) zoom-in 

view of the inside weldment surface and (c) zoomed in-view of the outside 

weldment surface. 
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Figure 6.2. Inside and outside surface damage contour plots of the whole 

component for the Set 1: Service-aged material. at the failure life of 7-'50 

hours. 



Figure 6.3. (a) Inside and (b) Outside surface damage contour plots of the weld 

region for the Set 1: Service-aged material at the failure life of 7450 hours. 
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Figure 6.4. Damage evolution in the HAZP across the \-vall thickness on the 

crotch plane, from the inner to outer surface, along the HAZPIPMP boundary 

for the Set 1: Service-aged weldment. 
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Figure 6.5. Damage evolution in the HAZb across the wall thickness on the 

crotch plane. from the inner to outer surface, along the HAZb/PMb boundary 

t()[ the Set 1: Sen"ice-aged weldment. 
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Figure 6.6. Damage evolution plots of the HAZb region (a) inner HAZblPMb 

surface view and (b) outer HAZblWM surface view, and the HAZP region (c) 

inner HAZPIWM surface view and (d) outer HAZPIPMP surface view for the 

Set 1: Service-aged branched pipe at various times. The failure locations of 

HAZ Positions D to K are identified. 
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Figure 6.6 (continued). Damage evolution plots of the HAZb region (a) inner 

HAZblPMb surface view and (b) outer HAZb/WM surface view, and the HAZP 

region (c) inner HAZPIWM surface view and (d) outer HAZPIPMP surface view 

for the Set 1: Service-aged branched pipe at various times. The failure 

locations of HAZ Positions D to K are identified. 
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7450 hours (component failure time) 

Figure 6.6 (continued). Damage evolution plots of the HAZb region (a) inner 

HAZblPMb surface view and (b) outer HAZblWM surface view, and the HAZP 

region (c) inner HAZP IWM surface view and (d) outer HAZP IPMP surface view 

for the Set 1: Service-aged branched pipe at various times. The failure 

locations of HAZ Positions D to K are identified. 
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Figure 6.7. (a) Contour plots of Set 1: Service-aged material PM steady-state 

rupture stress (a =0.3) on the inner and outer surfaces. 
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Figure 6.7 (continued). Contour plots of Set 1: Service-aged material PM 

steady-state rupture stress (a=O.3) on the (b) inner-surface and (c) outer-

surface weldment connection region. 
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Figure 6.8. Contour plots of Set 1: Service-aged material WM steady-state 

rupture stress (a =0.26) on the (a) the inner-top surface and (b) the outer-

bottom surface. 
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Figure 6.9. Steady-state rupture stress plots (a =0.49) of the Set 1: Service-

aged material connection, views of (a) the HAZb inner-top surface region, (b) 

the HAZP inner-top surface region, (c) the HAZb outer-bottom surface region 

and (d) the HAZP outer-bottom surface region. 
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Figure 6.10. (a) Inside and (b) outside surface damage contour plots of the 

whole component for the Set 2: As-new material, at the failure life of 10400 

hours. 
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Figure 6.11. (a) Inside and (b) outside surface damage contour plots of the 

weld region for the Set 2: As-new material at the failure life of 10400 hours. 
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Figure 6.12. Damage evolution in the HAZP across the wall thickness on the 

crotch plane, from the inner to outer surface, along the HAZP IPMP boundary 

for the Set 2: As-new weldment. 
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Figure 6.13. Damage evolution in the HAZb across the wall thickness on the 

crotch plane. from the inner to outer surface, along the HAZb;Pl\lh 
boundary 

for the Set 2: As-new wcldmcnt. 
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6360 hours 

7420 hours 

Figure 6.14. Damage evolution plots of the HAZb region (a) inner HAZblPMb 

surface view and (b) outer HAZblWM surface view, and the HAZP region (c) 

inner HAZPIWM surface view and (d) outer HAZPIPMP surface view for the 

Set 1: Service-aged branched pipe at various times. The failure locations of 

HAZ Positions D to K are identified. 
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Figure 6.14 (continued). Damage evolution plots of the HAZb region (a) inner 

HAZblPM> surface view and (b) outer HAZb/WM surface view, and the HAZP 

region (c) inner HAZPIWM surface view and (d) outer HAZPIPMP surface view 

for the Set 1: Service-aged branched pipe at various times. The failure 

locations ofHAZ Positions D to K are identified. 
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Figure 6.14 (continued). Damage evolution plots of the HAZb region (a) inner 

HAZblPMb surface view and (b) outer HAZb/WM surface view, and the HAZP 

region (c) inner HAZP IWM surface view and (d) outer HAZP IPMP surface view 

for the Set 1: Service-aged branched pipe at various times. The failure 

locations of HAZ Positions D to K are identified. 
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Figure 6.15. Contour plots of Set 2: As-new material PM steady-state rupture 

stress (a=O.33) on the (a) inner and outer whole surface views, and (b) inner

surface and (c) outer-surface weldment connection region. 
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Figure 6.15 (continued). Contour plots of Set 2: As-new material PM steady-

state rupture stress (a =0.33) on the (a) inner and outer whole surface views, 

and (b) inner-surface and (c) outer-surface weldment connection region. 
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Figure 6.l6. Contour plots of Set 2: As-new material WM steady-state rupture 

stress (a =0.417) on the (a) the inner-top surface and (b) the outer-bottom 

surface. 
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Figure 6.17. Steady-state rupture stress plots (a =0.49) of the Set 2: As-new 

material connection, views of (a) the HAZb inner-top surface region, (b) the 

HAZP inner-top surface region, (c) the HAZb outer-bottom surface region and 

(d) the HAZP outer-bottom surface region. 
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Figure 6.18. Failure location on the large, centre-length branch weld, 

transverse weld metal cracking on the crotch comer plane, (Day et af [1 D. 

Figure 6.19. Additional cracking locations on the large, centre-length header 

braI1ch \\ 'cld, circumferential and transverse weld metal cracks around the 

\\dd. (Day {'/ al [1 D. 
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Figure 6.20. Cracking history of large, centre-length header branch weld, 

(Day et at [1 D. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

EVALUATION OF THE R5 CREEP LIFE ASSESSMENT 

APPROACH FOR SINGLE AND MULTI-MATERIAL 

COMPONENTS 

7.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to compare creep life predictions, based on British 

Energy's R5 assessment procedure [13], with the peak steady-state creep 

rupture stress approach and the damage mechanics approach. The R5 

procedure uses an approximate reference stress approach based on the use of 

limit loads [50]. Volume 7 of R5 proposes two methods for the prediction of 

distinct reference stresses in the different material zones of multi-material 

components. The first is based on modifying the homogeneous nlpture 

reference stress using a stress redistribution factor, k, for each weldment zone, 

as explained in Chapter 2. The second approach requires rupture strength 

stresses for the different material zones, used in a similar fashion to material 

distinct yield stresses within the limit load analysis. The physical basis of the 

second approach is not entirely clear. Assessment of the approach is therefore 

required and this is the main subject of this Chapter. 

Se\'t~ral ditTerent components are used to assess the homogeneous and multi

Inatcrial R5 procedures. investigation of the effects of relative dimensions and 

the numbers of constituti\'t~ materials are considered. The creep of relatively 



simple components, i.e. 2-bar and 3-bar structures and a beam in pure bending. 

was investigated. as well as the realistic cases of pressurised welded plain and 

branched pipes. Analytical formulations, steady-state finite element analyses 

and continuum damage mechanics were used to predict rupture lives for the 

single and multi-material cases. The results permit comparisons of the three 

creep life assessment approaches, for both single and multi-material 

components. This chapter provides an assessment and some guidance on the 

use of the RS approach for both single and multi-material components. 

7.2 Background 

Three of the main creep life assessment approaches associated with UK power 

plant applications are the RS's rupture reference stress approach, the steady

state creep approach and the continuum damage mechanics approach. Each 

approach has its advantages and disadvantages: for instance continuum damage 

mechanics requires a relatively large number of material creep constants to be 

determined in order to calculate a creep life which incorporates secondary and 

tertiary stages. These advantages and disadvantages will not be discussed any 

further here. However, the relative accuracy of each approach for single and 

multi-material components is required to validate and improve the 

understanding of each approach, especially for branched pipes. The RS' s 

multi-material creep life predictions requires assessment against the other 

approaches. The RS methodology uses a method of calculating a multi

material component' s rupture life by modi fying the homogeneous rupture 

reference stress. The physical basis behind the modifYing of the approach to 

incorporate multi-matarial effects is unclear. Therefore inn~stigations into the 
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accuracy of the approach are required to validate the method for multi-material 

applications. The following sections contain separate descriptions of the single 

and multi-material R5 approaches. 

7.3 Overview of the R5 life assessment approach 

A commonly used approach for creep life assessment of steam piping systems 

is based on the reference stress method (RSM), which is detailed in many 

publications, e.g. [39]. British Energy's R5 creep assessment procedure [13] 

uses such an approach and has been shown to give conservative but acceptably 

accurate estimates of rupture life for homogeneous branched pipes [114]. 

The creep rupture life of both homogeneous (e.g. plain pipes) and multi-

material (e.g. welded pipes or welded branched connections) components are 

covered in various parts of the R5 procedure. For defect free single and multi-

material components, creep rupture is assessed using a rupture reference stress, 

a~f ' which is used to predict a rupture life, t r(RS) • 

7.3.1 R5 application to homogeneous components 

The most common use of the R5 lifing technique is for homogeneous (single-

material) components. The background of the R5 approach is explained in 

more detail in Section 2.3.4 of the literature review. as well as in published 

literature such as [13,50,63,64]. The reference stress is defined as 

Pa, 
(7.1) 
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where PL is the plastic collapse load defined for an elastic-perfectly plastic 

material with yield strength (Jy. Since PI, «(J y) is directly proportional to (Jr' 

the reference stress of Equation 7.1 is independent of (J~ ~ it is proportional to P 

but the constant of proportionality. [(Jr / PI. «(Jr)]' depends on the geometry. 

Thus, an arbitrary value of (J y can be used to obtain PL, for example. in FE 

analyses. 

R5 then uses a modified reference stress that incorporates the effect of stress 

concentrations to estimate the failure life of a homogeneous component under 

steady-state creep conditions and a steady load. A stress concentration factor, 

A , is thus defined as 

A = (Jel,max 

(Jref 

(7.2) 

where (J el max is the maximum value of the elastically calculated equivalent 

stress in the component. The equivalent stress is used to account for both uni-

axial and multi-axial states of stress within components. Calladine [36] 

considered the effect of the steady-state creep exponent, n, on stress 

concentrations for a range of simple structures and deduced that the maximum 

steady-state stress varies approximately linearly with the inverse of n for values 

between the n = 00 value and the n = 1 value. The maximum steady-state 

stress within a component at n = 00 equals the reference stress and at n = I 

equals the maximum elastic stress. This relationship between the maximum 

steady-statt? stress and n value is used within the R5 procedure to define a 

rupture rt?fercnct? stress, (J:./ ' and is defint?d as 



(7.3) 

where n is the creep exponent for power law creep. The rupture reference 

stress therefore augments the reference stress to account for the effect of stress 

concentrations within a component. R5 states that Equation 7.3 should be used 

for all creep brittle materials, where overall creep rupture of a component may 

be assumed to occur when local rupture at the stress concentration occurs. 

However, for creep ductile materials there can be a significant time taken for 

damage to spread throughout a component after this local damage initiation, 

therefore the estimate of Equation 7.3 is too conservative and in this case, the 

rupture reference stress, G ~f ' takes the form 

(7.4) 

R5 also states that for creep ductile materials with n values greater than 7, the 

estimate of Equation 7.4 is over conservative and Equation 7.3 should be used. 

The rupture reference stress, G~f' which may take either the value defined by 

Equation 7.3 or Equation 7.4 depending on n and whether or not the material is 

creep brittle or ductile, is said to lead to improved accuracy compared with the 

simple use of just the reference stress, (j'ref. 

The resulting rupture life is then calculated using a life equation based on 

111aterial rupture properties and the reference rupture stress, such as 

R -x 
(j'ref 

1 =---
r 

M 

where Jyf and X are material properties. 
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7.3.2 RS application to multi-material components 

For multi-material components. Volume 7 of the R5 procedure predicts failure 

lives for each material zone by calculating different reference rupture stresses 

for each material zone, the lowest of the predicted lives is the predicted failure 

life of the component. The approach is based upon a modified version of the 

homogeneous reference rupture stress method, explained in the preceding 

section. The application of the R5 approach to multi-material components is 

outlined below. 

For a component with i materials, Volume 7 of R5 assigns a different ""rupture 

strength stress", (j' y." (which is used in a similar manner as a yield stress in the 

homogeneous rupture reference stress approach) to each material zone. which 

is dependent on the corresponding rupture strength of that material and a 

chosen assessment time, t:. The chosen assessment time is fixed for the 

'''rupture strength stress" of each material as: 

I 

(j' . = (M x t * )-x, Y,I , r (7.6) 

where (j'y, is material i's rupture strength stress, M, and X, are the rupture 

properties of material i; obtained from creep rupture tests. Note that British 

Energy [127] suggests that the assessment time. t;. should be equal to the 

estimated design lifetime of the component and that an improved estimate of 

the componenf s predicted life, t r ' may be obtained by varying I:. The choice 

of I: and its efTect on the accuracy of the component's predicted life requires 

inn~stig.ation. and is therefore addressed below. 
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A limit load calculation is then perfonned for the multi-material component. 

assigning each material's a- r ! from Equation 7.6 to the corresponding material 

zone. The resulting mismatch limit load. p[, from the limit load calculation, 

e.g. using FE analysis, which is a function of the ~ismatch between the a- I! 

values and the geometry of each material zone, is used to predict a reference 

stress for each material zone using Equation 7.1. as follows: 

(7.7) 

where P is the applied load and PL (a- Yt ' a-Y2 , ... a-Yj) is the mismatch limit load 

for j different material zones. For example, a three-material component (i=3) 

would have three different rupture strength stresses, a-
yl

, a-\2 ' a-Y3 ' and three 

resulting reference stresses, a-ref,)' a-rel,2' a-ref,3' 

The corresponding rupture reference stresses for material i are then calculated 

using the nj value or the 0.13 factor, the a-ref.! and the component stress 

concentration factor. The stress concentration factor, A, is modified from the 

homogeneous version shown in Equation 7.2 due to the possibility of the stress 

concentration being in a part of the structure with a high rupture strength, 

which could otherwise lead to an unnecessarily pessimistic prediction [127]. 

The multi-material stress concentration factor used is defined as 

(7.8) 

where PL is the misnlatch linlit load and Py is the load in which yield first 

occurs within any of the constitutive materials using the so-called nlpturc 
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strength stress of Equation 7.6. The rupture reference stress for each 

constitutive material within the component is then calculated using equations 

similar to Equations 7.3 and 7.4. as follows: 

a'~f' '" (1 + ~, (A -I) )a'"f,' (7.9) 

where the rupture reference stress for each material uses the corresponding n[ 

value and reference stress, (j're{,/' Equation 7.9 is used in the same way as for 

homogeneous components, that is, it is used for all creep brittle materials and 

for ductile materials with ni values greater than 7 [13]. Similarly to Equation 

7.4, for homogeneous components made from creep ductile materials with n[ 

less than 7, the rupture reference stress version used for multi-material 

components is 

(j'~{,i =(1+0.13(A-l))o-refJ (7.10) 

where again, each material's reference stress IS used to predict a rupture 

reference stress. For example, a three-material component behaving in a 

ductile fashion and having a n value less than 7 would produce three rupture 

reference stresses using Equation 7.10. 

A separate rupture life is then obtained for each material using representative 

rupture properties in a rupture life equation, such as Equation 7.5. The lowest 

life predicted from all materials is then taken as the predicted rupture life of the 

whole component [127]. 
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In the subsequent study. the multi-material reference stresses were calculated 

using an estimated design life, I;, taken to be equal to the predicted steadv

state component failure life. However, for each component considered. the 

effect of the choice of I; on the predicted RS rupture life was investigated 

using the following range: 

I; = O.l2Str (55), O.2Str (55), tr (55), 2tr (55) and 4tr (55) 

If the RS reference stress approach can be shown to be satisfactorih

conservative and relatively accurate for multi-material structures, compared to 

other assessment methods, such as the steady-state creep rupture stress 

approach [13S] or damage mechanics approach [32,S3], this would 

substantially simplify creep life calculations. This work primarily compares 

steady-state creep results with RS reference stress results to assess the RS 

procedure for homogeneous and multi-material components. The results of 

damage mechanics analyses are also used to give an indication of the level of 

conservatism of the steady-state creep and RS approaches. 

Within this investigation the limit loads and loads to first yield were calculated 

using small displacement theory, as suggested by RS [13], and therefore the 

effects of non-linear geometry on the limit load is assumed negligible. The RS 

rupture reference stresses are taken to correspond to an equivalent (von-Mises) 

stress. Hence, to provide a consistent comparison with the RS stresses and 

lives, the steady-state and COM approaches were obtained using the equivalent 

(von-Mises) stress, so that the use of the multi-axial rupture stress of Equation 

~.8 is not considered. This signifies that the rupture behaviour of the material 
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under the control of the maximum principal stress or under equivalent (V OIl

Mises) stress is not considered for this work. 

7.4 Single-material components 

7.4.1 General 

The components used to assess the validity of the R5 procedure against steady

state and CDM approaches for single materials are: -

1. An axially loaded 2-bar structure, 

2. a thick-walled plain pipe, and 

3. a thick-walled branched pipe. 

The material used for the components is a typical fossil-fuelled power plant 

CMV material that is creep ductile and which has an n value less than seven~ 

therefore Equation 7.4 is used in the R5 calculations. This material used is the 

parent material (PM) from a service-aged ~Cr~Mo1ftV:21ftCr1Mo pipe 

weldment at 640°C [30], as shown in Table 7.1. 

7.4.2 Analytical formulations and FE models 

With reference to the 2-bar structure shown in Figure 7. L the anah tical 

equation for calculating the limit load, PL , is 

(7.11) 

where ill and a~ are the cross-sectional areas of the bars and (Y I is the yield 

stress of the material. The corresponding reference stress for the structure is 
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p 
(7.12) 

where P is the chosen load level. The stress concentration factor is 

A = a el ,max ___ a_I _+_a--,-2_ 

a re{ (a + _L2_ a ) 
2 L 1 

1 

(7.1.3) 

assuming that bar 2 fails first. Where L/ and L2 are the lengths of each bar. The 

corresponding rupture reference stress for the 2-bar structure is 

(7.14) 

The steady-state stress formulation, based on Norton's power law. for the same 

2-bar structure, for the stress in bar 2, a 2 • is 

1 

( 
al )(L2 )n ( a 2 ) ( a2 )( a 2 ) 1 - 0 

a 1 + a 2 L, a nom + a 1 + a 2 a nom - -

(7.15) 

where 

P 

The creep stress in bar 1 can be found using a 2 , since the displacement rates of 

the bars are equal, i.e. 

therefore 

(7.16) 

The damage mechanics prediction uses FI~ analysis to calculate the rupture life 

of the single material 2-bar structure. A user-subroutine called ('REEf> 113.3 I 
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was employed with ABAQUS FE software [28] to implement the CO~1 

equations (i.e. Equations 2.6 to 2.8). The same routine has been previously 

applied to COM analyses of V -welded straight pipe sections [30]. The FE 

mesh used is shown in Figure 7.2, comprising of 31 20 8-noded plane strain 

elements with reduced integration. 

For the case of a welded pressurised plain pipe with an outer diameter of 

355.6mm and wall thickness of 63.5mm, the lives for all three approaches were 

predicted using the FE analysis. The mesh is shown in Figure 7.3, weld zones 

are included in the mesh but only one material was modelled. The mesh 

comprises 2020 axisymmetric, 8- and 6-noded elements with reduced 

integration. The limit analysis used the modified RIKS [28] solution technique 

within ABAQUS, assuming elastic-perfectly-plastic material behaviour. The 

FE analyses provide a limit load pressure and maximum elastic equivalent 

stress for Equations 7.1 and 7.2. Where the limit load for this case is defined 

and obtained as the maximum load which the component can sustain, while 

ensuring small displacements are maintained within the component. This is 

temled the 'global' limit load by R5 [13]. The steady-state stress was 

calculated using Norton's law, as described in previous Chapters and the COi\l 

analysis used the CREEP user-subroutine [133]. 

For the case of a branched pipe, shown in Figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), which is a 

single-material model ignoring the weld properties, FE analyses were used to 

predict the rupture reference stress and the steady-state stress for the R5 and 

steady-state approaches, respectively. The CREEP damage suh-routine [1 ~~ I 
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was used with Abaqus FE software [28] to predict the COM life. The 

dimensions of the branched pipe are shown in Table 7.2. The FE limit load 

was again obtained by using the modified RIKS technique within ABAQUS. 

Again similarly, the limit load for this case is defined and obtained as the 

maximum load which the component can sustain, while ensuring small 

displacements are maintained within the component The steady-state FE 

analysis used Norton's law. The FE models used are shown in Figure 7.5. 

Global and sub-modelling techniques were used for the steady-state analysis. 

The limit analysis used the global model only. The global model and sub model 

consisted of 4500 and 10500, 20-noded brick elements, respectively, with 

reduced integration. 

Appendix 1 provides some general guidelines on how FE analysis can be used 

to effectively predict steady-state stress distributions and how component 

failure can be defined using continuum damage mechanics analysis. 

7.4.3 Results 

The single material 2-bar structure was subjected to a force, p, of 10 kN, with 

the dimensions shown in Table 7.3. The stress and life results obtained for all 

three approaches are presented in Table 7.4. It can be seen that the R5 rupture 

stress and failure life agree to within 2% and 8%, respectively, with the steady

state predictions. 

The COM predicted rupture life of 2493 hours, where a maximum damage 

lc\'d of OJ = 0.84 was reached across the section, shows that the R5 and 
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steady-state approaches were conservative, under-predicting the life by 17% 

and 220/0, respectively, relative to the COM prediction. The time taken for the 

damage level in the section to reach unity from 0.84 is expected to be small 

compared to the time taken to reach 0.84 from the undamaged state. Thus, the 

levels of conservatism stated above for the RS and steady-state approaches 

would not be expected to increase significantly. The steady-state and damage 

analyses both predicted failure to occur in Bar 2. 

The plain pipe was subjected to an internal pressure, Pi, of 16.SS MPa and axial 

end stress induced from a closed end condition. The stress and life results are 

presented in Table 7.S. The RS and steady-state stresses agree to within 10/0 

and the RS approach predicted life was about 3.S% higher than that predicted 

by the steady-state approach. 

The corresponding COM component failure life was 31600 hours, the time at 

which the majority of the wall thickness had reaches a damage level greater 

than of OJ = 0.7. Thus, the RS and steady-state approaches under-predict the 

life by about 30% and 32%, respectively, relative to the COM life. The tinle 

taken for the damage level across the section to reach unity from the inside 

surface reaching 0.98 is expected to be small compared to the time taken for 

the inside surface to reach 0.98 from the undamaged state. Thus, the levels of 

conservatism stated above for the RS and steady-state approaches would not be 

expected to increase significantly if a damage level of unity had been achieved 

across the wall. The steady-state and damage analyses predicted failure to 

initiate at the same position, namely the inside surface of the pipe. 
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The branched pipe was also subjected to an internal pressure, pi, of 16.55 ~1Pa 

with a closed end condition. The stress and life results of the R5 and stead\'-

state approaches are presented in Table 7.6. The predicted R5 stress is lower 

than the steady-state stress by about 6%, which is a slightly larger difference 

than for the other two components. This larger difference in stress produces a 

R5 rupture life prediction which is 39% longer than that of the steady-state life 

prediction. The steady-state approach predicted failure to initiate just above 

the inside crotch corner on the inside surface of the connection, shown by point 

X in Figure 7 .5(b). 

The component life predicted by the CDM approach was 15000 hours~ where 

component failure was defined as the time at which the majority of the wall-

thickness had reached a damage level greater than 0.6. The peak damage (OJ = 

0.98) initiated in the connection at point X in Figure 7.5(b), this is the same 

location as what was predicted by the steady-state approach. Thus, the R5 and 

steady-state approaches conservatively under-predicted the lite by 620/0 and 

72%, respectively, relative to the CDM life prediction. The steady-state and 

damage analyses predicted failure to initiate at the same position. The R5 and 

steady-state life predictions were both very conservative compared to the CDM 

prediction because the steady-state and R5 approaches are based on predicting 

the failure life for the position of highest equivalent stress, i.e. point X, and not 

on a failure life for net rupture across the wall. Hence, for this homogeneous 

1l1atcrial connection, Point X was located at a position of high local stress, 

while the stress levels across the rest of the wall-thickness was sil!nificanth 
L • 
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lower and therefore the difference in time between Point X failing and the net 

section failing is significant. 

7.5 Multi-material components 

7.5.1 General 

The components used for the multi-material cases are: -

1. An axially loaded 2-bar structure, 

2. an axially loaded 3-bar structure, 

3. a beam in pure bending, 

4. a thick-walled welded plain pipe and 

S. a thick-walled welded branched pipe. 

The weldment materials used are those detailed In Table 7.1 [26]. It is 

assumed that the Young's modulus for all of the materials are the same. Since 

all these materials are creep ductile [26,30] and have n values lower than 7, the 

RS rupture reference stresses are calculated using Equation 7.10. The 

differences between the RS and steady-state stresses and lives are investigated 

with respect to variations in component dimensions, material properties and the 

chosen design lifetime, t/, used to calculate the RS multi-material lives. 

Continuunl damage mechanics calculations were also carried out for the cases 

of a 2-bar structure, welded plain pipe and welded branched pipes. 
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7.5.2 Analytical formulations and FE models 

The analytical fonnulations and FE models used to calculate the rupture 

reference stresses and steady-state stresses, which are used to obtain life 

predictions based on the R5 and steady-state stress approaches for each 

component are described below. The FE models used for the COM 

calculations of the 2-bar structure and welded plain and branched pipes are also 

described. 

With reference to the 2-bar structure shown in Figure 7.1, where the material of 

bar 1 is different to that of bar 2, the analytical equation for calculating the 

limit load, PL , of this 2-material component is: 

(7.17) 

where Q] and Q2 are the cross-sectional areas of the bars and O"y,1 and O"y,2 are 

the rupture strength stresses of materials 1 and 2, respectively. Note that in this 

case 0", I and 0" 2 are given in Equation 7.6. The corresponding reference y, y, 

stresses are 

(7.18a) 

(7.18b) 

where P is the chosen load level. The stress concentration factors, A" for the 

two bars are: 
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(7.19a) 

(7.19b) 

where LI and L2 are the lengths of each bar and PrJ and Pr.2 are the loads to 

first yield (reach the rupture strength stress level) of each bar. Note that the 

py ,) and Py ,2 expressions were derived from elastic analysis of the structure 

and using displacement compatibility and stress-strain relationships. The 

corresponding rupture reference stresses (J":ef ,) and (J"~f,2 are then given by 

(7.20a) 

(7.20b) 

where Am is the stress concentration factor of the multi-material component 

and is chosen as the larger stress concentration value, AI' from Equations 7.19a 

and 7.19b. 

Following the notation of Chapter 5, for the generalised steady-state solution '1) 

multi-nlaterial problems, based on a Norton's creep power-law in the [onn 

'( )nl ;~, = a: (7.21) 

the steady-state stress in bar 2, (J" 2' is [102]: -
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where (jnOnl is a suitable nominal stress dependent on the load leyeL giyen here 

by: 

P 
(j nom = ----

(a\+a 2 ) 

The stress in bar 1, (j\, can be obtained from compatibility of the displacenlent 

rates, as: 

(7.23) 

The FE mesh used for the CDM calculation is the same as that used for the 

single material mesh, shown in Figure 7.2, but using different material 

properties for each bar. 

Figure 7.6 shows the 3-bar, 3-material structure. The analytical equation for 

the linlit load, PL , for this component is 

(7.24) 

where a, , 0:: and GJ are the cross-sectional areas of the bars and (j\,1' 0",,2 and 

(j \' 1 are the rupture strength stresses of material L 2 and 3, respectively, agai n 
. ,-

obtained from Equation 7.6. The corresponding reference stresses for the three 

nlaterials are 
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(7.2Sa) 

P(5r,2 

(5 ref, 2 = ----------
(5y,la 1 + (5r,2 a 2 + (5y,3 a 3 

(7.25b) 

(7.25c) 

The stress concentration factors, A/, for the three bars are: 

(7.26a) 

( 
(5 y\ J ( (5 y3 J a 2 + -- a

1 
+ -- a3 

P
L 

(5 y2 (5 y2 

.1.2 = Py2 = a + (12)a + (12)a 
2 L \ L 3 

\ 3 

(7.26b) 

(7.26c) 

with PrJ' pv.2 and Pr,3 as the loads to first yield of each bar (load to reach the 

rupture strength stress level). The corresponding rupture reference stresses 

(7.27a) 

(7.27b) 

(7.27c) 
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where again Am is chosen as the largest stress concentration value. AI' from 

the Equations 7.27a. 7.27b and 7.27c values. 

The steady-state stress in bar 2. 0"2' is given by Hyde el al [102] as 

(7.2R) 

where 

p 

The creep stress in bar 1, 0"), and bar 3, 0"3' can be obtained in terms of 0"2' 

using compatibility of displacement rates to give: 

( 0" ) (L )~I (i )~I (0" ):~ 
0" n~m = L: i:: 0" n:m 

(7.29a) 

and 

(7.29b) 

With reference to the 2 material beam in pure bending of Figure 7.7. the 

~ 

analytical equation for calculating the limit moment, M /,' is 

(7.30) 
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where bl is the width of the material 1 zone, b2 is the total width of the beam. 

d is the depth of the beam and (J r,1 and (J r.2 are the rupture strength stresses . ~ 

of materials 1 and 2, respectively. The corresponding reference stresses are 

(7.31 a) 

(7.31b) 

A 

where M is the chosen moment load. The stress concentration factors, A" for 

the two materials are 

AI = ~ L ~ 3(!J.lT ,I + (Ii, ~!J. )lTy2 ) 

M yl 2(J ylb2 

(7.32a) 

(7.32b) 

A A 

M yJ and M y,2 are the moment loads to first yield of each material (load level 

to reach the rupture strength stress) to. The corresponding rupture reference 

stresses (J~{,I and (J~r,2 are therefore 

(7.33a) 

(7.33b) 

where once again Am is chosen as the largest A, value from either Equation 

7.32a or Equation 7.32b. 
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The maximum steady-state stress in material 2, (j '2 • which occurs at y = (/ / 2. 

of the 2-material beam in pure bending is given by [102]: -

where the nominal stress is chosen as 

,... 

2M 
(jnom = --

b d 2 
J 

The maximum creep stress in material I, (jJ' which occurs at .1' = d / 2, can be 

expressed in terms of (j2 using compatibility of strain rates i.e. 

Thus, from consideration of beam deformation 

(7.35) 

For the case of a pressurised welded plain pipe, shown in Figure 7.8, the 

rupture lives for the three different approaches were calculated using FE 

analyses. The weld dimensions are; weld angle, OJ' of 15°, weld width, H'o. of 

46mm and HAZ width, h. of 4mm. The PM, HAZ and WM material properties 

are those of Table 7.1. The mesh used is shown in Figure 7.3. 8-noded and 6-

noded axisymmetric isoparametric elements with reduced integration are 

employed throughout the mesh. In total there are 2020 elements and 4433 

nodes in the nlodel. The analysis methods are the same as those used for the 

homogeneous conlponent. 
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The same FE model (Figure 7.S) and analysis methods as was used for the 

homogeneous analysis of Section 7.3 are used for the multi-material weld(d 

branched pipe analyses. The dimensions are shown in Table 7.2. The 

weldment materials used those of Table 7.1. Again, the analysis methods are 

the same as used for the homogeneous branch pipe. 

7.5.3 Results 

Table 7.7(a) shows the analysis input data for a senes of ten cases to 

investigate the effect of varying 01 /° 2 and LI / 1-2 geometric ratios for the 2-

material, 2-bar structure on the predictions obtained using the RS procedure 

and the steady-state approach. In order to evaluate the effect of material mis-

match, two material combinations are considered, as shown in Table 7. 7b. 

referred to as Case A and Case B. Case A uses parent material properties (PM) 

for Bar 1 and weld metal properties (WM) for Bar 2, while Case Buses WM 

properties for Bar 1 and heat-affected zone (HAZ) properties for Bar 2. Thus, 

Case B has a greater mis-match in creep strength than Case A. The stress and 

life results for the ten cases are shown in Tables 7.8 and 7.9 for Cases A and B, 

respectively. Note that the predicted component failure lives, i.e. the lowest of 

the lives predicted from each of the two materials, along with the material in 

which the lowest failure life is predicted and the magnitude of the stress 

concentration factor. A , are shown in addition. The results for each material 
I 

case are explained below. 

Figure 7.9 shows the efiects of varying both 01 /° 2 and r, / L2 for the Case A 

olaterial combination, on the ratio of RS to steady-state rupture stress. i .c. 
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(J"~r / (J"r(SS)' It can be deduced from the graph that the R5 stress predictions 

diverge from the steady-state predictions when the geometries of the two bars 

differ significantly. With increasing G I / G 2 ratio, for G
I 

/ G~>L and with 

increasing LI / L2 ratio, for LI / L2 > 1, the R5 approach is seen to both over

and under-predict the rupture stress relative to the steady-state prediction by up 

to 80/0. 

Figure 7.10 shows the corresponding set of results for the Case B material 

combination. This combination gives an even larger difference between the R5 

and steady-state rupture stresses. For this case, R5 over-predicts the rupture 

stress relative to the steady-state with increasing G I / G 2 and LI / L2 ratios for 

G I / G 2 > 1 and LI / L2 > 1 but in this case the over-predictions are larger than 

those for Case A. For example, for G I / G 2 and LI / L:. values of 10, the R5 

rupture stress is 240/0 greater than the steady-state value, as compared to 8% for 

the Case A material combination. F or the cases when G I / G 2 = 1. the R5 stress 

is under predicted by about 17% compared to the steady-state stress. 

Figures 7.I1 and 7.12 display the corresponding R5 life predictions for each 

material case, respectively, compared to the steady-state predictions. A large 

R5 stress over-prediction relative to steady-state stress can produce a much 

smaller R5 life than the steady-state approach, e.g. for G I / G 2 and LI / L2 = 10 

using nlaterial Case B, the rupture stress is 24% larger than the steady-state 

prediction. producing a R5 life approximately 60% lower than the steady-state 

life. For III / G 2 =1. material Case B. R5 life predictions range from about 60% 
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to about 1000/0 longer than the steady-state predictions, over the II/I) rang_' 

investigated. 

Figure 7.13 and Table 7.10 display the dependency of the predicted RS failure 

life on the choice of estimated design life. The graph shows the failure life 

curves of Bar 1 (PM) and Bar 2 (WM) for the Case 10 and Case A geometry 

and materials, respectively, which has a low degree of geometric mis-match. 

The component failure life is the lower life for any given t; value. For the 

range of t; investigated (i.e. 0.12S t r(SS) to 4 t r(S.'>'))' the variation of t r(R5) was 

less than 20%. The corresponding predicted lives varied from 12% shorter to 

30/0 longer than the steady-state life of 3880 hours. The results show that the 

choice of t; had only a small effect upon the predicted RS life. The 

corresponding damage mechanics life for this geometry was 4436 hours 

(maximum OJ = 0.98 in one bar), relative to which the steady-state and RS 

approaches are 12.S% lower and between 10% and 23% lower, respectively. 

The time taken for the damage level in both bars to reach 0.98 from one bar 

equal to 0.98 and the other less than 0.98 is expected to small compared to the 

time taken for one bar to reach unity from the undamaged state. Thus, the 

levels of conservatism stated above for the RS and steady-state approaches 

would not be expected to increase significantly. Figure 7.14 shows the effect 

of t; on the predicted R5 lives for the Case 6 and Case A geometry and 

materials, respectively, which has a higher degree of geometric mis-match. 

The largest failure life is 1400 hours and the lowest is 1100 hours for the range 

of t; investigated. Again. the effect of t: is seen to be relatively smalL similar 
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to that of Case 10 predictions (Figure 7.13), this establishes that the inaccuracv 

of the RS predictions for cases with high geometric mis-match. e.g. see Figures 

7.12, does not appear to be entirely attributable to the choice of t;_ 

The dimensions chosen for the companson of the RS and steady-state 

approaches of a 3-material 3-bar structure are shown in Table 7.11 for different 

geometric ratios. The G I / G 2 and LI / L3 values are kept constant so that the 

geometric variations of the structure are similar to those of the 2-bar structure. 

The materials chosen for Bars 1, 2 and 3 are PM. HAZ and WM, respectively_ 

The effect of the variation of LI / L2 and G I / G 2 on the RS and steady-state 

rupture stresses are shown in Table 7.l2 and Figure 7.1S. The graph displays 

the change in stress ratio for the failure dominant HAZ material of Bar 2. The 

RS approach always under-predicts the rupture stress relative to the steady-

state approach, i.e. (J"~f / (J"r(SS) < 1, for all cases. As the G I / G"}. ratio increased 

from 1 to 4, the (J"~r / (J"r(SS) ratio decreases significantly. and as the LI / L"}. 

ratio increases from 1 to 4, the (J":e( / (J" r(SS) ratio increases significantly. The 

largest under-prediction by the RS approach is about 340/0, corresponding to the 

LI / L2 =1, G I / G 2=4 case (Case 3 of Table 7.7a). The corresponding effect on 

predicted failure life is seen to be even more significant, as shown in Figure 

7.16 for the RS to steady-state life ratio for all the cases sho\\ n in Table 7_1 1. 

The RS approach significantly over-predicts the failure life relative to the 

steady-state approach, from about 700/0 to about 270%. 
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Figure 7.17 and Table 7.13 show the effect of t; on the RS failure life for Case 

6 of Table 7.11. It is clear that, with varying t; value, the minimum predicted 

RS life over the three bars varies significantly, by about 27S% from 4100 hours 

to 112S0 hours. This is a more sizeable effect than for the 2-bar structure. The 

level of over-prediction of the RS life with respect to the steady-state life is 

strongly dependent on t;, ranging from 82% longer to about 400% longer. 

For the 2-material beam of Figure 7.7, Table 7.14 shows the details for the 

different geometries considered. The dimensions are the width b
l 

of material 

zone 1 and the depth d of the beam Materials 1 and 2 used the HAZ &nd WM 

properties of Table 7.1. The effect of the variation of b l / b2 and d is shown 

in Table 7.1S and Figure 7.18. Similar to the 3-bar structure results, the RS 

approach under-predicts the rupture stress relative to the steady-state approach. 

The RS under-prediction becomes more significant as bl / b2 is decreased and 

as d is increased. When bl / b2 is near unity. the RS and steady-state stress 

predictions are within about 20%, but when bl / b2 is decreased, the material 1 

zone (HAZ) becomes smaller and the RS stresses become as much as 4S% 

lower than the steady-state stresses. These levels of RS stress give longer 

failure lives, of up to seven times, compared with the steady-state life 

predictions, as shown in Figure 7.19 for these cases. 

Figure 7.20 and Table 7.16 show the effect of t: on the RS life prediction for 

the geometry of Case 1 in Table 7.14. The R5 life varies significantly hy 

around 660/0 across the 1; /1 r(.'>:") range. from 3370 hours to S600 hours. which 
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is similar to the range observed with the 3-bar structure. The R5 tife 

predictions over the I; / I r(SS) range are generally close to the steady-state life 

of 4870 hours, for I; / t r(S,"') values lower than about 2. with the maximum R5 

value being around 1S% longer. For I; /Ir(s.\') values higher then 2. the RS life 

becomes increasingly conservative by up to about 400/0. However. the 

differences in life between the two approaches are still relatively small 

compared to the 2- and 3-bar structure examples. 

The welded plain pipe and the welded branched pipe were both subjected to an 

internal pressure, Pi, of 16.SSMPa and a closed end condition. For the welded 

plain pipe, the steady-state and RS approaches predicted the failure life to be 

7S84 hours and 1100S hours, respectively for t;=tr(SS)' The RS approach 

therefore over-predicts the life by 4SO/o compared to the steady-state approach. 

The corresponding damage mechanics life was 13S00 hours, at which the 

majority of the HAZ wall had reached a damage level greater than 0.8. Thus. 

the RS and steady-state approaches were both conservative by 180/0 and 44%, 

respectively, relative to the equivalent damage life prediction. The time taken 

for the damage level across the HAZ to reach unity from the t=13S00 hour:: 

(damage greater than 0.8 across HAZ) is expected to be small compared to the 

time taken from the undamaged state to 13S00 hours, e.g. see [26.33.34 J. 

Thus, the levels of conservatism stated above for the R5 and steady-state 

approaches would not be expected to increase significantly if a damage kn~1 of 

unitv had been achieved across the HAZ wall. The steady-state and damage 



calculations both predicted failure to occur at the same position. in the HA/ 

material at the inside surface at the PM interface, typical of Type IV crdcking. 

Table 7.17 and Figure 7.21 display the variation of R5 life with choice of t' It 
r' 

is clear that there is significant variation in R5 life of up to 1300/0 of the 

minimum R5 life over the three zones. The lowest value is 5980 hours and the 

highest value is 13800hours. The latter corresponds to the intersection of the 

WM, PM and HAZ failure curves. Therefore. the R5 failure life ranges from 

21 % lower to 82% higher than the steady-state life and from 56% lower to 20/0 

higher than the damage life depending on the t; value. The results show that 

the R5 approach is generally conservative compared to the CDM approach. 

except for a small range of tr * values, and that they generally lie within about 

80% of the steady-state predictions. 

For the welded, three-material branched pipe, the steady-state and R5 

approaches predicted failure lives of 4113 hours and 5000 hours, respectively. 

for t; = t r(SS) • The R5 approach therefore over-predicts the life by 200/0 

compared to the steady-state result. The steady-state calculation predicted 

failure to occur in the main pipe side (crotch plane) of the pipe HAZ at the 

inside bore of the connection. The corresponding damage mechanics life 

prediction was 8700hours, at which time 400/0 of the HAZP wall had reached a 

damage level greater than 0.6 and where failure had initiated at the same 

position as the steady-state prediction, i.e. the inside surface. The R5 and 

steady-state li\'Cs were therefore both conservative hy 44% and )3()~. 

respectively. compared to the equivalent damage lifc. Thc time taken for the 
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damage level across the HAZP wall to reach unity from the t=8700 hours 

(damage greater than 0.6 across 40% of the HAZP wall) is expected to be small 

compared to the time taken from the undamaged state to 8700 hours. Thus. the 

levels of conservatism stated above for the R5 and steady-state approaches 

would not be expected to increase significantly if a damage level of unity had 

been achieved across the HAZ wall. Figure 7.22 and Table 7.18 display the 

variation of R5 failure life prediction with the choice of t;, for the branched 

pipe. The graph shows that the R5 life ranged from 2640 hours to the 

maximum of 5850 hours for the t; range investigated, i.e. 36% lower to 420/0 

higher, respectively, than the steady-state life. The latter life corresponds to the 

intersection of the HAZ and PM failure curves. All R5 life predictions are 

therefore conservative compared to the CDM prediction over the t; range 

considered. 

7.6 Discussion 

The application of the R5 rupture reference stress method to single-material 

components has been shown previously [13,114]. to be an adequately 

conservative and effective method for estimating steady-state stresses and 

lives. In this Chapter, the R5 rupture life predictions for a 2-bar structure, a 

pressurised plain and branched pipe were non-conservative relative to the 

steady-state creep lives by 8%, 4% and 39%, respectively. The steady-state 

and R5 predictions for the 2-bar. plain and branched pipe components were all 

conservative relative to the CDM life predictions by at least 170/0. 300/0 and 

62%. respecti\'ely. 
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The results of the three approaches when applied to five different multi

material components have been presented. Comparisons of R5 and steady

state lives generally showed that the R5 approach either over- or under

predicted the lives relative to the steady-state approach. The R5 over- and 

under-predictions were very large in some cases, however relatively close for 

others. The comparison of the R5 lives for the typical power plant components 

of a welded plain and branched pipe with the other two approaches were 

relatively close, at 450/0 and 20%, respectively, higher compared to the steady

state lives and 18% and 44%, respectively, lower than the CDM predictions. 

These comparisons used a good estimate for tr* value. i.e. equal to the steady

state life prediction. These results are encouraging for the application of the 

R5 method to realistic power plant applications. The R5 approach under- and 

over-predicted lives for the 2-bar structure by around 60% and 1 000/0, 

respectively, compared to steady-state predictions. The R5 life predictions for 

the 3-bar structure and beam were always higher than the predicted steady-state 

lives, ranging from 70% to 270% and 20% to 600% longer, respectively. The 

2- and 3-bar structures and the 2-material beam case show that significant 

differences can occur between the R5 and steady-state approaches when 

considerable geometric and/or material mis-match is present. A possible 

explanation for the discrepancy between the R5 and steady-state predictions is 

that for components with large stress concentrations, produced by geometry 

and/or material mis-match. the effects of rupture properties. or geometries. of 

one or more zones, on the limit load can become negligible in comparison with 

the properties or geometries of the other zones. For instance. the reference 

stress for a very small volume /.one is effectively independent of its OWI1 
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geometry since it has negligible effect on the limit load. This may explain 

discrepancy between the R5 and the steady-state predictions when failure 

occurs in small volume zones, with associated large geometric stress 

concentrations across the zones, and for components with higher levels uf 

material mis-match. Welded plain and branched pipes have small zones, e.g. 

the HAZ, but relatively accurate R5 lives were predicted for these cases since 

they did not have large geometric and/or material differences. More 

investigation is required to understand the discrepancy between the R5 and the 

steady-state predictions. The use of local collapse limit load solutions to 

predict multi-material reference stresses may improve the conservatism of the 

R5 life predictions for some cases compared to using global limit solutions, as 

used in this investigation. Local collapse denotes the applied load at which a 

local part of the component's wall thickness reaches its rupture strength stress 

across the whole wall. Global collapse denotes the applied load at which the 

whole component reaches its particular rupture strength stress and therefore 

cannot carry any more load. 

F or all the components analysed, the effect of the choice of the estimated 

design life, ,;, on the predicted R5 life, was investigated. The majority of 

these cases showed that the R5 failure life varied significantly over the range of 

,. values. For instance, the welded plain pipe case gave R5 lives, which varied 
r 

by up to 1300/0 across the t; range investigated. The results indicated that 

when the R5 nlulti-material method is used care must be taken in predicting an 

adequately conservative failure life by using a range of sensible I; values. 

Additionally, for the plain and branched pipe cases the longest predicted R5 
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life, within the 1: range analysed, gave good agreement with the CD~1 

predictions. 

It should be noted that the difference between the homogeneous and 3-material 

steady-state life predictions is very small. less than 10/0, for the branched pi pe 

considered. This would partly suggest that life predictions of some branched 

pipe components could be approximated using a homogeneous life prediction 

only. However, the steady-state calculations in this Chapter used the 

equivalent stress to predict life and did not incorporate the rupture stress based 

on a multi-axial rupture behaviour based on the combination of equivalent and 

maximum principal stresses, via the material constant a, shown in Equation 

2.8. Approximating the rupture stress in Equation 2.8 to the equivalent stress 

leads to a more conservative homogeneous life prediction of 4136 hours. 

When this is compared to the result for the same case using the PM a value of 

0.3, as presented in Chapter 4, a life of 6251 hours is predicted. the 

consequence is therefore an increase in life of about 500/0. The corresponding 

homogeneous R5 life for this branched pipe was 5754 hours, compared to the 

homogeneous steady-state life prediction based on just the equivalent stress, 

the R5 life is non-conservative by about 390/0. However, compared to the 

steady-state homogeneous life prediction based on the use of the rupture stress 

of Equation 2.8, the R5 prediction is conservative by g%. This provides 

additional reassurance that the R5 homogeneous approach predicts, with 

reasonable accuracy, the lives of single material branched pipes. Howc\,cr. it 

111USt be noted that as shown in Chapter 4, the steady-state life using \\'eld 

properties for the SaIne component is approximately 20% hdo\\ the 



homogeneous life, therefore the R5 homogeneous prediction is non

conservative compared to the 3-material steady-state rupture stress approach. 

Nevertheless, compared to the comparisons of steady-state and CO~l life 

predictions presented in Chapter 6 the R5 approach is still a conservative 

approach for the branched pipes considered, since steady-state predictions \\ere 

conservative by over 500/0 compared to the COM approach. 

Both single and multi-material applications of the R5 method have the 

disadvantage that the method doesn't supply information about the material 

and position of predicted failure. In addition, no information is given on the 

stress distributions across material boundaries to investigate the effects of 

material mis-match. These aspects are important for monitoring and assessing 

component life, and for improving component design. In contrast steady-state 

and damage analyses can provide such detailed information. 

7.7 Conclusions 

The main conclusions drawn from the comparison of the R5 approach with the 

steady-state and CDM approaches for single and multi-material components 

are as follows: 

1. The homogeneous R5 approach predicted over-estimates of life by w~o. 40/0 

and 39% for the 2-bar structure, plain pipe and branched pipes case, 

respectively. compared to the steady-state approach. The R5 lives \\cre all 

conservative compared to the corresponding COM predicted livcs by 17~o. 

30% and 62%. respectively. The application of the R5 rupture reference 
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stress approach to the typical power plant components studied is therefore 

conservative. 

2. The multi-material R5 approach predicted conservative liYes for the typical 

three-material power plant components of a welded plain pipe and welded 

branched pipe compared to the COM approach. The R5 lives were 

relatively similar to the steady-state life predictions. The R5 plain pipe and 

branched pipe lives were conservative by 18% and 44%, respectiyely. 

compared to the COM predictions, and over-predicted lives by 450/0 and 

200/0, respectively, compared to steady-state predictions, based on sensible 

choices of design life, t;. 

3. For the simple cases of 2- and 3-bar structures and beams in bending. the 

multi-material R5 approach gave lives which were either over- or under

predictions compared to the steady-state lives. These R5 lives remained 

relatively close to the corresponding steady-state and COM predictions for 

most cases. However, the R5 life predictions were generally dissimilar to 

the steady-state lives when failure occurred in materials with high stress 

concentrations across the zones, produced by material mis-match and/or 

geometry. It is suggested that the multi-material R5 approach based on the 

use of a mis-match multi-material limit load be used for components with 

relatively low geometric stress concentrations and material mis-match. 

Further investigation is required into the reasons why the R5 predictions 

are in significant disagreement with the steady-state predictions for some 

geometric and material cases. 

4. The choice of the estimated design lifetime. 1:. yalue used to predict a 

Inuit i-material R5 failure life was generally found to be important. The 
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predicted R5 lives varied significantly with the choice of the 1; value: 

therefore it is suggested that a range of I; values be used and the minimum 

life taken to give an adequately conservative life prediction. 
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Table 7.1 - Material steady-state and damage constants for the 

Y2CrV;Mo l;4 V :2 1i4Cr 1 Mo service-aged weldment materials. 

Material PM HAZ WM 

Constants 

A'=A 6.599x 1 0-16 1.708xl0-15 9.718xl0-15 

, 
n =n 6.108 6.108 5.208 

m 0 0 0 

M 5.998x 10-14 2.500xl0-9 8.l20xl0- 13 

¢ 4.50 4.30 4.10 

X 5.767 3.2 4.849 

Note: [~ = MPa; [I] = h, [Be min] = h- 1
• 

Table 7.2 - Dimensions of the welded branched pipe 

D T d 1 bx by rl ro a b p () h bl 

355 65 55 12.5 12.5 12.5 10 10 2.5 3 45° 45° 1.5 3 

Note: all dimensions in nun, unless otherwise stated. 

Table 7.3 - Dimensions and load for the single material 2-bar structure. 

a l (nun2
) a2 (nun2

) LI (nun) L2 (nun) P (kN) 

100 100 1000 500 10 

Table 7.4 - Single material, 2-bar structure results for the steady-state, R5 

reference stress and damage mechanics approaches. 

0" r(SS) .I 1 r (SS) 
R 

0" rcf(R5) 1 r(R5) I 1 r( (f)\ ( ) 

(MPa) (hours) (MPa) (hours) (hours) 

52.83 1933 52.17 2079 249] 
- --



Table 7.5 - Single material, plain pipe results for the steady-state. R5 reference 

stress and damage mechanics approaches. 

(Y r(SS) t r(SS) Pd(Yy A R 
(Y ref (RS) t r( RS) 

.1 
t r( ("1>.\/) 

(MPa) (hours) I (MPa) (hours) (hours) 

34.80 21464 0.525 1.5 34.59 22226 31600 

Table 7.6 - Single material, branched pipe results for the steady-state, R~ 

reference stress and damage mechanics approaches. 

(Y r(SS) tr(SS) Pr/(Yy A R 
(Yref(RS) t r(RS) t r(CDM) 

(MPa) (hours) (MPa) (hours) (hours) 

46.30 4136 0.507 3.62 43.72 5754 15000 

Table 7.7(a) - Geometric mis-match cases for 2-material 2-bar structure with 

varying dimensions and loads calculations. 

Case LI/L] aI/a] p 
(Ynom 

(kN) (MPa) 

1 1 1 5 25.0 

2 1 5 5 41.7 

3 1 10 5 45.5 

4 5 1 5 25.0 

5 5 5 5 41.7 

6 5 10 5 45.5 

7 10 1 5 25.0 

8 10 5 5 41.7 

9 10 10 5 45.5 

10 2 1 10 50.0 

Notes: 1. a, = 100nlm2, L, = 1000Inm for all cases 

2. Young's moduli E, = F_~ for all cases 
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Table 7.7(b) - Material mis-match cases for the 2-material 2-bar structure 

Case Bar 1 Bar:2 

A PM WM 

B WM HAZ 

Table 7.8 - Steady-state (SS) and R5 results for 2-material 2-bar structure. 

using Case A materials, where t;=tr(SS)' 

Case S S rupture stress, R5 rupture stress, Failure life, A 

a r(SS) 
R 

are! (x 1 000 hours) 

(MPa) (MPa) 

PM WM PM WM treSS) t r (R5) 

1 24.54 25.46 24.26 25.97 161 (PM) 171(WM) 1.04 

2 40.77 46.15 40.62 47.87 8.61 (PM) 8.79(WM) 1.03 

3 44.84 51.62 44.75 53.68 4.98 (PM) 5.03(PM) 1.02 

4 21.04 58.96 25.83 28.07 100 (WM) 117(WM) 1.60 

5 38.31 58.45 48.36 58.78 3.33 (WM) 3.22(PM) 2.56 

6 43.26 67.41 56.11 69.78 1.67 (WM) 1.36(PM) 3.01 

7 19.59 30.41 26.15 28.65 79.1 (WM) 106(WM) 1.74 

8 37.13 64.37 52.43 64.73 2.08 (WM) 2.02(PM) 3.37 

9 42.47 75.35 64.34 81.48 0.97 (WM) 0.62(PM)1 4.40 

10 43.84 56.66 46.53 56.30 3.88 (WM) 4.00(WM) 1.21 



Table 7.9 - Steady-state (SS) and R5 results for 2-material 2-bar structure. 

using Case B materials, where I; = I r (SS) • 

Case SS rupture stress, 

(J r(S,S) 

(MPa) 

WM HAZ 

1 27.54 22.46 

2 43.38 33.09 

3 46.49 35.10 

4 24.00 26.00 

5 41.68 41.62 

6 45.51 44.86 

7 22.47' 27.53 

8 40.80 45.82 

9 45.02 49.78 

10 54.78 45.22 

R5 rupture stress, 

(J~f 

(MPa) 

WM 

33.97 

47.29 

50.11 

36.94 

62.40 

71.84 

37.39
1 

69.09 

85.69 

63.64 

HAZ 

18.68 

26.67 

32.08 

21.36 

42.25 

49.98 

22.04 

48.42 

61.77 

44.43 

.... ,1 
_) _ '-t 

Failure life. A 

(x 1000 hours) 
! 

I 

I r(S,,» I r(RS) 

19.0(HAZ) 34. 1 (HAZ} 1.41 
, 

5.48 (HAZ) 7.78 (HAZ) 1.49 

4.54 (HAZ) 6.05 (HAZ) 1.51 

11.9 (HAZ) 22.3 (HAZ) 2.27 

2.63 (HAZ)i 2.43 (WM) 14.10 

2.07 (HAZ) 1.23 (WM) 5.10 

9.88 (HAZ) 20.1 (HAZ) 2.45 

1.94 (HAZ) 1.48 (WM) 5.40 

1.48 (HAZ) 0.520 (WM) 7.40 

2.02 (HAZ) 2.14 (HAZ) 1.62 



Table 7.10 - Results for the variation of t; for the 2-material 2-bar structure 

using Case 10 geometry and Case A materials, where t r(C/!\!) = 4436 hours and 

t r(SS) =3880 hours (failure in WM). 

t*= t* R5 rupture stress R5 life A r r 

(xIOOO (MPa) (xIOOO hours) 
I I 

hours) (J~fPM (J~f WM t r (R5) PM t r (R5) WM 

0.125 t r(SS) 0.49 44.61 57.77 5.13 I 3.53 1.18 

0.25 t r(SS) 0.97 45.25 57.28 4.72 
I 3.68 1.19 
i 

t r(SS) 3.88 46.53 56.30 4.02 4.00 1.21 

2 t r(SS) 7.76 47.18 55.81 I 3.71 , 4.18 1.23 

4 t r(SS) 15.52 47.85 55.32 3.42 4.36 1.24 
'I 



Table 7.11 - Geometric mis-match cases for 3-material 3-bar structure \\1th 

varying dimensions. 

Case L}/L~ a l la2 (jnom 

(MPa) 

1 1 1 25.0 

2 I 2 30.0 

3 I 4 "'l"'l 3 -'-' . 

4 2 1 25.0 

5 2 2 30.0 

6 2 4 33.3 

7 4 1 25.0 

8 4 2 30.0 

9 4 4 33.3 

Notes: 1. aj = 100mm2, Lj=lOOOmm, P =7.5kN for all cases 

2. Young's moduli E}=E2=E3 for all cases 

3. L/L3 = 1, a/a3 = 1 for all cases 

4. Materials of Bar 1, 2 and 3 are PM, HAZ and WM, 

respectively 



Table 7.12 - Steady-state (SS) and R5 results for 3-material 3-bar structure. 

where t; = t r( SS)' 

I 
I --~-----

Case SS rupture stress, 
I 

R5 rupture stress, I 

Failure life ~ 

I .I. 

O"r(SS) 
R (x 1000 hours) 0" ref , 

I 

(MPa) (MPa) 
~---------

PM HAZ WM PM HAZ WM t r(SS) t r(R5) 

I 38.4(HAZ)i ~4 1 25.84 22.12 27.05 28.70 18.01 32.92 19.9 (HAZ) 

2 36.71 31.46 40.89 30.81 22.63 36.66 6.45 (HAZ)i 18.5 (HAZ) 1.3 
-~-

3 46.26 39.59 53.54 32.28 26.23 39.35 3.09 (HAZ) 11.5 (HAZ) 1.3 
----

4 25.00 23.97 26.02 25.84 19.99 35.56 15.4 (HAZ) 27.5 (HAZ) 2.1 

5 35.94 34.45 39.82 33.77 25.79 40.56 4.82 (HAZ) 12.2 (HAZ) 2.2 

6 45.62 43.73 52.67 25.87 30.48 44.19 2.25 (HAZ) 7.13 (HAZ) 2.3 

7 24.14 25.92 24.96 32.64 21.97 38.05 12.0 (HAZ) 20.3 (HAZ) 2.8 

8 35.05 37.64 38.67 37.27 29.62 45.19 3.63 (HAZ) 7.81 (HAZ) 3.2 

9 44.91 48.23 51.72 41.10 36.48 51.16 1.64 (HAZ) 4.01 (HAZ) I 3.7 
! 

Table 7.13 - Results for the variation of t; for the 3-material 3-bar structure 

using Case 6 geometry, where tr (&<:;) =2250 hours (failure in HAZ). 

,*= t* R R5 life, t r(R5) A R5 rupture stress, 0" ref 
r r 

(xl000 (MPa) (xl000 hours) 
! 

hours) PM HAZ WM PM HAZ WM I 

I 
, 

--- -1 
0.125' r(SS) 

2.81 31.94 36.23 42.12 35.2 4.10 16.3 1.84! 
! 

---

0.25 t r(SS) 5.63 33.19 34.19 42.79 28.2 4.94 15.1 1.98 
I 
I 

------- ----- - - - - ----- j 

t r(S,'\) 
2.25 35.87 30.48 44.19f 18.0 7.13 12.95 2.l0: 

, 

I I 

---- --- -----
-~ -

11.911 2.48 
2 t r(SS) 

4.50 37.34 28.79 44.96 14.3 8.56! 
I 

, 

---I----~~ -- - - --- j 
10.95\ 2~ 4 t r(SS) 

9.00 38.87 27.23 45.75 11.3 10.2: 
I 
I 

--- - ! _._L--______ -~~ 
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Table 7.14 - Geometric mis-match cases for 2-material beam in pure bending 

with varying dimensions. 

Case bl / b2 

-
d (j"n()m 

(mm) (MPa) 

1 0.83 10 20.0 

2 0.83 15 8.9 

3 0.83 20 5.0 

4 0.50 10 33.3 

5 0.50 15 14.8 

6 0.50 20 8.3 

7 0.33 10 50.0 

8 0.33 15 22.2 

9 0.33 20 12.5 

10 0.17 10 100.0 

1 1 0.17 15 44.4 

12 0.17 20 25.0 

Notes: 1. b
2 

= 60mm and if = 50Nm for all cases 

2. Young's moduli E}=E2 for all cases 

3. Materials of Material 1 and 2 are HAZ and WM, 

respecti vel y. 



Table 7.15 - Steady-state (SS) and R5 results for 2-material beam in pW'e 

bending, where I: = I r(S,'i)' 

Case SS rupture R5 rupture stress, Failure life ), 

stress, a r(SS) 
R 

are! (x 1 000 hours) 

: 

(MPa) (MPa) 

HAZ WM HAZ WM 
tr(SS) t r(R5) 

1 34.33 45.30 32.97 51.89 4.87 (HAZ) 5.55 (HAZ) 1.64 

2 15.67 18.06 13.85 28.47 60.0 (HAZ) 89.1 (HAZ) 1.76 

3 9.18 8.80 7.45 18.37 332 (HAZ) 646 (HAZ) 1.87 

4 31.58 41.07 28.65 46.39 6.37 (HAZ) 8.70 (HAZ) 1.96 

5 15.06 17.23 11.25 23.43 68.1 (HAZ) 173 (HAZ) 2.31 

6 8.88 9.27 5.78 14.41 370 (HAZ) 1460 (HAZ) 2.62 

7 30.46 39.37 26.84 44.01 7.15 (HAZ) 10.7 (HAZ) 2.13 

8 14.79 16.87 10.34 21.66 72.2 (HAZ) 227 (HAZ) 2.60 

9 8.84 9.23 5.25 13.12 374 (HAZ) 1985 (HAZ) 3.00 

10 29.47 37.87 25.33 41.84 7.94 (HAZ) 13.1 (HAZ) 2.32 

11 14.54 16.54 9.59 20.21 76.1 (HAZ) 289 (HAZ) 2.89 

12 8.80 9.18 4.89 12.05 332 (HAZ) 2500 (HAZ) 3.33 
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Table 7.16 - Results for the variation of t; for the 2-material beam in pure 

bending using Case 1 geometry, where t r(SS) = 4870 hours (failure in HAZ). 

t*= t* R5 rupture stress, R5 life. t r( RS) A r r 

(xl000 (J"~f ' (MPa) (x 1 000 hours) 

hours) HAZ WM HAZ WM 

0.125tr (SS) 6.09 34.29 43.27 4.89 14.3 l.56 

, 0.25 t r(SS) 1.22 33.86 45.99 5.09 10.71 l.59 

treSS) 4.87 32.97 51.89 5.55 5.94 l.64 

2 t r(SS) 9.74 32.47 54.97 5.83 4.49 l.70 

4 t r(SS) 19.48 32.00 58.34 6.1: 3.37 l.71 

Table 7.17 - Results for the variation of t; for the 3-material welded plain 

pipe, where t r(SS) =7584 hours and tr(CDM) = 13500 hours (both HAZ failure). 

t*= SS rupture stress, R5 rupture stress, R5 life, t r(RS) r r 

(J" r(SS) 
R 

(J" ref (x 1 000 hours) 

(xl000 (MPa) (MPa) 

hours) PM HAZ WM PM HAZ WM PM HAZ WM 

1.14 34.51 32.21 43.46 22.5 5.98 14.0 

4.57 36.27 27.92 43.64 16.9 9.44 13.8 

9.l5 34.8 29.9 38.2 37.11 25.91 43.63 14.8 11.9 13.7 
-- ----,-

15.64 37.69 24.45 43.57 13.5 14.4 13.9[ 
-----~ ~-~-t 

36.59 39.08 22.53 43.92 11.0 18.8 13.4, 
I _______ i 
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Table 7.18 - Results for the variation of I; for the 3-material welded branched 

pipe, where 1 ri S.'i) = 4113 hours and 1 r(CDM) = 8700 hours (both HAZP failure). 

11;= SS rupture stress, 

(Y r(SS) 

(xIOOO (MPa) 
hours) PM HAZlwM· 

0.95 
1.90 
3.79 46.3 36.2 47.5 
7.59 
15.18 'l 
30.36 

R5 reference ruptur~ - R51ife --I -_ 
- ----

J.. , r(R~) 
R 

stress, (Y ref i (x 1000 hours) 

PM 

43.68 
43.67 
43.63 
43.59 
43.63 
43.72 

(MPa) 
HAZ 

41.58 
37.75 
34.25 
31.08 
28.26 
25.70 

') -. 1 -' -' 

WM PM 

55.29 5.79 
54.02 5.79 
52.77 5.82 
51.55 5.85 
50.46 5.82 
49.38 5.76 

HAZ WM I 

i 

2.64 4.3ZL_3.~_~ 
3.60 4.89: 3.62 

--

4.91 5.48 1 3.62 
6.70 6.14 3.61 
9.08 6.8 3.61 

-

12.3 7.56 3.61 

I 
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Figure 7.1. Schematic of 2-bar structure 
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Figure 7.2. Finite element mesh of the 2-bar structure 
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Figure 7.3. Axisymmetric finite element mesh of the plain pipe with weldment 
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Figure 7.4 (a). Geometry and dimensions of the welded branched pipe. 
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Figure 7 .4 (b). Geometry and dimensions of the branched pipe \Veld region. 
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Point X 

(b) 

Figure 7.5. (a) Global-model and (b) Sub-model finite element meshes for the 

branched pipe geometry. 
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Figure 7.6. Schematic of 3-bar structure 
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Figure 7.8. Axisymmetric geometry of the pipe weldment with a IS° weld 

angle and 4mm HAZ width loaded by internal pressure and axial end stress. 
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Figure 7.10. Effect of a/a2 and L/L2 ratios on RS versus steady-state rupture 

stress ratio within Bar 2 (HAZ) for material Case B 2-material 2-bar structure, 
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Figure 7.12. Effect of a /a2 and L /L2 ratios on R5 versus steady-state nlpture 

life ratio for material Case B 2-material 2-bar structure, t; = tr(ls) 
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stnlcture with Case 10 geometry and Case A material combination, where 1,.(11) 
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Figure 7.14. Effect of choice of t,~ value on R5 life for 2-material, 2-bar 

structure with Case 6 geometry and Case A material combination, where t,(ss) = 
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Figure 7.16. Effect of at/a2 and Lt/L2 ratios on R5 versus steady-state rupture 

life ratio for the 3-material 3-bar structure, t/~ = tr(ss) 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 General discussion 

The creep behaviour of branched pipes has been studied and presented within 

this thesis, considering homogeneous and multi-material welded connections. 

In general, the investigations into the effects of materials and geometrical 

parameters were based on steady-state creep analysis using Norton's law. The 

characteristics of the tri-axial stress state of homogeneous and welded (3-

material) connections have been described. The importance of the distinct 

weld zones on the creep rupture strength of various connection types and sizes 

has also been investigated, as well as the conservatism of various approaches 

commonly used to predict the creep rupture lives of plant components. The 

discussion of these investigations is presented in detail at the end of each 

specific chapter. However, various general discussion points are described 

below. 

The work generally utilizes Norton power-law and COM material properties of 

a service-aged Y2CrY2MoY2V: 21f4CrMo weldment at 640°C. obtained from tests 

carried out by Hyde et af [30]. Although the materials and the stress range 

(40MPa to 70MPa) used to generate these properties are typical of power-plant 

applications. the temperature used is significantly above those seen in-situ. 

which are generally around 500°C to 560°C. This temperature of 640°C \\as 
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used in order to achieve acceptable creep test rupture times of less than 

approximately 2000 hours [23] while aiming to maintain the same creep 

mechanisms as those which exist at typical plant operating temperatures. It 

should therefore be noted that the resulting creep life predictions using these 

properties are significantly lower than the expected creep lives of in-situ 

components, due to this increased temperature. However. approximate 

extrapolation of failure times, to those of the operating temperatures may l-' 

possible if the creep activation energy is known. 

The steady-state investigations define the creep rupture life as the operating life 

for local rupture of the material at a certain position to occur. The work does 

not however consider creep-crack growth, which will eventually lead to failure. 

In reality, the operating time for cracks to grow, causing failure, may be 

significant and hence creep-crack growth modelling should be used for cracked 

components, as described in the R5 procedure [13], for example. However, 

creep rupture assessments of components are widely used. since the vast 

majority of plant components are defect-free on a macroscopic level. The 

resulting rupture lives are often used to establish weld inspection intervals over 

the lifetime of the plant. These are used to identify which welds require 

inspection for the initiation of cracks and the accumulation of high creep 

damage. The accuracy and level of conservatism of the particular creep 

rupture approach used to predict these rupture lives will have a direct efTect on 

the total nunlber of welds that would need to he inspected and the number of 

cracked welds found, per number of welds inspected, for each of the intervals 
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over the plant lifetime. This important aspect has been one of the dri\"ing 

forces behind this work and is addressed in the majority of the Chapters. 

The work has considered thick-walled branched pipes as these are the nl0st 

commonly used in the main steam sections of power plant since thicker walls 

are required to withhold the high pressure steam. Although thin-walled 

branched pipes are more common in hot reheat sections of power plant piping, 

considerably more research into the creep behaviour of these types of 

connections had been carried out previously, e.g. [114,117.1 18,120]. and thick

walled connections required additional attention. 

Three-material creep modelling has been used to represent the variation of 

material properties across the weld, using a parent materiaL weld metal and 

heat -affected zone material. The work used creep properties representing the 

refined low temperature HAZ region instead of the coarse high temperature 

region; the former is generally weaker and prone to Type IV cracking. The 

weldment properties mainly considered within the work are for a service-aged 

weldment at 640°C. The HAZ regions of service-aged welds are generally 

tempered and softened from the as-new state [23], so that the HAZ material 

properties across the zone for this type of weld are practically constant [23], 

and hence the assumption of three materials as opposed to more is val id. 

However, the use of three materials is still a simplifying assumption, as the 

creep properties generally vary gradually across the weld and do not change 

abruptly as in the finite element models. Nonetheless, previous creep 

Inodelling of three/four-material butt-welded plain pipes hy Sun (231 and 
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Perrin & Hayhurst [67] predicted rupture to occur at the same Type IV HAl 

position as observed in-situ. This provides confidence in multi-material fInite 

element creep modelling using a simplified number of distinct weld regions 

and simplified constitutive material behaviour models. It is assumed that the 

results for the plain pipes are applicable to branched pipes, as the work is 

identical in nature to [23] and [67], for example. i.e. same material models and 

properties, except for the geometry being branched pipes rather than plain 

pIpes. Although direct comparisons with experimental results cannot be 

established for the work, since creep tests of branched pipes are prohibitively 

expensive and time-consuming, the work is based on established material 

models (Norton's law and CDM) and typical plant geometries and loadings. 

The branched pipes considered in the work are loaded by internal steam 

pressure and axial end loads applied to the main pipe and the branch pipe, 

corresponding to closed ends. The steam used was at a pressure of 16.55MPa, 

which is typical of main-steam, power-plant piping. Although this type of 

loading is very common for typical plant components, some branched pi pes 

may be SUbjected to additional in-plane and out-of-plane moment, torsion and 

axial end loads. These additional loads may significantly affect the creep 

behaviour of the connection. It was assumed that the components investigated 

in the work were subjected to near constant levels of temperature and loading. 

Such that the effects of creep relaxation, fatigue and other factors associated 

with variable tenlperature and load were negligible. 



It was also assumed throughout the work that the welds assessed were 

adequately stress-relieved by post-weld heat treatment to remove residual 

stress distributions caused by the welding process. Post-weld heat treatments 

are commonly applied to power-plant high-temperature welds to remove Lhe 

detrimental effect of these residual stresses. 

8.2 General conclusions 

The main conclusions of the work are summarised below: 

1. The presence of a branch connecting to a pipe or an end-cap generally 

significantly reduces the creep strength compared to the corresponding 

plain pipe section. Creep life reductions of up to about 80% were predicted 

for the geometries considered compared to the life of equivalent plain 

pipes. The size of branch thickness and diameter also considerably affect 

the strength of the connection. For instance, typical reductions in creep life 

of about 250/0 to 600/0 were predicted on increasing the branch diameter by 

450/0, dependent on the connection type. However, the creep lives of 

hemispherical end caps joined with small centralised branches are predicted 

to have longer creep lives than that of the main pipe section, dependent on 

geometry and materials. 

2. Steady-state creep stress distributions and stress magnitudes within the 

heat-affected zones, parent material and weld metal, of typical branched 

pipes, vary significantly and are highly dependent on the matcrial 

properties of each zone and their interaction with the other zones. For 

instance. as ShO\\ll by results in Chapter Four, for a typical Y:,('rMoV 

welded branched main pipe the peak rupture stress in thc creep strong \\ cld 
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zone is about 50% larger than that in the creep weak HAZ zones. The peak 

stress values within each zone are also very much dependent on the 

position within the geometry, as well as the dimensions of the connecting 

pipes and weld. 

3. The existence of the weld-related material zones, i.e. weld metaL parent 

material and heat-affected zone, can drastically reduce the creep life of the 

welded connection compared to a homogeneous component. Typical 

reductions in predicted steady-state creep rupture life of about 750/0 for 

branched flat end-caps, 400/0 for branched hemispherical end caps and 23°~ 

for branched main pipes (connecting along the main pipe axis) arc 

predicted when the effects of weld properties are included as compared to 

the equivalent homogeneous predictions. 

4. Steady-state creep analysis using a peak rupture stress can be used with 

reasonable accuracy as an approximate prediction technique for the creep 

failure of welded branched pipes. The approach is conservative compared 

to COM by about 18% to 360/0 for predicting rupture initiation lives at 

critical positions and around 50% to 60% conservative in predicting 

component failure lives for the typical branched pipes considered in the 

work. The steady-state approach also predicts consistent weld rupture 

initiation locations to those of the COM approach. 

5. COM and steady-state analyses generally predict the vanous critical 

locations within the weld to rupture at discrete times in the same order 

within typical thick-walled branched pipes. The primary locations (i.c. 

earliest to rupture) for the 1/2CMV service-aged and as-new welds branches 

in\'cstigated are in the HAZ: (i) in the main pipe HAZ, circumferentiall) 
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around the weld edges, especially on the crotch and saddle planes and (i i) 

in the branch HAZ, near the inside bore on the crotch plane. For the as

new welds, damage approaching unity is also predicted to occur in the wcld 

metal, on the crotch plane, near the inside surface, and longitudinally and 

circumferentially to the branch axis on the outer surface, at the weld edges. 

at approximately about 45° from crotch to flank plane. 

6. Damage at the majority of the above locations is highly localised due to 

geometric discontinuities. Hence, CDM analyses predict that a significant 

time, e.g. about 350/0 of total life, will elapse between initial rupture at these 

locations and final component failure corresponding to rupture across the 

wall-thickness. 

7. The R5 rupture reference stress approach can also be used as an 

approximate technique for creep life prediction of homogeneous thick

walled branched pipes. The approach predicts lives that are similar to the 

steady-state approach and are conservative compared to CDM lives. 

8. The multi-material R5 rupture reference stress approach, based on a mis

match limit load, generally predicts creep failure lives that are conservatiyc 

compared to CDM predictions for typical welded plain and branched pipes. 

However, for the components considered, the life predictions were 

generally significantly greater than those obtained from steady-state crccp 

predictions. 

9. The inverse use of the relevant British Standard codes BS5500 [111 and 

BS 1113 [12], as described by Booth [115], results in conscrvative estimates 

of creep rupture lives for typical thick-walled branched pipes. based on 

multi-material weld rupture properties compared to equivalent multi-
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material steady-state predictions. The predicted inverse BS multi-material 

lives were conservative by at least (i) 200/0 for isolated branched main 

pipes, (ii) 65% for branched flat end caps and (iii) 650/0 for hemispherical 

end caps, as compared to multi-material steady-state predictions. British 

standard life predictions for flat and hemispherical branched end caps based 

on homogeneous parent material rupture properties were always 

conservative compared to homogeneous material steady-state lives ard 

were generally conservative compared to multi-material steady-state 

predictions. However, for the isolated branched main pipes studied, the 

homogeneous British code life predictions were non-conservative 

compared to homogeneous and multi-material steady-state lives for all of 

the typical branch geometries studied. 

10. A rapid approximate method for estimating the steady-state creep stresses 

within multi-material welded branched pipes, for any combination of 

material properties, and at any position within the weld, is described and 

validated. This method, which was based on the general steady-state stress 

formulation of Hyde et al [l02] and the Calladine approximation [36] for 

predicting the maximum stress in a power-law creeping structure, predicted 

rupture stresses and lives to within 4% and 8%, respectively. for several 

critical locations within a typical power-plant, multi-material branch weld. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

FUTURE WORK 

9.1 Parametric study of the creep behaviour for thick-walled branched 

steam pipes with additional loading 

The current work has investigated the creep behaviour of thick-walled pipes 

under closed end pressure loading only. Although this is typical of many in

situ components, a large number of branched pipes will be subjected to 

additional in-plane and out-of-plane moment and torsion loads. These 

additional loads can be caused by the layout and weight of the pipework and 

the way it is supported. The presence of such loads may significantly increase 

the stresses in the weld region, causing premature failure and characteristic 

high datnage/creep-crack locations. Homogeneous and heterogeneous material 

finite element investigations into the effects of these loads could be undertaken 

using similar approaches to those used in the current work. These 

investigations would require at least a symmetric half model of the connection 

opposed to the quarter models used in this work and a refined mesh for the 

inclusion of multi-material weld properties. These investigations may 

therefore require the acquisition of significantly higher specification of 

computer facilities than those currently available. 
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9.2 The creep behaviour of thin-walled branched pipes 

Although thick-walled branched pipes are common in high-temperature plant. 

thin-walled branched pipes are also frequently used, for instance. in hot reheat 

sections of power plant piping. The majority of research on thin-walled 

connections has concentrated on the homogeneous reference stress behaviour 

and little on the creep behaviour of the weld within the connection. Creep 

investigations using such approaches as the steady-state and COM methods 

could be used to investigate the creep strength of such connections. 

9.3 The interaction effects between branch pipes 

Along high-temperature piping sections small bore branches are often in close 

proximity to each other. Investigations into the proximity effects of multiple 

branches in the circumferential and axial directions, around and along the main 

pipe, on the creep behaviour of the connection is required. This work could 

include possible validation of established British Standard ligament efficiencies 

[11,12,115], which are used to modify the peak stress in an isolated branched 

pipe to that of a multi-branched pipe. 

9.4 Assessment of R5 stress redistribution factors for weld zones 

Chapter Seven contains an assessment of the homogeneous R5 rupture 

reference stress approach [13] and the multi-material references stress mis

lnatch lin1it load approach for branched pipes, as well as other components: in 

general, conservative creep lives were predicted. However. R5 assesses 

wc1dments using a second approach, using stress redistribution factors. k. for 

each weld zone within erMo V pipework. For instance, the Y~CY2Mol/, V weld 
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zones addressed by the R5 approach are the parent material (k = 1). the weld 

metal (k = 0.7 or 1) and the Type IV (k s 1) and mixed/coarse (k> n HAZ 

regIons. 

The k factors are approximate values reflecting the off-loading effects across 

the various zones under steady-state creep conditions. The factors are used 

with the homogeneous reference stress to predict a rupture reference stress for 

each zone and this is used with the rupture data for each zone to predict a creep 

life. The current k values were established on the basis of typical stress 

redistribution behaviour of welded plain pipes. Since there may be a marked 

difference between the stress redistribution behaviour within the weld zones of 

branched pipes and plain pipes, especially at geometric discontinuities in the 

HAZ, it is suggested that an investigation into the applicability of the current 

R5 k values to typical CrMoV branched pipe welds should be carried out using 

typical steady-state weldment properties. 

The use of the rapid general fonnulation of stress method and the 'f' functions 

described in Chapter Five could be used to investigate this, as well as providing 

an alternative method to quickly assess the stress-redistribution behaviour of 

the three weld zones, using a wide range of CrMo V weldment sets. 

Additionally. the R5 documents that the k values should be used with welds 

under hoop stress dominance. If the weld is under axial stress donlinance. 

when subjected to high moment loads. for example. the R5 documents that all 

weld zone k values are equal to unity. since stress-redistribution across the 

zones would be negligible. due the thinness of the HAZ regions and being near 
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perpendicular to the weld direction. This approach is applicable to all 

components including branches. The conditions leading to dominance of hoop 

stress or axial stress within the weld of a plain pipe is reasonably easy to 

identify for straight pipes. However, the conditions which lead to hoop or axial 

stress dominance within branched pipe welds is less clear as there are two sets 

of hoop and axial stresses acting, due to the presence of two pipes. The 

stresses at the welded connection region are hence a complex combination of 

all four of these ""stress types". For this reason, investigation into the stress 

redistribution behaviour of branched pipe welds under different loading modes 

is required to understand this relationship of "'hoop or axial stress" dominance. 
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APPENDIX 1 

GUIDELINES FOR STEADY-STATE AND CONTINUUM 

DAMAGE MECHNICS FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

A 1.1 Steady-State Creep Analysis Guidelines 

Within the work presented in this thesis finite element (FE) steady-state creep 

analyses have been used to calculate steady-state creep stress distributions. 

Many commercial finite element software packages have in-built steady-state 

material models, such as Norton's law. This thesis has used Norton's law for 

calculation of steady-state creep stresses with Abaqus FE software [28]. 

The FE calculation requires two steps to calculate the steady-state creep stress 

state. The first step calculates the elastic strain and stress state within the 

component. This stress state is equivalent to a creep time of zero. Once the 

calculation of the elastic stresses and strains within the component has been 

achieved, the second stage is for the FE calculation to introduce creep strains 

over a finite number of time increments. This second stage is responsible for 

the calculation of stress redistribution within the component from the initial 

elastic state to the steady-state creep state. Compatibility of the elastic and 

creep strains within the component nlust be achieved. To attain this, stresses at 

high elastic stress positions ofT-load to lower elastically stressed positions to 

maintain this compatibil ity: this is the nature of stress redistribution. see Figure 

A 1.1 as example of stress redistribution. Additionally. while some positions 
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have reached a steady-state, others may have not, therefore care must be taken 

to ensure the whole component has reached steady-state. The FE computation 

introduces small levels of creep strains to the elastic strain state \\ithin the 

component over small increments of creep time. Small time increments are 

used as the effects of creep strain on the level of off-loading will be large 

initially and then reduce over time as the stresses eventually redistribute to 

reach a steady-state. As the creep time increases during the analysis. the 

amount of time required per time increment to calculate the new stress state 

will also increase due to the magnitude of stress redistribution decreasing. see 

Figure A 1.1. Some guidelines on running steady-state analysis are listed 

below. 

• When conducting steady-state creep FE analysis the Norton law 

material properties A and n are required to calculate the magnitude of 

creep strain over time (see Equation 2.2). For single material analysis 

the material's stress index value, n. has an effect on the magnitude of 

stress redistribution and therefore on the peak values. However. the A 

material property has no effect on the stress level. Both A and n effect 

the time that stress redistribution takes to complete. For instancc. 

having a low value of n, say 3, and low value A, say 1 x 10-5°, increases 

the time required to reach steady-state compared to a material having 

high values of n and A, since the creep strain rates will be vcry small 

and will therefore require longer to exceed the elastic strains within the 

component and thus achieve a steady-state. Since high values of A and 

11, would take \'ery different creep times to reach a steady-state than 10\\ 



values the time controlling parameters, e.g. number of time increments 

to be used, total creep time and the creep strain tolerance. of the FE 

analysis must be stated correctly in the step data card of the analysis 

input file, as well as being chosen effectively to reduce the CPU run 

time, see Figure A 1.2 for a typical Abaqus [28] creep step card. Note 

that although the size of each time increment is generally controlled 

automatically by the FE software, the user does have some control of 

these time parameters as stated above. For instance. a material \vith 

low A and n values requires 15'000 hours to reach a steady-state in a 

component. Hence a larger initial time increment, e.g. 0.01 hours. and 

a longer total creep time, e.g. 18' 000 hours, needs to be stated in the 

input file for the analysis to reach a steady-state and to optimise the 

computation. Materials with larger values of these material properties 

would require the inverse. If a small time increment was chosen for the 

low A and n analysis, the first number of time increments would be 

small and would require more time increments and CPU processing 

time to reach the same creep time of 16,000 hours as choosing an 

increment of 0.01 hours, for example. Alternatively, if the creep time 

was set to 10'000 hours for this analysis, steady-state would not be 

achieved and the analysis would be classed as a failure. In conclusion. 

appropriate user defined time parameter values are required to achieve a 

successful analysis that has reached steady-state in a satisfactory CPU 

run time. Similar guidelines as described above apply to multi-material 

steady-state analysis. except a general knowledge of the level of mis

nlatch between the difTerent materials are required to estimate the time 
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for steady-state to be reached. as one material may creep quickly (i.c. 

high A and n values). while another creeps slowly (i.e. low .i and n 

values). As a general guideline, the total creep time required to run the 

multi-material analysis to a steady-state will be slightly shorter than that 

of the time required to run an analysis in which the component was 

analysed using just the slower creeping material in a single material 

analysis. The creep strain tolerance and initial time increment required 

for this multi-material analysis would be similar to that used if the 

component were analysed using just the quickly creeping material in a 

single material analysis. Hence, the analysis time parameters (time 

increments, total time, creep strain tolerance) should reflect this. 

• To decide whether a steady-state has been achieved within the 

component several steps are required in the post-processing stage of the 

analysis. Firstly, choose several positions within the component which 

are in very different locations within the component and then plot the 

variation of several different stress types at these positions (e.g. 

equivalent and the principal stresses) with creep time. As the time 

increases, the stress should smooth out to a steady state for all stress 

types and at all positions. A tolerance can be used to manualh 

determine when this steady-state is achieved. For instance, for the 

steady-state analyses in this thesis, a tolerance of 0.50/0 was used, i.e. 

steady-state was achieved within the whole component when all stress 

types at the positions chosen varied by less than 0.5% with creep time. 

To reduce the time in detenllining when steady-state has been achie\cd 

a computer program can be used while the analysis is running to check 
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the variation of stresses, which uses such a tolerance to stop the 

analysis. This program could be used via an FE user defined sub-

routine. 

A1.2 FE Continuum Damage Mechanics Cr,eep Analysis 

Guidelines 

FE continuum damage mechanics (CDM) computations are very intensive on 

computer resources as they require thousands of small time increments 

throughout the analysis because of the need for continuous stress redistribution 

to maintain the compatibility of strain within the component to model the 

tertiary creep stage of the material. The analysis becomes very intensive when 

damage at positions within the material reaches values near one. This is due to 

the material reaching failure and hence the creep strain rates become very 

large, requiring a very large amount of off-loading from this position to the 

local, less damaged regions around it. At this point in the analysis, the time 

increments become very small and typically require hundreds of increments to 

model tens of hours in creep time. Even though a position fails by reaching a 

damage level of one, this doesn't necessarily mean that the whole component 

has failed, as the rest of the component can be relatively undamaged and can 

still carry load. Take a plain pipe for example; the peak damage may he 

located on the outer surface, as the peak rupture stress nlay be located there, 

but the rest of the wall thickness may still be relatively undamaged at this point 

in time. However, as time goes on, the outer surface danlage will increasingly 

otT-load onto the rest of wall and thus danlage will spread across the wall. At 

certain point in time the whole wall will eventually reach a damage Ic\d of 
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unity and this is defined as the failure time of the whole component. However. 

in computational terms this would require a very large amount of increments 

and CPU processing time even for a simple component as a plain pipe. For 

COM analysis of more complex components, such as branched pipes. the 

achievement of complete failure across the wall of the connection would 

require even more time. Previous FE CDM studies of components such a~ 

welded pipes, cross-weld test specimens, e.g. [26,30,33,34]. have concluded 

that the creep time taken from one position failing within the component. i.e. 

(to reach a damage level of 1), to the rest of the cross section failing is small 

relative to the creep time taken for the first position to fail. This means that a 

conservative CDM estimate of component failure life can be obtained by 

ensuring that the majority of a component's cross section has nearly reached 

failure, while at the same time severely limiting the CPU run time required to 

achieve an accurate CDM component failure life. In this thesis, this approach 

has been adopted for all CDM calculations that have been reported on. For the 

multi-material branched pipes analyses, the component failure life was defined 

as the creep time that was required for 400/0 of the HAZ, across the wall 

thickness, to reach a damage level greater than 0.6, see Figures 6.4 and 6.5 for 

example. A similar condition was defined for single-material branched pipes. 

For the two bar structure, the component failure life was defined as a damage 

level of least 0.8 was reached in one of the bars. Lastly. for single material and 

multi-material welded plain pipes the condition for CDM component failure 

life was that the majority of the wall reaches a danlage level greater than 0.7. 
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Figure AI.] Variation of stress with creep time dming stress redistribution at 
two positions within a component, eventually reaching steady-state . 
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Figme A 1.2 Variation of stress with creep time during stress redistribution at 
two positions within a component, eventually reaching steady-state. 
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APPENDIX 2 

THE RESULTS OF A PARAMETRIC STUDY OF 

MATERIALS ON C5cq AND C51 FOR POSITIONS A, B, D A:\D 

F FROM CHAPTER 5 

This appendix shows a continuation of the parametric study. as described in 

Chapter 5, of the effect of material properties 50i and Il i for the PlY1, HAZ and 

WM weld zones on the equivalent and maximum principal stress for four 

critical positions (Positions A(PMb
), B(WM), D(HAZP) and F(WM)) within a 

typical three-material, branched pipe weld. 
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Figure A2.18. Effect of 11,1.\( on the maximum principal stress at Position 

F (WM), for a range of E
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